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On 12/7/64 the Chicago Office, through a mail 
drop maintained for CG 5824-S*, received the following com- 
munication from CG 5824-5* postmarked Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
12/3/64. The text of this communication was as follows: 

"Dear Norma:- (Chicago drop box) 

"Sometimes a delay is a blessing in dis- 
guise, I finally got a nights sleep, I guess 
this trip doubled the mileage thus far and the 
variety of planes was. interesting. We are 
hoping to be able to fly later to-day. (12/3/64 
to Moscow) 

"The trip is proving very productive 
checking on orders and possibilities but the 
final resuits will depend on the quality of 
the material and if it is up to our American 
Standards. The people here (in Prague, Czecho~ 
Slovakia) are very nice and treating our sales 
party well. Of course the big deals /we hope/ 
are still hatd to predict and still remain to 
be finalized. 
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"Y just want to say hello and send. my 
Love to all the family. 

"This looks like a Xmas city show on the 
ground and the windows are all dressed up for 
the holidays. I may even pick. up a few books 
for the grand children and mail them though 
I doubt that they will arrive in time - but it's 
worth a try. 

"Again with all my best especially to the 
lovely little woman 

"As always 

‘Henry (CG 5824-S*) 

"Décenber 3rd 1964" 

In addition to the foregoing, CG 6653-S on 12/6/64 
advised SA RICHARD W. HANSEN that she also had recéived a 
brief note from CG 5824-S¥* which had been postmarked 12/$/64; 
Shannon, Ireland, which had been received by her at another 
drop maintained for CG 5824-S*, CG 6653-S stated that the 
note indicated that while CG 5824-S* had arrived over London 
on schedule 11/30/64, his plane circled the city for four 
‘hours but due to heavy fog was unable to land. AS a result, 
his Pan American flight was re-routed to Shannon, Ireland, 
CG 5824-S* further noted that it appeared that weather conditions 
were improving and that they would be able to continue the 
flight that date, 12/3/64. 

The above is for the information of the Bureau and 
New York, It is suggested that if New York has not previously. 
made this information known to NY 694-S*, that such be passed 
on to him at the earliest possible time. 
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ReCGairtel dated October 14, 1963, captidned, 
"CP, USA - RESERVE FUNDS; IS - c," and CGlets dated 
November 5 and 7, 1963, both captioned as above. 

CG 5824-S* has advised that for the past monthe P 
particularly since September, 1964, GUS HALL, General 
Secretary, CP, USA, has been badger ing him and has been 

acing considerable pressure on m to invest some of the 
CP, USA_reserve funds entrusted to him in ventures that yes 
would produce a profit for the Party. po 

FON 

For example, during a meeting with GUS HALL on 
September 26, 1964, when that individual was in Chicago, 
HALL strongly admonished CG 5824-S* for being "too timid" 
in\ investing these funds on his own when he had his, HALL's, 
authority. At the time, HALL told him point blank "You have 
got to find some way of putting some of this money to work. 
You have got to invest some of it if we are gang to make 
money. I authorize you and want you to invest at least 
$20, 000 by .the next time I see you. I don't care how you 

Oo it. “Ἂς 

CG 5824-S* then noted that * the next time he saw 
GUS HALL was mid-October, 1964, at a time just prior to 
his, the source's, departure on the 16th Solo Mission. One 
of the first questions which GUS HALL put to him at this 
time was "Have you invested that money?". CG 5824-S* stated 
he could only reply to HALL that he had not been able to make 
any specific investment as yet and HALL was greatly perturbed 
at CG 5824-S*'s response. At this time, in an effort to appease 
Fie somewhat, CG 5824-S* presented HALL with $500 which he told’ 
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hata was the interest" « ΟΣ "profi u on that promissory note _.. 
he had invested in with $7}.500 of CB, USA xéserve funds. in” , 
October, 1963... (For details of this transaction, see _ 
reCGlets dated Novenber ‘5 and 7, 1963.) _ - 

: He aldé informed HALL. ‘that the ‘initial amount of 

aes Beer returned and: réstored: to the reserve funds. τῇ 
᾿ Was at this point that, HALL: remarked, "This is exactly- what 

. a § have meant all along’ anid this: is. why i personally want, you 
- ‘to, dsvest. this money. You are the only'oné who has really 

- ’ shown how to make a profit with this money.’ HALL again ἢ 
“calied CG 5824-S* "timid" when. it comes. to investing ‘other 
people' 5 money, He criticized ‘him for: being "overcautious" 
and afraid to. invest, éven. though it was. not, his money and 

fo although he’ apparently had the contacts and plenty of 
"_ : opportunity. Ν . 

On Névenber 18, “1964, according, to CG 5824-Sk,-_ εἶς 
while meeting with HALL. privately: in New. York City for , 
priefings on the 17th Solo Mission, HALT. again raised with ~ 
him. this question of investment. of reserve funds. According ~ 
to, the Source,. HALL aliiost demanded. that, CG 5824-$* immediately 

; _ fifd_so dngtthat $20 000" which he had ‘pre= - 
ee , Viously authorined. Source told ‘HALL that he ‘had ‘béen giving. 

_ this matter of investments very serious thought and was, looking . 
Ante all available possibilities, ‘He told HALL that. he had - 

. 8. couple of possibilities An mind for investment but dn. connection. 
ἊΝ with such investments was confronted with: μόν. to handte. the tax 
νι | problem which would be involved with δὴν profits arising -from 
an such investments, Source. said he pointed out to HALL that if he 
᾿ ο wtiade such ar investment in: his ‘own name as: HALL. had indicated. 

* that he should on a humber of -occasions, and if. this’ investment 
was profitableé, as he hoped ; the question. of payment of income 

oe ' ‘tax on such investment return must be covered’.- _He told HALL 
ΕΣ that under today's accouiiting, method utilized. by the Internal 

Revenue Service, it would be impossibie to Hide interest, stock 
‘dividends’, or almost any type of income derived from Ynvestments. ' 
He told HALL. that the tax would necessarily have to be.paid | . 

- din order to ayoid enbarrassmént to the Party. He then asked . 
HALL if-he could i_ supply him. -with some individuals in whose’ ‘names 

i -@ Substantial inves tient” could’ be recorded and with ‘someone, ‘who: 
ἀντ ° '" gould justify such an investment and be trusted. to keep. the. | _ 

'  .gonfidence as well as. the Party's interest in this matter. He 

ee ΞΕ 
εν Ξ ΝΕ oe 224° 
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“told HALL that if he could provide him with such people, then. 
he could probably invest the $20,000: immediately. HALL 
responded, "Hell, I can't help you with such people. I got 
my own. tax problem and I can't come up with people of the 
required means which I need. You just got to go ahead and 
handle it yourself, When the tax problem comes up, you can 
find a way." 

In discussing this matter of investment being demanded 
by HALL with SA RICHARD Ἢ, HANSEN on Noveiiber..24, 1964, CG 5824-S* 
stated that he “can no longer resist. HALL‘s pressures" and if 
he- did he would. jeopardize this operation and also jeopardize 
HALL‘s confidence in him as well as his own peculiar position 
within the CP. He stated that he felt that he had to invest 

_ the funds as demanded, by HALL immediately and ΤῈ necessary in 
his own name before he departed on the i7th Solo Mission scheduled - 
November 29, 1964, He noted. that because of investment ventures 
in which both he and his wife, CG 6653~S are already involved 
and quite successfully involved, and because of CG 6653-S's 

established position in the financial field, the investment 
of a sum like $20,000 in his own name would not cause any 
suspicions as to the source of such money. He stated. that 
‘$20,000 would not be considered large when rélated to the 

. overall investments currently héld by CG 6653-8. He-added 
that their presént personal financial | situation could readily” 
justify an investment of this size at this time. 

The source then went on to note that if he did invest 
such money as HALL requested, he is of the opinion: that HALL. 
hoped for and would undoubtedly expect a return of at. least 
8 

In this connection, CG 5824- Sk stated that he felt 
that he probably could, through a current family venture, get 
the type of return desired by GUS HALL but that if he did not, 
prove out this way, he would be more than willLing~to personally 
make.up any differences between the actual-Yreturn on. the invest- 
nient.and the,desired 5% from his. own pocket just in order “to 
get HALL off my back. " He stated thattierewas at this time, he 
believed, the possibility of making the type of investment 
which he félt HALL desired and this would be an investment in 
some bank stock in a bank, the control of which was just taken 

- over by a highly successful holding company in Chicago, of which 
is brother-in-law is Chairman. He added that since the holding 
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company took over control of this bank, the First National 
Bank of Lincolnwood, 6401 North Lincoln, Lincoinwood, Illinois, 
a Chicago suburb, his brother-in-law has now become Chairman 
of this bank. He said that he and CG 6653-S already hold 
several thousand shares of the stock of this bank and that 
there is, in addition, a limited offering open to a select 
fev including himself for some additional shares of stock. 
-He stated that on November 27, 1964, he was to talk to his 
brother-in-law on the above matter eoncerning the avail- 

ability of such bahkstock. If it looked favorable; hé might 
invest the funds that HALL demanded him to invest. 

Qn November 28, 1964, the day before CG 5824-S5*'s 
départure on the 17th Sol6 Mission, hé advised that he had 
spoken to his brother-in-law, IRVING RO.LANSKY.}, and at this 
time his brother-in-law had agreéd to secure an equivatent 
of $20,000 worth of stock in the First National Bank of 
Lincolnwood, Lincolnwood, Illinois, such stock now selling 
at $25 per Share and have sich stock issued in CG 5824+-S*'s 
name, His brother-in-law at this time indicated. that theewds 
excellent growth possibility in this bank stock and that he 
personally would guarantee a 5% return on this investment, 
that is, if it was necessary to liquidate before the stock 
erowth had developed. However, ‘under such an agreement the 
voting rights to this stock would have to be given over to 
the holding company, However, his brother-in-law informed 
him that it was almost 4 certainty that within oné year the 
value of this stock would rise perhaps $1 to $2 which would 
be better than a 5% gain. 

In view of the above and ‘because of the urgency 
connécted with this matteF and his imminent departure on the 
Solo Mission, CG 5824=-8* did cy glouenber 88. θά, tnuest the 
$20,000 of CP, USA reserve funds in-the-stock.of the First 

“nerttonsl Bank oF Tincolnwood, 1 Lincolnwood, Illinois He will 
YECSIVS Approximately BOO shares of stock which, based on 
current market value, is $25 and a few cents. The stock 
certificate for the actual number of shares purchased will 

be issued in the néar future and turned over to CG 6653-S who 
will place it with other CP monies. 

CG 5824-S* noted that while he had hoped to avoid 
personal and family AE NASA in this matter, he state 
he had-founz poss o SO because orpress of time 
and pressure of HALL. He “pelt that the entire transaction 
was undesirable from his own point of view but as there was, 
in his estimation,an emergency situation with the need for some 
positive results, he took the es action as described. 

sctdy | 
~4- 
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Reurlet 12/2/64, 

Relet. states. that on 21/28/64,..CG 5824~S* invested 
$20,000 of reserve funds of the Commumist Party, USA (CBUSA), 
in. stock of the First National Bank. of Lincolnwood, Iilinois, 
This transaction was made through informant!s brother~ih~lav; 
Irving, Projansky, who advised that. it was almost. a certainty 
that within. one year the value of thé stock would be better 
than a five per cent gain. Relict also. stated that CG 5824-S* 
hoped to-.avoid any dealings which might tie into family réla- 
tionships, however, Gus Hail ‘badgered. informant into. taking 
immediate action relative to investing the $20,000 and inform- 

t was of the opinion that Hall would expect a return of at 
least. five per cent on this investment. Relet notes that in. 
view of the fact that CG 5824-S¥ considered this to be an 
emergency situation with. the need for somé positive results, 
he took. the aforementioned course of: action.. 

In order that. the Bureau may be fully apprised of all 
details regarding this transaction, -you are. requested to advise: 
as to whether: the: stock certificate. WLLE bein the name’ of 
CG 5824-S* or CG 665a-S, . 

The Buredu’ appreciates: the necessity which prompted 
CG 5824-8* to take the above: course of. ‘action in investing. 
$20,000 of the reserve funds of. the CPUSA. However, it is: γι 
desired that your office:clear with: the Bureau prior: to. oie 8 
mitting, CG 5824-S%* to make. substantial anvestment: of 
fonds. | Your office should give consideration to goin rea, 
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. could he: safely wake the type of itivestment. Hall demanded. _ 
Accordingly, inforiant invested the, $20,000 through his. brothéer- 
in-law who is Chaivman of the First: National. Bank of. Lincolnwood. 
Informant noted he would be ‘more than willing: to ‘personally siake 
‘up any differences between the actual return on the investnient 

" and the desiréd 5 per cent fromhhis omy pockét just to’ get Hall 
᾿ “off his back." We have. given this matter of investing’ Party 
| funds. much thought in order to‘afrive at some.-course of action 
ΝΣ which would preclude the Party from recéiying any returns on its. 

inyestments, However, unless informant handles these funds per 
Hall's. instructions, it is possible Hall will placé these funds 
in other hands. If this happéns ye will losé control of the — 
disposition of ‘these: funds. However, Chicago is .béing. requested: 
to be alert fox‘ sone course, of action which would frustrate the 
Party in its. efforts. to realize ‘some return on its investments. 

informant felt that only through a. current family venturé 

etd OY ps 
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" REURTEL DECEMBER FOURTEEN LAST REGUESEING BUREAU AUTHORITY 
FOR NY SIX NINE. FOUR-S ASTERICK TO TRANSMIT PERSONAL MESSAGE TO 

CUBAN PREMIER FIDEL CASTRO, AUTHORITY GRANTED FOR INFORMANT TO 

SEND MESSAGE SET FORTH IN RETEL YO CASTRO. KEEP BUREAU FULLY 

APPRISED OF ALL DEVELOPHENTS IN THIS MATTER. 
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_ Pursuant to signal, previotsly agreed upon, NY 694~S* 
personally met with his Soviet contact VLADIMIR A. CHUCHUKIN at 
Uncle Elliott during the late evening of 11/24/64, At this meeting, 
CHUCHUKIN advised that he wanted NY 694-8 to deliver a most 
confidential verbal message to GUS HALL. The message, given 
verbally by CHUCHUKIN, indicated that the date of the /preparato’ 
conferencé scheduled for December 15, 1964, in Moscow'was not 
definite as yet, but within the next several days a letter 
Will be dispatched to GUS HALL advising him of the date of the | 
conference and the additional points. of the agenda. because 9 
stated that the date of the confererice was undecided because 
&# the recent meeting between the Soviets and the Chinese in : 
Moscow was not a good-one. CHUCHUKIN stated. that although the 
Soviets proposed to stop the open polemics between them and 
the Chinese, the latter refused ‘to do so. The Chinese insisted 
that the Soviet Union. must stop catering to the Unitéd, States: 
and that the Soviets must remove from their policy the question 
of peaceful ‘coexistence with all countries, and particularly, 
the peaceful coexistence between the Soviet Union and. the : 
United States. CHUCHUKIN stated that the Chinese indicated that| 
they will in no way participate. nor attend the a 

conference if one is held. R, 
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ἐμ meeting CHUCHUKIN “stated that in the near 
future ANDREDAGROMYKO will visit the U.S. and while here will 
attempt to have a discreet. meeting with GUS HALL. He stated 
the Soviets were disappointed that GUS HALL did not attend 
their recent embassy celebration. 

CHUCHUKIN and NY 694-S* made arrangements to test 
their micro-transmitter and agreed to have a test run of the 
equipment at Goldsmith Brothers department store, NYC, on 
12/9/64, according to Particulars set forth in NY airtel, 
9/28/64, 

During the night of 11/24/64, NY 694-S* furnished 
the above messages to GUS HALL who instructed him to also 
inform CG 5824-S* of the messages before the latter leaves for 
Moscow, HALL also gave NY 694-S* a copy of a 16mm film which 
he described as a propaganda film which the CPUSA is showing 
throughout the country to play up the "unjust war" in Vietnam. 
HALL instructed NY 694-S* to deliver this film immediately 
to CG 5824-S* so the latter ‘can show it to the Soviets for the 
purpose of giving them some idea about what the CPUSA is doing 
with the money they receive. This film copy is being enclosed 
herewith to Chicago for delivery to CG 5824-S*. 

HALL also indicated that from information he has 
received he does not think he, HALL, will be able to obtain 
a passport at this time because if he presses for one the 
Government will "make it tough for him." NY 69h- S* advised that | 
a Visa is waiting for CG 5824-S* at the Soviet Embassy in 
Prague. 

The, aforementioned film contains an-~interview of 
ΩΝ, MORSE, which was produced by GEORSERGRANVELLE 

Vee for the Californians : for Liberal Representation ΟἹ the” occasion 
of an award-—dimer-at which-Senator MORSE was the recipient 
of the ESTES KEFAUVER award. In the: interview, Senator MORSE 
was critical of the Administration's policy concerning Vietnam, 

-~2- 
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This was. Beviewed by’ NYO and appears. to be of no. 

investigative value, and therefore no action 15. being taken, 

relative to reproduction especially in. view of 

time élement involved, 
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(Type in plaintext or'code} 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) CO} 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ‘thee: ‘copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant‘ ‘S$ state- 
ment captionéd, ‘Matter to be Taken Up with Representatives: ΝΕ 
of the Communist.Party of the Soviet Utiion Concerning Estate 
of One Fedosy Kogut, Detroit, Michigan." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished’ τι 
reliable information in the past, to. SA RICHARD , W. HANSEN: on, 
11/29/64, 

Also enclosed herewith for the Bureau is a Xerox 
copy of the newspaper clipping furnished by CARL WINTER, and 
referred to in the enclosed informant's statement. This 
newspaper clipping sets. forth full details of the will 
xeferred to, and background on FEDOSY KOGUT. 
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HATTER TO BE TAKEN UP WEIN] REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION CONCENNING 
ESTATE OF ONE. FEDOSY KOGUT . DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

Carl, Winter, upon the instructions of Gus Hall, 
General Sceretary of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), 
during the latter part of November, 1964, made available ! 

ΟΠ ἢ Mewspaper article entitled, "Art Institute Left $250,000 rie 7 
ες ΔῈ WALL of Retired Grocer," which had appcared on page 2~A WH 

of the “Detroit Free Pyoss," Marchi 22; 10623« The article i+. ee 
identified the deceased grocer as Fedo omut anid indicates. > 
that he had left an estate valued at 5565, 00 and thot the : 

- estate was being administered by one attorncy Alan N,/jrown 
of Dotroit, Michigan, _ 

. Winter noted in connection with the above probate 
of Kogut's estate, that apparently somcone represonting tho 
Sovict Union was nox coutesting Kogut's will cince that 
individual had no living hoire in the United States but had 

relatives still in tho Soviet Union, Winter felt that this _ 
riatter should be discussed with representatives of the 
Communist Party of the Bovict Union (CPSU) and that it should’ 
be suggested to them and they should bo encouraged to ἀλο- 
continue their efforts to contest tho will. Winter stated . 
that he had been informed that if the cfforts to contest the 
will wore discontinucd, the art institute in Dotroit would ὁ 
be more than willing to σοῦ up a special art section at the 
institute dealing with 411 forms of Russian art. Winter 
tated that it was both his and Gus Hell's opinion that if 
such a Rucsian art exhibit was set up, it could have a definite 
ponoficial offect in establishing a better undoratanding - 
botween tha American and Sovict peoples, 

mba yg. 4abiisaL/ s,s 
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ΞΔ: Friday, March 22, '63 DETROIT FREE PRESS 

Art Institute Left 
- $250,000 un Will 
. OF Retired Grocer 

An unobtrusive retired Ukrainian grocer who. lived]. meagerly “because'I don’t need very much,” willed 5200,000 
~~ to the Detroit Institute of Arts Th 

In his will submitted to[may want the money ‘himself when he got out of the hospi- tho late Fedosy Kogut asked|tal. Ho tola me, ‘if I Hve,Y can], 1. that the bulk of his $865,000 change it” ος | ane estate be given to the institute, + Bogut who was 67 when nol ga Mab urcaio to Detroit | Re 6  ς ‘died Jan, 30-in Herman Kiefer ‘oporated a smali grocery } ὅδ, ᾿ Hospital of complications fols] story on St. Antoing near Ro | tHe lowing treatment for- tuberen- celving Hospital -until he re- ἢ Tic . ᾿ 
= . 

wee 2 « ‘ er 
1 

losis, asked’ attorney Alan NJ tired several yours, ago. ny Brown to make a bequest χε : εἰ pressing his admiration for σα}. } «Δ, bachelor with a few οἴοξα τς ture and his love for Detroit, friends, he Hved in various fur- , “Ho wanted fo show his ng- nished ΤΟΙ Rear downtown ὙΠ᾿ fackment to the city and-his [Detroit. He spont his letsurel {tt respect for tho arts" Brown [Yeading Russian and Ukrainian | "4 ' recalled. + - flanguago -papers and visiting “When 3 suggested do him hej with cronies at the Russian- i; leave & Jarge sum to the Insti-| American Citizen’s Chib of A - Lite as sort of a memorial, he] Wayne ‘County, 4401 Ἐ, Mee ‘4 3 smiled and said, ‘Yd lke that,’ "| Nichals, Εὶ ᾿ Ἐπ ὰ “He was a bright man, tail of{3 BROWN SAID Kogut seomed|native intelligence,” Brow Lo noyshe was dying when hel sald, Ho grasped anything Ἢ made the wilt in the hospitalon|became interested in quickiy. 4 Jan. 7. | Brown said Kogut speculate ᾿ “ ᾿ “When I 4old him that hefheavily in stocks of growinsy Ν, ἢ στ -- το | companies, 
\ ' ᾿ When he died, $94,000 of his ὦ ~~ ostate was'in bank: deposits, cr, “ ἢ safety deposit. vault. Most off | {this wag stock dividendy, . 

ν᾿ ne a! ΠΝ ῃ » | ΠΕ REMAINDER of τη] ὃ .. 4's estate was in such blue chip! Pai wid - stocks as Detroit Edison and} Ries , ae Pepsi Cola wits 
Brown sald Kogut admired fy, * ‘ the arts” and occasionally at-j, mon 1 ‘Itended lectures or visited the in ἢ ‘ Institute. 4 ἫΝ 

᾿ ' ‘Fo was handsome for his - Axe," Brown said. “Ho was [ς, Τῆς Τ always ecleanshayen and neat. thus % εὖ { Ho was a very quiet warm {Visit { . person who listened care- ΟἿ Bo Ν ᾿ Ζ811γ.» + ] visits’ . . . . other! . "--ν Brown said none of Kogut’s| “ary 
' : friends had any {dea οὐ his plann ° 

% closely guarded secret. 
‘| “He was not a miser,” the} I attorney said. “He said he iT 

didn't want to spend Moncey. on things he didn’t need," , 
‘ we FF ov 

IN OTHER bequests, Kogut 
left $20,000 to Hernan’ lever 

“Hospital: $12,500 each to three ‘ Usters and two nieces living in| " . us native village of Senowy 
Lonowely, the Ukraine: $2,060 
Ὃ his nurse δὲ Herman’ Kiefer, 

| Urnastine Hendrix; $3,000 to . he Citizens Club and $5,000 to 
. t. Russian language newspaper . : dn.New York City. 

σὰρξ of coffer, 
’ Nicholas Werheski, of 8908 

boa ! |Michigan, Roman Hromlel, of Hee ore pent as . ’ {$119 “Montlieu, and Nicholas] resour ‘ . " 1 Chomiak, of 11674 Nagel, Ham- Hemi, “  qtramek, wil got $10,600 cach.leure 8" ᾿ oe 0855 ξύν Cd 

(ΟΣ ρει νά ν πρκοκεκος κωμῇ πω 

Srey Se ὭΣ 
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BB DEC 22 ΤῊ 

ομίοναι FORM NO, 310 
MAY 1462 ἘΘΙΤΙΌΝ 
OSA OEN, NEG, HO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MemorandumRoure IN ENVELOPE 
Pa comely C foe 

SO10s106 

—— 
Belmont 
Mchr 

DeLocch aa 
COspet eee 

Callahan eee 
Et πα 

Evans 

Gale 
Rosen: 

> - 
Trotter 
Tele. Room ne, 
Holmes 

Gondy 

DATE: December 14, 1964 
AS 

C2 " 

| 5 OP pre 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 9 fa 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confiden ial 

informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 

to him by radio. 

On 12/14/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 

station at Midland at which time a message, NR 176 GR 23, was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Stiaw) 

1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr, Paddock 

εὐ 20 ΠΝ ¢ 34 
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οὗν ΔΑ ΟΝ SECTION RHE 
SENT BY CODED reLEWPe DEC 1 OUTED IN : 

, D2Loach 

FBI NEW YORK, Mr. Casper_. 

Mr, Tavel " 
Mr. Ty tter 

Tele. Regn... _. 
Miss hu 5 

Miss Gandy 

} FRO} NEW YORK £00-134637 

ON TWELVE FOURTEEN SIXTY FOUR NY SIX NINE FOUR-S ASTERISK ADVISED 

A ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON AS FOLLOWS. ¥ 
ἐξ 

NS, CUBA IN MAY NINETEEN SIXTY FOUR HE HAD AGREED WITH FIDEL CASTRO THAT 

NY SIX NINE FOUR-S ASTERISK RECENTLY DISCUSSED WITH GUS HALL, 

GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE CPUSA, THE FACT THAT WHEN THE INFORMANT* WAS 

(HE CPUSA AND CASTRO-S PARTY ATTEMPT TO MAINTAIN CONTACT THROUGH THE 

jCUBAN MISSION TO THE UN IN NYC. THE INFORMANT ALSO DISCUSSED THE FACT 

μ᾽ 
THAT TODATE, SINCE NY SIX NINE FOUR-S ASTERISK CONTACT WITH CASTRO, 

deen JOHNSON, THE CPUSA REPRESENTATIVE TO CUBA, HAS BEEN 

FN UCCESSFUL IN MAKING CONTACT WITH CASTRO. IN AN ATTEMPT TO EFFECT 

| oc WITH CASTRO AND THE CUBAN PARTY, THE INFORMANT AND HALL AGREED 

ye SEND TO CASTRO A BOOK OF POETRY, EDITED BY WALTER LOWENFELS, ENTITLED 

2 eu NEW AMERICAN ANTHOLOGY,” WITH THE.FOLLOWING MESSAGE ON THE FLYLEAF 

N OF ΤῊΣ SAID BOOK. 
100 ~t2-609/ γὲ Por Oy 

Ν "ΤῸ MY DEAR, AND ESTERRED @ourave tebe! +f Z7alu 

"ὋΝ THIS, THE AVNIVERSARY OF YOUR GLORIOUS REVOLUTION, AND 
THE ADVENT OF A Wevl-yEAR? eH RADELY GREETINGS Tol Yotj] déuRADE’ FIDE, 

aes 

AND THE HEROIC PEOPLE OF CUBA, To you Mao HA Vesti BREE RHE AR Sy, 

AND MINDS OF MEN i POETS THE WOLD OVER. V1 neo 78 106 

END "δόφερ ὁ AD a .. 

Mr. Callahan . 
TEL ‘ E Mx. Conrad ᾿ς 

9-04 PM , URGENT 12-14-64 DAE Mr. Evans | 
; Mr. Grle 2... 

TO DIRZCTOR -18- 100-428091-ENCODED Me, eo van ff | 

: 



PAGE TWO ccvescncssecece ; Ἢ 

"MAY THE NEW har BRING YOU NEW SUCCESSES IN YOUR BUILDING OF 

SOCIALISM- AND NEW VICTORIES FOR THE FORCES OF PEACE, PROGRESS, AND 

SOCIALISM EVERYWHERE. 

"ACCEPT MY HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS. 

"COMRADELY, GUS HALL", 

NY SIX NINE FOUR-S ASTERISK HAS DECIDED TO SEND THE FOLLOWING 

MESSAGE TO CASTRO IN HIS OWN NAME, AND DESIRES BUREAU AUTHORITY TO ‘DO 

50. 

"FIDEL CASTRO FIRST SECRETARY OF THE P. U. Re S. 

"DEAR COMRADE FIDEL CASTRO- 

" GAIN MAY I CONVEY TO: YOU. THE PERSONAL GREETINGS OF MY 

GENERAL SECRETARY GUS HALL, AND ADD TO THEM MY FIRM HANDSHAKE AND EMBRACE. 

INDEED, IT IS STILL UNFORTUNATE THAT THE BARRIER-U. S. *IMPERIALISM- 

PREVENTS US FROM HANDING THESE GREETINGS TO YOU IN PERSON, AND FROM ἢ 

EXPRESSING PERSONALLY THE WARMTH AND ESTEEM WE ‘FEEL FOR YOU 

WHOM WE SO ADMIRE, AND OUR HEARTFELT FEELINGS. AND FELICITATIONS ‘ON THE 

ANNIVERSARY OF THE CUBAN: REVOLUTION. 

"COMRADE GUS HALL WAS MOST EXICTED AND PLEASED WHEN I MADE 

A REPORT TO HIM OF MY JOURNEY TO REACH YOU LAST MAY AND OF MY TALKS WITH 

YOU. PARTICULARLY WAS HE MOST PLEASED WITH YOUR REACTION TO THE NEED 

OF BETTER CONTACT AND FOR CLOSER RELATIONS. HE FEELS THAT YOUR CONTINUED | 

END PAGE TWOsceeseees | 

CORR Li W4 YEAR 



ὃ -: ὁ 
PAGE THREEsccccceccccccvccese 

INTEREST IN US, AND AN OCCASIONAL INDICATION OF YOUR PARTY-S CONCERN 

WITH RESPECT TO OUT ACTIVITIES, WRITINGS AND PUBLICATIONS WOULD BE MOST 

GRATIFYING, FOR IT WOULD INSPIRE US TO WORK EVEN MORE DILIGENTLY 

FOR CUBA AND AGAINST OUR COMMON ENEMY ~ U. S. IMPERIALISM. 

"YOU WILL RECALL OUR DISCUSSING YOUR NEED FOR ESSENTIAL MEDICINES. 

UPON MY RETURN, I LEARNED THAT THIS MATTER COULD BE HANDLED, BUT I 

WAS UNSUCCESSFUL IN contacty¢ YOU DIRECTLY IN ORDER TO ASCERTAIN WHAT 

YOUR NEEDS WERE AT THE TIME. IF THERE IS STILL AN URGENT NEED FOR THESE 

MEDICINES, AND IF WE CAN BE OF ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CONTACT ME THROUGH 

THESE SAME CHANNELS- YOUR UNITED NATIONS MISSION DELEGATION. 

"AGAIN ACCEPT MY SINCERE COMMUNIST GREETINGS AND CONGRATULATIONS 

ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF YOUR REVOLUTION, THE CUBAN REVOLUTION. 

"SALUD. 

"JACK BROOKS Ne Cy Ce Pe Ue Se Ae” 

NY SIX NINE FOUR-S AS ASTERISK ADVISES THAT HE HOPES TO MAKE SOME 

ARRANGEMENTS WHEREBY HE CAN DELIVER THE ABOVE MENTIONED BOOK OF POETRY 

AND THE ABOVE LETTER TO ERNESTO CHE GUEVARA, CUBAN MINISTER OF INDUSTRY, 

PRESENTLY APPEARING. BEFORE THE UN, FOR TRANSMISSION TO FIDEL CASTRO. 

END PAGE THREE. scececeess 

CORR.-L7—W4—-CONTASTING— 



PAGE FOUR sess eeeces. 

IN THE EVENT THAT HE CANNOT CONTACT CHE GUEVARA FOR THIS: PURPOSE, 

THE INFORMANT: INTENDS TO: ATTEMPT TO SEND THE ABOVE TO CASTRO THROUGH, SOME’ 

OTHER MEMBER OF THE CUBAN: DELEGATION TO: THE UN. HE DESIRES , HOWEVER, 

THAT BEFORE DOING 50 ΜῈ ΒΕ ADVISED BY THE BUREAU WHETHER OR NOT. THE 

GONTENT OF HIS. LETTER TO GASTRO MEETS WITH BUREAU APPROVAL. 

‘THE NYO WOULD APPRECTATE AN IMMEDIATE REPLY FROM THE. BUREAU 

. WITH RESPECT TO. THIS MATTER. 

END: . 

OMS FBI WASH DC. 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
BL QUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE — 

fe “Wah ov-so1e 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
i The Acting Attorney. Genoral. | | Decenber 21 , 1964 

Director, Br | Δ = Mr. Beinént 
) ; 1 woe. RY Sullivan 

COMMUNIST ‘PARTY. USA ἜΣ τὰ Reddy δ δ ANTERNATIONAL “RELATIONS | 
ENTERNAL SECURITY: - C. i. - us shaw 

‘The: ‘following ; information received from sources ‘which τ 
| have: furnished vellable ‘Information: in the past is: ‘being brought " 

to: your οὐδ ρα ον, ag a natter of possible interest. . 

In ite: initial reaction tothe. Fequest ‘Of ‘thie 
Department of Justice for a.new trial under the. provisions 
of the: Intexnal ‘Security Act of 1950, the Communist: Party, 
USA,: has: instituted an: ‘emergency - campaign of protest. to the 
‘Presidont, membersof Congress::and the Department. of Justice, 
In addition, the: Communist Party, USA, has requested: “prominent 
individuals). as:well.-as-other communist parties of the world, 
‘to, issue:-statements expressing .amazément that the United. States. 
Government. is continuing to: attack the legal rights of American 
‘citizens.under the “infamous” Internal Security. Act of 1950. 

Beeausé ‘of: the-sensitive: naj re of our sources, this 
communication ‘has been ‘classified “tep-BeeSet,! The: above 
information is. being: furnished to. the Presidents 

100~428092: 
09] + 

| B= The-Députy Attorney-Genéraa. REC 42 400. o> ice fae 1313 

| weespen —_ 11 vec 21 1964 
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FROM 

“ J AX 
sunsnen(S0L0 2 | 

INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 

ψ | iinister, desired to hold a discreet meeting with Gus Hall, 

“ὦ 

1. - Mrs Belmont 
Δ - Mr, Sullivan {00 ~ ~ £88 27) τοὶ 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner δ᾽ 
1. Mr, Shaw r ὌΝ 
1 ~ Μῦς Branigan W1 DEC 21. 1964 " | 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 
Morr 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
Evans 
Gale appt 

thir. We Cy _ suniveylf— DATE: December 10, 1964 ἔρεξ 
T ———— 

Trotter 
Ρ Tele. Room 

‘Mr 3, F, ὥς sawn ; “Holnes 

NY 694-S* recently received a message from hiS Soviet 
contact, Vladimir Chuchukin, that Andrei. Gromyko, Soviet Foreign 

General Secretary, Communist Party, USA. 5~ 

NY 694-S* advised Gus Hall of the above-mentioned Message 
and pursuant to instructions from Hall, NY 694-S* on 12/7/64 sent 
a message to Chuchukin advising that Hall had suggested that his 
meeting with Gromyko take place at the Soviet United Nations 
Delegation Building. Hall requested that he be notified ten days 
in advance, of the date of the scheduled meeting so that he will 
be ih New" ‘York City on that date and in a position to attend the. | 
meeting. ue ΕΝ : 

— 
ACTION: 

- 

“For information. No ‘dissemiiation ‘is contemplated: a : 
this: timexin view of the possible danger to the security of. : 
NY 694-S*7" We will follow this matter closely to see if Hall 
meets withSGromyko and. if developments are such as to make.- 
dissemination of this information possible. 

100-428091 ned ; ᾿ 
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR, FEDERAL BUREAY OF INVESTIGATION 

TO 

OFFICIAL INDICATED BELOW SY CHECK MARK 

ΜΉ. TOLSON 

MR. BELMONT * J 

MR. DELOACH — ν 

MR. CASPER ‘ 
MR. CALLAHAN 

MR. CONRAO 
MR, EVANS 
MR. GALE 
MR. ROSEN 
MR. SULLIVAN 

MR, TAVEL , 

MR, TROTTER 
MISS HOLMES 
MISS GANDY 

{} 

(3 
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{} 
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SEE ME “ ( : 

NOTE ANO RETURN 

PREPARE REPLY ( 

SEND MEMO TO ATTORNEY GENERAL —__[ 

FOR YOUR RECOMMENDATION ( 

WHAT ARE THE FACTS? ( 

HOLD -- ( 

REMARKS: a 
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FBI 12/16/64 

Date: 

" - 

ε 

— eee ee παῖ. + 
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Transmit the following in : 
᾿ (Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL __ REGISTERED 
᾿ ΝΕ (Priority) ; “| 

a meee ee nn ee Lg 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) G . 

(i) ROM: ote NEW YORK (100-134637) () O ’ 

Al Pete A 
SUBJECT: Gono? 5 ψ pos Sou) 5 Yrs 

ἰς On 12/16/64, there was received from the Soviets via 
radio a cipheréd-coded message, the plain text of which is as 
follows: ; 

"Gus Hall is invited to meet Gromyko at reception 
in delegation building on December 18, 1964," 

It, will be noted, as. reflected in NYairtel 12/7/64, 
GUS HALL had requested. the Soviets to arrange a meeting for. him 

_ with GROMYKO at the Soviet U.N. Delegation building. 

B (RM) "Og ; ¥3,- Bureau (RM ω ἐκ “a 
INS Chicago (134-46 Sub B) (AMR) / 06 ~ ¥2- £09) Lf 2, VS 

1 - NY 134-92-INV (#41) . 
L = NY 100-134637 (#41) τῷ DEC 22 1964 

(7) 

apices 5 - Sento MO Per 
6 SDE Bek aon Agent in Charge 



To 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

‘Mr, Ἐς ἃ, τ “ἢ 

© 

OPTIONAL FOL NOL 16 3010<108 : oa 1957 [DION 
Se: ᾿ GSA GEM, REG. NO, 27 . Tolson 

UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT | ᾿ ~ ee i 

Memorandum ROUTE IN’ ENVELOPE: a 
‘Mx. We. C. Sulit DATE: December 15, 1964 ΞΞ' 

i) -...........,....ὕὅὦ 

Mir, Belmont is Room 
Mr, Sullivan Holmes — 

Mx, Baumgardner °"*: 
bir, 

δου ERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST “Do 0, 

fed fet fat pe. rif 

This is to recommend that NY 694-S*, who serves as the 
liaison contact between the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and fA 
other communist parties of the world, be authorized to transmit 
personal message to Cuban Premier Fidel Castro in an effort t 
establish contact between the Castro regime and theiCPUSA, ἢ 

ἧ You will. recall that in May, 1964, NY 694-S* was in Cuba ' 
on & Solo Mission 15, and on that occasion conferred With Castro, 
The-purpose of informant's mission was to improve relations between, 
the, Castro regime and the CPUSA. Castro readily agreed to establish 
pergonal contact with NY 694~S* and Beatrice Johnson, CPUSA repre~ 
“sentative in Havana, Cuba, through Dr. Rene Vallejo, a Cuban official, 

; τ 

Gwe ὦ 

ἌΝ 

διηραςθυρθθβῦθα that important documents be transmitted to him through 
the’“Cuban delegation to the United Nations (UN). However, efforts) 
to date to maintain contact with the Castro regime have been 
unsuccessful, . 

CPUSA General Secretary Gus Hall recently discussed with 
NY 694-35 the problem of maintaining contact with the Castro regime. 
In this connection, Hall instructed informant to send Castro a. book 
of poetry by Walter Lowenfels along with a personal greeting from. 

Hall. NY 694~S* is ofothe opinion that this will afford informant 
the opportunity of sending a personal message to Castro aiid request= 
ng that Castro establish contact with informant through the Cuban 
delegation to the UN. New York requests Bureau authority for 
NY<694-S* to transmit to Castro the message which is set forth on 

- PaBe 2 of the attached teletype from New York dated 12/14/64. 

a NY 694-S* hopes to make arrangements whereby he can 
transmit the book of poetry along with his personalimessage to 
Castro via Ernesto Che Guevara, Cuban Minister of Industry ;'' who is 
presently appearing before the UN. In the event, NY 694~S* is unable 
to make contact with Guevara; the> informant intends to send Day: above 
material to Castro via, some: other member of ΕΣ delega in to 
ἜΝ ΙΝ °3 

ΠΡΌΣ ile 
ὀβδβάνατιον δι mo Be PEC 49 16 DEC ΜΡ 

NY 694-S* is of the opinion that the~sending oF"His 
porsonat message to Castro will serve to reopen channels between 
he Castro regime and the CPUSA. Informant will t ‘He in the 

X65 Ge ἀλϑῦϑι Ν a al PROT Gq com own AW, nig 



th ποις 7 Θ Θ 

Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

position of receiving firsthand reports from the Castro regime 
concerning important events within Cuba. This will permit us to 
keep abreast of developments in Cuba, and place us in a position 
to disseminate to top Government officials information which. is’ 
vital in shaping our foreign policy. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached teletyne, be sent to New York authorizing 
NY 694~S* to transmit his } personal message to Castro, 

jvP 
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© ROUTE IN ENPLLOPE 
Date: 12/14/64 
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Transmit. the following in. 
. ᾿ iT ype. in plain text or code) 

᾿ AIRTEL REGISTERED | | Ι 
᾿ . ᾿ ’ (Priority or Method of Mailing) 1: 

- - im 
Ch er ee Ae ee en en i re er i eli τ τι ili i ππππο π 

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Ἵ FROM: SAC, NEW. YORK (100-134637) 
a ᾿ ᾿ ΝΣ 

' SUBJECT: (50 : 
TS-c 

On 12/14/64, there was received from the ‘Soviets, Via 
Vv radio, a ciphered message, the text of which is as follows: 

"Please see Sister Carol on Thursday 12/17., cafe 
Acknowledge by fhone today." 

The above reflects that the Soviets sesivedto make a 
"drop" contact on ‘Thursday, 12/17/64, and desired that the 
informant acknowledge the receipt of "this message on 12/18/64. 

On 12/14/64, NY 694-S* advised that he received several | 
messages from the Soviets, ‘via the secondary channel, ISIDORE, 
GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, the said messages being partially coded. “| 

; ; : ἰ ‘ 

The plain text, .of the messages 1s as follows: Ἷ ' 

"1, To Gus, Hall, Urgent. “BRA if, \ 
EM 

"On the instructions of the CCCPSU, we would like rot 
inform you that by this timé most of the Communist Party membergy 
on the Editorial Commission have agreed to postpone the conference 
of the Editorial Commission and to make public the text of the 
announcement about that, 

"In the. USSR press on 12/12, we are plarning to publish 
the text of the announcement vegarding "the postponement of the : 
conference. The text of the announcement was given to you in the 
SU letter dated 11/24, 

REQ ay Laer 
RGA Ιλ (RM): WD 704 - $2867/ 4397 

1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (CAM RM) τ hicks mnie 
1 = NY 134-91 INV) (41) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) re DEC 22' 1964 
ACB: rvs/msb 

Approved: ‘CWiecicl Agar in Charge Sent MO Per 

ecial Agent in Charge 

SSDEC 24 7964 



NY 100-1346 37 

"2, To Gus Hall. 

"Beatrice Johnson made. a request for her invitation to 
the Soviet Union for medical treatment and rest.. 

"We would like you to inform us whether you consent to 
include her in the quota." 

"3. Moore and his wife can depart for medical treatment 
in, accordance with the quota at any tinie. - 

"Please notify us about the date of their departure, 
route, and where they would like to receive visas, Instructions 
were given to our Washington, D, C. Embassy." 

"kh, USSR public organizations were able to invite 
only three persons from 'Russky Golos' and from the. Russian 
Mutual Aid Society of Chicago. ! As. a result of correspondence 
with the above-named organizations, Yakhontov, Radzl, and Harbin 
were included in the: group. As for Tarlovsky , at present it is 
impossible to include her in addition to’ this group. Taplovsky ean 
go as a tourist. She will receive necessary attention on. the 
part of USSR public organizations." 

It is to be noted that as “Heflected in NY airtel 10/31/64, 
messages #2, 3 and 4 in instant communication were received in 
identical form from the S6viets ‘on 10/30/64, Apparently the 
Soviets have repeated these messages by reason of the fact that 
the CPUSA has not as yet replied thereto. 

Den 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
-O-F . ‘ December 21, 1964 

: BY LIAKSON Ὁ 
, , Ἵ - His Beinont 

Hondiabie pit Ds ‘Noyers | ᾿ ἘΣ πὶ Deloach 
Special Assistant.to. the President, τ ur; Baumgardner 
The White House Le Ere Red ων Washington, De Ὁ." ᾿ Ἃ Ὡς 5 

“USA; has instituted an smergency campaign of. protest. 

Casper —, 
Callahan tee 
Conted 
Evang , 
Gate 

Roseh — 
Sulitvan -, ——— 
Τανεῖ sentence ene 

Prot er wae τνυς 
Tele. Room 

SEE 
Gandy eee 

‘Dépaviment of Justice for a new trial wonder the provisions 

Dear bir. Moyers: a 

_ Phe rollowing information: aieceived from pourcés. 
‘ghich. havé furnished reliable: information in the - past, as. 
‘béing brought. to: your attention as 8 matter of possible 4 
interest to: the. President, τς ε 

ΓΝ its iiitzal. ‘téaction. to tne 2 Heaitest. of the 

of the Intérnal Security .Act:.of 1950, the Communist. Party, : 

dixected to the Presidéit, ménbers of Congress. and, the | 
Departnent of. Justide,. _ tn ‘addition; ‘the: Communist Party | 
USA, has. requested prominent individials,; as well. as, other : 
‘commmist ‘parties of the world, το. dsstie statements. -OXPYSES- . 
ing amazement. that the-Unitéd States. Govérnment. is. continuing. 
toattack tho legal rights: of American citizens under the ~ πο 
"infamous" Internal. Security Act, of 2950, ΝΣ 

Bécnuse of. the sensitive nature of oO our soureds, 
thig. communicationshas been classified ἢ 
ρον ἃ information ‘ia. being fuand ghaaigo the Acting. "attorne 

rears 

J00- ἐἃ ξῶ92.. 

Sincerely yours? AN Whi | 

39 7 

{ x 

μέ a > ay aH Pl 
gon a gutoaatic 

C 2 ΠΝ — 



Honorable Bill D.. Moyers 

NOTE: . ἢ ᾿ Ba 

7 Classified "Zop*Secret" because unauthorized didclosure 
of this information could, revéal, the identity of the source 
{NY 694-S*) who 1Ὲ of. continuing: yalue-and ‘such revelation could result in exceptionally graye dariage to thé Nations See Nyairtel. 12/16/64, Captioned "Sole, IS-C." 



Transmit the following in 

QO ROUTE pOnvviiLors 
FBI ! 

Date: 12/16/64 ῃ 
1 
[ 

{Type in plaintext ot code) 

᾿ AIRTEL | REGISTERED MAIL 2 8 ° } 
(Priority) 

PAS 
Remytelephone call to New York 12/16/64, 

On 12/16/64, ___ | provided SA RICHARD W’. 
HANSEN with a letter written by CG 5824-S* postmarked Bombay, 
India, 13/11/64, and transmitted to a Chicago mail drop main- 
tained by CG 5824-S*, This letter, together with the. 
interpretation thereof by the Chicago Office which appears 
in the parentheses, was as follows: 

December 11, 1964 

Dear Lydia (Chicago mail drop), 

Since a friend (apparently CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, Chicago, 
who waS proceeding via Moscow to Bombay to attend ‘the Communist 
Party (CP) of India Congress) was going to Bombay --- for the 
fun of it; I wanted to see how long a letter by air can 
travel 2/3 around the globe. 

I am trying very hard to get back in time for Xmas, 
it is only a 50-50 chance, but it may still be. Of course 
it depends on the business at hand, I will not be able to 
neglect most of it even if I have to wait for the managers of 
the departments (leading representatives of the CPSU) to get 
back from exhibitions (trips, vacations, etc.). 

~#I3R “τ 
Θ᾽: Bureau (RM) ¢ : Y ZAG 

νὰ 1 - New York (100-134637) (ΒΜ) SEs es joo — 42409) 4h OF 
1 - Chicago 

2 
RWH: kzh 

ἔξ}: ΙΝ - ΐ wr τῷ ΕΎΣΣ 7 “4 

, ῃ tet 4 πὰ 

(5) sens” | — 

Approved: . Sent OM Per 

6 5 DEC 9 9 rape Agent in Charge 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

The weather delay (in London) and the holiday 
(apparently November 7) in Milwaukee (Moscow) delayed things 
considerably, 

Despite weather and climate I am bearing up fairly 
well, I hope ‘you are well and mot too lonesome, I also 
hope Mr, Broadman (GUS HALL) is not too impatient, I will 
cut my buying trips (stops in other socialist countries) 
on the way back but I may have to go to at least two different 
places tefore the orders are in for New York. 

What else? I wish I had some news, but that will 
have to wait until all contracts (requests for subsidies by 
various CPs including CP, USA for funds in 1965) are signed 
(approved).. 

Since Mr. Bass (NORMAN FREED, CP of Canada representa- 
tive to the World Marxist Review, Prague, Czecho@lovakia) is 
also traveling, I will drop a note to Lydia -- Hewill aiso 
see Miss Claudette (CLAUDE -LIGHTFOOT) while on the same 
tour (to the CP of India Congress), 

Well 411 my best and lots.of love, If τ᾿ do not 
make it for the holiday have a very merry one. ‘and best wishes. 
for my friends and relatives. 

ΞΕ Yours, Yogi (CG 5824-S*) 

P.S,. “Mr, Bass (FREED) will send a note to Mr, Perch 
(NY 694-S*) in N.Y. and regards from Mr. Good (CG 5824-S*), 

The above is for the information of the Bureau 

and New York, 
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SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696) 

THAGENG OF AMERICAN MONEY USED bY 
SOVIBTS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 

CAUTION MUST BR EXERCISKD WIT RESPECT 
RAIN aX 

15 } A 

Ae the Dureau 16 aware, NY 69h-3* on 8/3 /0h, 
received ΝΑ from VLADIMIR CHUCHUKIN his 
principal. This money consisted of §50.06 and $30.0 90 
notes. 

When the above $300,000 was broken dow into 
yederal Reserve Districts and series, the following was 
refiectad: 
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ως Cc) 5 ΝΣ i 

t | τὰν Ε » ΜΝ ances 4 Ι ENVELOPE 
Ὁ Date: 12/8/64 

Ι 
Transmit the following in AIRTEL Ι 

(Type in plain text or cede} 

Via REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing} 

--««ὄ.......................-...........................-. ᾿ς... ς.-.-. 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) λὶ ἵν ὃ 

FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) - W , pt 
sussecr: (soto ᾿ ep 

—,  ReBureau airtel 12/9/64. ee’ ' 

“= Referenced Bureau airtel states that the Bureau Woot 
continues to concerned that the information beingaf 
furnished by: relative to CHUCHUKIN and -his CPUSA Ap Yon, 
contact could seriously jeopardize the security of NY 694-S*, _ 

- the operation of L______ is of such a delicate 
nature. ‘that any action taken upon information furnished by him 
constantly places him in jeopardy. It is necessary to thoroughly 

plan each and every move based upon information furnished by 
this source to make certain that any action taken based upon 

LE information furnished by-this source reduces to the barest_ 
possible minimum any possibility that this source will be 
compromised, It is also necessary to make certain that any 

source or informants currently active in the Soviet field are 

in né"Wway jeopardized as a vesupi of the parean's dealings with 
this_informant. At no time has been advised that it 
Was possible for the Bureau to accomplish any specific ends as 

“a result of information furnished by him with the exception of 
_jsevefal specific instances involving cases which have been 

_ Prosécuted or are-to be prosecuted in the future. This includes 
e Solo operation, 
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ΝΥ 100-134637 

inee the inception of the Bureau's relationship with 

he has always shown an interest in knowing what 

value information furnished to the Bureau has been in terms of 

identifying Soviet agents, Replies to these inquiries on this 

informant's part have always been ay sual non-commital 

nature, which only serv that the informa- 

tion was of some value. interests in knowing what 

value information furnished by him has been to the Bureau quite 

possibly relates to his motive for cooperating with the Bureau, 

However, hiis motive has never been definitely established, bp 

Although, he does display a sincere desire to be. of assistance 

bo the Bureau. He seems to take great pleasure in assisting 

in the identification of Soviet agents by the Bureau and of 

course his monetary rewards are directly related to the value: 

of the information which he furnishes, Ip 7D 

Throughout the operation of [| ____]he has many 

times offered comments and advice as to. ow specific information 

should be handled, specifically dealing with the advisability 

of surveilling Soviet nationals on a given occasion, While the 

opinions of this informant have always been considered, at no 

time has he been permitted to direct Bureau operations in the 

Soviet field and he is well aware that his suggestions are not 

followed on many occasions, . 

_ With specific regard to ADIMIR CHUCHUKIN and 

NY 694-S* and the possibility ΩΝ J will furnish 

information concerning. a meeting between CHUCHUKIN and 

NY 6904-S* in sufficient time to permit coverag f such a 

meeting, it is the opinion of this office that 

would respect the decision of the Bureé Oo any 

coverage to be afforded to CHUCHUKIN. 
told in response to inquiry’ that CHUCHUKIN is extremely 

surveillance conscious and cannot be surveilled successfully 

lor that CHUCHUKIN succeeded in evading a surveillance. subse-+ 

iquent to the time that a surveillance of him was initiated, 

This informant is never awaré of the results obtained from 

Anvestigation based upon tnformation furnished by him and there 

would be no need to acquaint him with the results of investiga- 

tion based upon information he might furnish in connection 

with CHUCHUKIN. ‘The only exceptions involved prosecution, 

In order-to,,further protect NY 694-S* it 15. believed 

that infrequent specific inquiry about CHUCHUKIN should be 

~ 2 - 
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‘made of C7 thereby indicating ΠΝ δος 
interest in this Soviet as a further indi h 
Soviet's activities have not become suffidiently known to the 
Bureau, . ry 

With regard tolL________] keen: interest in 
CHUCHUKIN, consideration must be given to the fact that this. 
informant has voluminous information dealing primarily with- the 
Scientific and Technical. Branch of the KGB, New York Residency, 
his has resulted ἴῃ ἃ great déal of investigative | activity 
peing directed toward Soviet nationals in this particular . 
branch. and their agents, ‘Thi s created a very 
definite security problem for and in order to over- 
come this. security problem, the Informant has seized upon 
-every possible opportunity he has to obtain. information about ἢ 
the activities of oné of the other branches.of the KGB, New 
York Residency. CHUCHUKIN as a member of the Political Branch 
of the KGB, New York Residency, is of Keen interest ‘to ‘the 
“informant as it would serve informant's. purpose to assist the 
Bureau in identifying one or more of CHUCHUKIN' 8 agents, 
While there has. been no indication of personal animosity between 
informant and CHUCHUKIN, there is a possibility that tnformant 
has: some dislike. for CHUCHUKIN and looks favorably woon an 
opportunity to furnish information. concerning, him. 

7D 

With regard to CHUCHUKIN's eoneern when he’ met 
NY 694~S* on 11/27/64, this office believes that. the espionage 
trial of JOHN W, BUTENKO and IGOR ἃς IVANOV then in progréss 
in Newark, New Jérsey, could have been, responsible for 
CHUCHUKIN's. concern, During that trial there were questions 
concerning. wiretaps and informants left unanswered -in a manner 
which could possibly. have been subject to some conclusion that. 
there were in fact wiretaps and informants used in connection 
with that case, This conclusion could have been reached by | 
individual Soviets and in this case could have been reached τ 
by CHUCHUKIN, FBI techniques in. investigating espionage 
cagesy,particularly from a surveillance standpoint were also- - 
ΕΟ ΡΟ ΤΩΙ exposed in this trial and were bound to make. Soviet 

Eggionéiis more cautious in their current operations. 

n halysis the security aspects in the 
operation..of 
one another only {ἢ 

and NY 694-S* as ‘tated to 
pire fat such tine as showld 

be compromised ant“relate information to. the Soviets about 
information he has furnished to the Bureau. Should this oceur 
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|| furnished by: this informant. concerning NY 694-S*!" Soviet 

NY 100-134637 
ΤΩ 

the. KGB would be forced. to re-evaluate the,statusrof all 
agents operated out. of the KGB New York{losideriey and this 
would of course include ΝᾺ 694-S*, Every"possible ὁ t is 
being made to avoid the possibility of compromise 5 5 ΞΞ -- 
but this is always a possibility; In the absence of any 

compromise of this informant, ther be no possibility 

of a. breach of security based upon own knowledge of 

his. relationship with. the Bureau as he would only serve to 

- compromise himself were he to endeavor to be of assistance to 

the KGB by using his knowledge of his relationship with the 

Bureau for this purpose, 

| ᾿ The security of ode will be constantly borne _ 
in inind in the handling ἊΝ πσασοι | and any information »/° 

|principal will be immediately considered. in. the light of the 
AW security of both of these informants _by personnel handling 

| the SOLO operation, CHUCHUKIN, and 

. In sumhation, the Agents handling ee [85 well 

as the supervisory staff intimately concerned with nis informa- 

tkon are of the opinion that this source has shown no more than 

the normal amount of interest in the results we have achieved 

based on information furnished by him regarding CHUCHUKIN's 

agent, He recognizes of course that when he furnishes us with 

a telephone number whereby CHUCHUKIN might recéive a signal 

approximately fifteen.minutes prior to his meeting with the 7p 

agent that this is very valuable information and it would be 

relatively simple, in his opinion, to identify CHUCHUKIN's 

agent. Therefore, we feel that we should handle this informa- 

-tion in the same manner as any other data received from 

FEDORA concerning which he might inquire at a subsequent meeting. 

He does this quite frequently in an off-hand fashion and he is 

merely told that this. was very helpful and we found his informa- 

tion niost interesting, The matter is then dropped and he never 

pursues further, UACB we will continue to handle the informa~ 

tion received in the future regarding this situation in the 

same manner as we haye done in ‘connection with all information 

furnished by FEDORA, unless some unusual circumstances exist 

in which event the Bureau would be consulted, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belooat —— 
Deloaeh mame 

"Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ΞΘ 
Splivan 

§flovel 
Trotter 

A . ¥F. Downing . Tele, Room - 

, aes mn 
Gandy , 

—— 
SUBJECT: 8 . 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C (fh 

id 

, gNCLOR 

eS DELS Wet 

! 108) 5 ΝΕ ΚΞ ms | 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 

informant NY 694-S* who has. been receiving communications transmitted 

to him by radio. 

On 12/16/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 287 GR 28, was 

intercepted. 

Plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr. . Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing: REG. 10 ΓΞ Was 4 of LUO) 
1 - Mr. Newpher f 
ite. Mr. ‘Paddock αἴ -DEC 23 1964 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Bebeest ——— 
DeLoach 

Memorandum ®OtyTR IN ENVELOPE == 
y con fer DATE: December 15, 1964 ca _—— 

moy/Sie, τ, Downing : 

Trotter awn 

. F. Downing Tate Room τας 

suyser (S010) 
VTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

On 12/15/64, the New York Office furnished the text of a message 

4 the informant desired to send and requested it be enciphered. The L 

text was furnished to New York on the same date. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. ANAS 

ACTION: 

For information. 

- 

Enclosure 
2 

‘1 - Mr. Belmont 
“1 - Mr. Conrad 
ἃ - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ἃ. Shaw) 

1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher  , 
1 - Mr. ‘Paddock ye, 
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“UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ΠΟΤ] IN ENVELOPE 
TO + Mr. Conrad 

J, ᾿ 

FROM? ἡ Ος Ἐς Downing 

© 
suBjecT: (SOLO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 
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Beli ort ape eereee 

Nchr 
BeLoacth 
Casper 
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Captioned case involves.the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

‘On 12/21/64, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau s 
radio station at Midland at scheduled-times and frequencies but no 
messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

= For information. ove i 

I - Mr. Conrad 
. 2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Ἵ - Mr. Downing 
1.-- Mr. Newpher 
i= Mr. Paddock 
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Date: 12/8/64 ! 

| Transmit the following ‘in 
{Type in plaintext ὁ er code} 

Via____ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
. 

(Priority) j ° 

J © DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Information for Discussion with 
Representatives of the Polish United Workers Party. 
Regarding a Will in Cleveland, Ohio.” 

The information appearing in the enclosed infor- 
mant's statement was furnished on 11/29/64 by CG 5824-S*, 
who has: furnished reliable information in the past, to SA 
RICHARD W, HANSEN, 

wh 8090 b ae μὰ ἃ (Ene. 8 per 
-New York (100- S403) (Enc. 1) (Info) ( 4 RM) 

2-Chicago | Ne 

(1 - Α)134-46 Sub B-20) yi δ a9 

RWH: MD ὌΨΩΝ Ε 2 4992--εἰζ(φ 

re 
ν + - - ΝΞ ΕΝ 

Approved: (ἢ QO | Ao ea M Pero 

Spdeidl Agent/in Z¢harge 



INFORMATION FOR DISCUSSION WITH REERESENTATIVES 
OF THE POLISH UNITED WORKERS PARTY REGARDING A 

- Wid, IN CLEVELAND, OBIO — 

‘Dering the latter part of November, 1964, “Anthony 
“Kxdhmaréke, ‘on the _iabtructions of Gus Halil, General Secretary, 
Comzunist Party, USA (CP, USA), furnisliod the following infor~ 
ation which was to be taken up, if possible; with representatives 
of the Polish United Worker's Party, also..kmova as’ the Comnunist 
“Party οὗ Poland: 

Recently, ax  dndividuar who had ‘Yong. vosided in Cleve- 
tand, Ohio, died leaving an estate valued at approximately 
$70,000. This individual disposed of his property by will. pie 
When he died, h 8, both resid in- Cleveland, ° 
by the nanes of and He also 
had..a wife who resides in Poland named 2's. Teddozja Stochnal, . 
nl. Zuyciestwa 38/6; Gdansk, Poland. Under the law currently 
on the books in Ohio, Mrs, Stoéhnal, 4earthe wife, would be - 
entitled to 8. third of her husband's estate and the: daughters 
entitled to individual one-third shares.. -The daughters are 
preséittly contesting the disposition of the property as provided. 
in tho will and it is Suggested that the Polish authorities - 
might alse like to intérvene on behalf of Hrs, Stochmal. 
Allegedly, the only amount. that the adninistrators: of. the 
estate are now willing ta. give. to Mrs. Stochnal is $3,000. 

Both ‘Hall and Kxychmarek were of the opinion that 
perhaps if the Poles were successful in contesting this will 
and succeeded in getting Lrs,. Stochmal the one-third share 
of the estate. to, which sh? is entitled, the Party hére might 
indiréctly benefit as the Poles might 7691 thé Party here 
deserved sone compensation. for their agsistance. in: this matter. 
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ROUTE IN EN vALOPE 
Date: 12/21/64 

{ 
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Transmit -the following in ___- ἱ 
᾿ (Type in plaintext or code) | 

I γα. SEREEL | REG ISTERED 
— " ᾿" 7 (Priority) 

σσσπτπτσσ τσ SS τς -- RS Se TS Te eee eee ewe eee L. 

"pO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: . SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT : Cao? 
: 15-Ὁ 

Pursuant to advice from his physician that, following 
his recent hospitalization, he should recuperate for several 
weeks iri a warm climate, NY 694-S* advises that he has arranged 
to go to San Juan, Puerto Rico, on_1/5/65, and return to New 
York on or about 1/16/65. His wife will accompany him, and in 
San Juan they will stay at the Sheraton Hotel under their true 
names, 

At the informant's request, if contact with him in 
San Juan become necessary, such contact will be made directly 
by telephone rather than through the San Juan office. 

7 ιν 
γα BUREAU (RM) 

~ CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B)(AM RM) 1 - San Juan (RM) 
1 ~ NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) - τ: 
1 - NY 100-134632 (41)-. - 
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Approved: ἣ VW Sent eM Per 
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Cas Pet eee Memorandum ; | 
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ιν ᾿ τ . = ᾿ Gole 

: Mx ° We Cy suitivaliy _ DATE: ‘December 24, 1964 ae 

; Tavel — - 

Mr. Belmont ele: Room oe 
Mr. Sullivan Holmes — 

ow 

ACTION: 

{ 
- ‘ ‘ ᾿ 

—— i 

j ff Tolson «42 ; 
ts , Belmont a 

- Mohit i 
UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT 

|r re Oe | 
Mx Baumgardner “Ὁ 
Mr. Re Cs Putnam Fo! fad fet fe 

ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

My memorandum dated 12/21/64, captioned "Counterintelli- 
gence Program; Internal Security - C," advised that Gus Hall, 
General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, was to meet Andrei Gromyko, 
head of the Soviet delegation to the United Nations, 12/18/64, at 
the Soviet, United Nations Mission, You were advised that because 
of security factors involving one of our top informants, no attempt 
would be made to publicize Hall's attendance and we would attempt 
to determine details of the meeting through NY 694-S*, 

On 12/21/64 NY 694-S* determined the following through | 
discu ussion with Hall: ἢ 

= 

τῷ 88 - "Hall met with Gromyko for about one and one fourth hours 
after the formal reception at the Soviet. Mission on 12/18/64, 
They-,conversed alone without an interpreter and Hall believes 
Groniyko ‘aid not understand. much of what Hall said. 

᾿ .‘Gromyko | told Halil nothing that had not already appeared 
in The Néw York Times.'* Much of the conversation consisted of an 
exchange of pleasantries and, as far as Hall was concerned, the 
conference was "a complete waste of time," 

om 
- -Σ 

Hall attempted to emphasize the need for strengthen 
the comnunist international movement and, while Gromyko shook his 
head indicating agreement, Hall was sure Gromyko did not have the 
faintest idea of what was being said, Hall is concerned about what 
Gromyko will report to the Soviets with respect to this conference, 
since he feels Gromyko had no idea of what Hall was talking about. 

- 

None. For information, Since the details of Hall's 
enference with Gromyko came! to-us ‘through a most delicate .source 
and contains no outstanding ‘developments, it is believed that in 
the: interests of the security of the source it should not be 

- disseminated at this time. (Ὧι, will. disseminate information cqopcern- - 
- ing*Hall's visit to the Soviet Missiod on 12/18/64 ih thé"company 
of five individuals with communist backgrounds to interested: agencies 
“of the Government. 

REC- 44° Lod— $2 «χα FoI) OF 
100-— 428091 wr 
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Date. December 10, 1964 

To: Director, FBI ᾿ (Bufile.: 100-428091 |) 

) Attention : —¥TA-COURTER -- 

: Legal Attache, Ottawa ( 405-684 ) 

Title 

1 Reference 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

Bulet to Ottawa 11/18/64 

osed are the followinc communications received from th at 

Netter dated December 4, 1964, which is se f_explanatory. 

\ 

ecowy Pace copy © 

ὺ ιοῦ- 168 Chea ae hut) 
Dissemination _ οὺ- 2- 4) (erusp τὴ perplae RELAIS) 4 

—_ May be made as received wer 
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SUBJEC 

: Mr... Conrad WEG τς ‘DATE: December 30, 1964 

an ᾿ - Gandy 

INTERNAL SECURITY - ὦ | ry 

ως 
τ ᾿ - 7 μι ate 

OPTIONAL ORM NO, en $010=106 . aw - 
MAY 1:82 ἘΌΙΤΙΟΝ Σ᾽ . 
GSA δὲν. 8OFNO, 27 - : ' Tolson — 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belcont—— 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE a Golichon ~~ 
Conrad κων 

Trotter — 
Tele. Room 
Holmes wpemnerares 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving com- 
munications, transmitted to him by radio. 

On 12/30/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 125 GR 66, 

was intercepted. 

Plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

Mr . Belmont . 4 τ 
Mr. Conrad: , 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Hr. W. ἃ. Shaw) 

Mr. Downing 
ir. Newpher 
Mr. Paddock REC- Δ 
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OSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 ko : alson ἔνε 5--ἢ “ 
t UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT elmont m= 

AMON! —_aotenewenn, =, 
“DeLoach .-.......... {> Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
Conrad —— ee 

Pel 
Gale 

τὸ : ΜΕ. Conrad Ae DATE: December 28, 1964 , 

a 
. FROM: é C.F. Downing 

.- o¢ 

SUBJECT: oo -, Ὶ : 

NTERNAL SECURITY -ὉΟ t 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. * 

Tovel: 

Trotter 
Tele, Room nema 
Holmes 
Gondy 

On 12/28/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 

station at Midland at which time a message, NR 393 GR 33, was intercepted. 

Plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 -Mr. Downing 
1 » Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock ut uy {O 
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Date: 12/22/64 

Transmit the following in - 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

ΓΝ ROUTE IN ENV! LOPE | 

γα AIRTEL REGISTERED 
-" ᾿ ᾿ (Priority) Ι 

--..-..-. ὕὦὌὈὩὄΣΞ.ᾳὄ..... .... ae ee eee ee eee ee ee, 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI €100-428091) 

FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) f a 
5 = 

SUBJECT: SOL¢ ( Υ » / 
IS-C WATS } 

yA I va 

ReNYairtel, 12/21/64, captioned as above, reflecting 
that GUS HALL had been invited to attend a reception at the 
Soviet UN Mission Headquarters on Friday, 12/18/64, for the .¢ 
purpose of conferring with ANDREI GROMYKO, Soviet Foreign Ὁ "4 TI 
Minister, tT = 

On 12/22/64, NY 694-S* advised as follows: Kio 

On the evening of 12/21/64, NY 694-S* contacted GUS ‘ 
HALL and discussed with the latter HALL's conference with MI nd 
GROMYKO at the Soviet UN Delegation. -HALL stated that, so far AS 
he was concerned, the conference was "a complete waste of time.” 
He said that after the formal reception,he and GROMYKO talked 
for about 1% hours, Most of the conversation was in the nature 
of an exchange of pleasantries, He stated that he and GROMYKO 
were alone, not ever an interpreter being present, and that 
GROMYKO, in HALL's opinion, did not understand much of what 
HALL was saying. REG. 5 
- γιβᾶο δδχέδοίαιΗ 4! \ GA BUREAU (RM) os 

CHICAGO- (134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) αἴ JAN 4 1965 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (61) 44) 7 ain 
1 - ΝΥ 100-13463) (41)-- AN - 

ΕΝ | if jet ΙΑ τις We 
| >)? 

ACB: mf£d 

(9) 

ΛΝ ἢ: Sent 
Per . 

G5 JANG εν αἰνξίσουὶ in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

- HALL stated further that so far as he was conéermed 

GROMYKO' told him nothiiig that HALL had not already read in the 

MNéew York Times.’ GROMYKO's conversation, for the most part, 

was a series of “you know this - you. know that.” HALL stated 

that he attempted to emphasize to GROMYKO the ‘need ‘for strengthen- 

ing the Communist international movement and referred to the. . | 

reaction of the late PALMIERO: TOGLIATTL to. the situation in the } 

CPSU. He stated that TOGLIATTI had felt the need "fcr more i 

democracy in the GP§U.'' GROMYKO shook his head, indicating 
agreement, but HALL ὅτις sure that GROMYKO' had not tthe faintest. 

idea of what HALL was talking about. ' 

HALL. BXpressed concern about “what GROMYKO might report 
to the Soviets in Moscow with respect to his conference with Ὁ 
“HALL, inasmuch,.as GROMYKO, in his opinion, had. no idéa of what ; 
HALL was. talking. about; He wondered what kind of report the 
latter might submit to Moscow: concerning HALL. - | 

NY 694-S* adked HALL Whether ERNESTO CHE GUEVARA,. Cuban - 
Minister of Industry, presént ly visiting the: UN im ΝΥ, had made 
any attémpt to confer with HALL... HALL stated that JAMES JACKSON. 
had conferred. with CHE GUEVARA, but CHE GUEVARA had made no 
suggestion, that. he’ meet. with. GUS HALL. 

-- mt 
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Via AIRTEL | _REGISTERED Jy Ϊ 
Le (Priority or Method of Mailing) * Μ΄. “ AINSD i 

Rae a ee enn na ~ gee ated ὃς τ ἢ 
“ ποτὶ OE: fC 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Re pA REE οσίνοὶ τὰς WISE 4 
. ἂν rT ἢ 4 

| } ia SAC, EW YORK (100-134637) | : Cy Ls AC | 

sunsac Choro ὦ foils 5 \\ yl? 
“ESE 79} Nes} | 

f filme 

Lf On 12/16/64, pursuant to ang ΤΕ ons from GUS’ STA y 
HALL, Ganeral Secretary of the CPUSA, NY 694-S* transmittea P 
|: the Soviets through the secondary channel, ISIDORE 
GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, the foltowing microfilm messages: £q 

The following message was in cipher ~ code: 

7 "OPSU Sia 

Ν rp 
"In a private personal talk between Edward Lamb 

d myself, he expressed great ‘enthysiasm about his talks 
and contacts with you in the months past. However, he is \, a ΚΣ 
puzzled about why you have not gotten in touch with him te 
lately. He has 31 business and science people who would 
visit the USSR enterprises and talk to your representatives. 

" "Gus Mali" MY, Me 
aaa 

1100-14646), industrialist and personal friend 
whom HALL had recommended to the Soviets 88. 801 

BUREAU (100.}}280901} (ΕΜ) - 
- 2 esa (30:8 be e eat REC. 5 

5 
- i ipa” 20 ROG. 

1 2 Ny 100- a οἷ mate ἈΝ Θὰ 
I JAN 4 1965 

ACB: rvs 

᾿ " th μ ka ; ᾿ ~~ <8 1 te a ᾿ pier 
Approved; 2 Sent ς- . . - MiP. 

65 JAN 17 ci in Charge 
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"OCCBSU 
b Ἔ 

: "Please transmit the following at once to Morris 
Childs for Castro in Cuba. It is urgent that Castro take 
‘direct action so that the best youth can be Anvited and 
go to Cuba - we must stress this. | vr 4 

ahr t 

"@us Hall Cr 
"There was to be a conference of yduth and student 

editors sponsored by’ the Communist Youth of Cuba, the. World 
Federation of Democratic Youth and International Union of 
Students in Cuba around January 1. Our understanding 
originally was that 8 Sizeable group of US student editors, 
say 20-25, would be welcomed. We later heard that the 
numbér from the US Should be 3 or ἃ, 

"We need to. know - 

"ἃς The date the editors are invited for. 
2. How many are invited. 
3. A public invitat a with this information needs 

to be sent to_MarkyBrody, Features Editor, 
c/o The Observatio Post, City College « of New, 

“York; New-York, -NY> eee - nel 
ἀν cee Aine rt 

"A group of 6 editors in NY have agreed that they wish 
to go, and have invited other editors around the country 
to express their desire to go to Cuba. It. is, therefore, 
possible, based on the responses to their efforts, to get 
a nationally represantative group of editors to go, either 
the smaller figure of 3-4 or 20-25 editors, 

νι 

. "The student newspapers involved in many cases 
are daily newspapers with a circulation of 10,000-25,000, and 
they belong to Gollege Rditors Newspaper Association News 
Service that reaches newspapers with a circulation of close 
to two million student readers. 

"Gus Hall 
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Dg Morris Childs. re above: 

ΝΕ "This would be the first real break through by people who.mean something in USA political life. ᾿ 

"I must say the leaders of the Cuban youth have hot shown any understanding .o& the dévelopment = but instead want to continue with the groups of Sectarian, 
Students led by crackpots. 

. "@us Hall" 

‘The folowing message Was in partial code: 

"Most Important - Expedite. 

"fo: CCCPSU and to Mortis Childs, = Most. Impovtant - 
Expedite 

. "Re the US Government decision to again prosecute” \ the CPUSA by setting date for new. trial under the Ἰηξαπίδαθ . ἃ McCarran Act, ‘oe 

"The CPUSA statement of December 14 speaks for 
-Atself. It is our opinion that. thé fight against the McCarran | Act 1s now at its crucial point. The action by ‘the Department of Justicés in asking for a new trial against our Party is, 
in fact, an act.of desperation. τῷ is an attempt to keep the McCarran Act from dying in the courts. : 

"We are taking emergency steps for 8. Special 3 
months internisive campaign of protest to President Johnson, the Department of Justice, Congressmen and Senators. If the 
Communist Parties of the. world could get quick and sharp _ 
reaction to this action by thé Department of Justice along 
the lines of our Party's statemént of 12/14/64, it would be 
.of decisive importarice in winning this struggle. Their 
reaction should be in vein of asking: 

~3- 
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"he Where are the promises of the eketion dampaign? 

M2 Where is the Johnson Administration going 
with this line of ‘attack? 

| "2. The editorials and: statements by” prominent 
people, aswell as. by the Communist. Parties, should say. 
The world. is amazed and surprised that the Johnson 
Administration: 15 proceéding along this read WLith LtS. 
continued attack on the legal rights, of American citizens. 

"Morris, Childs. should note -this renewed persécution. 
of our Party, our National :Committee and should’ call 1% to 
attention of 811 CP Central Coninittees: of the world... 

| "Gus Hall 

"Morris Childs should ‘expedite this item," 
+ 
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The following riessage was partially coded: 

“To CPSU- | 

"riomas_C.<Buchanan - - now Lives. at: 39 rue Theodore Honoré)” 

Nogent-Sur-—Marne 
- (Seine). FRANCE 

ΕΝ “thomas: Buchanan. ¢omes, from Baltimore, Maryland 
where he and his family. background is well known +o Comrade 
George Méyers, who, highly. recommends him for his political 
loyalty and personal integrity, ᾿ Ν 

. "During the early McCarthy period,. Tom Buchanan was 
aischarged from his: job. as ἃ reporter for the ‘Washington Star,']. 
one of the major newspapers in Washington, D.C. He was fired ~- 
on the chatge ‘that hé was a. Communist. Tom Buchanan then. 
“became the responsible leader of the Civil Rights congress,’ 
in Washington, DG. and helped organize activities in that 
city in the defense of the rights of ‘communists. However, he 
has always been a writer by profession. He was educated at 
Yale University: in New Haven, and: at George washington 
University in Washington, D.C. 

"During World War II, he. served in the Uv, 8. Army for ἃ. |. 
years, rising from the rank of private to eaptain. For a. perLod [ ̓ 
of six years after the war, in addition to his work on the 
Washington Star, he was. a political correspondent for more 
than twenty leading magazines in Europe and Asia, He is a 
'free Iance! writer. now while also working for the General 
organization Company ‘in Paris,. where he Jivés with his wife 
and five children. He is’ ‘the head of thé Programming 
Department. 

"mom Buchanan went, to Dallas, Téxas in 1964 to report 
the trial of Jack Ruby, the assassin of Lée Harvey Oswald, 
for tLtExpress! ,. an important French weekly publication. 
On the basis. of this and further research, Tom. Buchanan 
wrote the book ‘who Killed Kennedy?! which, bécamé a bést- 
geller in 19 countries, and. which has now been brought up 
to date and published in in the United States. 

‘tom Buchanan also wrote ‘fhe Unicorn', which was 

ψαρ. . —_ 
atl 
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‘listed by the New. York ‘Times as one of the. two best 
American novels for the year 1960. 

"tom Buchanan now wants to devote himself entirely 
- to writing. He. has. already made his mark with a broad 
audience, 

"In a conversation with me, Mr. Buchanan expressed 
a thought that I think possibly: should be given somie | 
consideration. He would like to in some way have an interview 
with either Premier Kosygin or with First Secretary, Comrade 
Brezehnev., ᾿ . 

ἀπὸ is my opinion that he is the kind of newspaperman 
that would try to put forward the best possible. image for 
such an.. interview.. He would deal with it in a most” 
serious fashion without the cynicism or reckless disregard 
for facts or interpretation of facts. that 56 many writers and 
reporters of capitalist newspapers have. Secondly, because 
of his newly+von popularity. and fame with his boék’on the 
Kennedy assassination, his articlés based.on an interview 
would réach. great numbers, 

"T am passing this on only because it may Be ati’ avenue 
of statement. of public policy where it would be treated with 
respect and Gignity. 

"Gus Hall" 

“Po CPSU 

"T strohgly advise that Buchanan be contacted in 
Paris and he ‘be granted an interview. 

“gus Hall" 

i 
t 

ι 

i) 

i 
Ι 
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NY files reflect that_THOMA 5 GITTT IN Lege 
Yegsides at 39 rue Theoaene Fen ea ne,_-(Seine)- - 
France; The Baltimore Office was last known to be 00 in this 

~ Gase (BA file 100-119404; NY file 100-12596). There is 
* no. Bufile numbér avatilable. 

The following message was in plain text: 

"December 8, 1964 

is a trusted, loyal anda lediding 
Communist youth cadre. This comrade is working in the field 
of thé World Youth Festival, . While working in this. | 
capacity, she will also-work on such problems ds getting, a 
part of the Uriited States delegation after the Festival to 
visit Cuba and possibly South Vietnam. ᾿ 

"Because of thé conditions of legality in our. 
country, at 18. urged that this. information be kept strictly 
confidential but that she be acéoxded hélp and assistance and 
confidence of a trusted: and loyal Communist cadre. be 

“She will be working with the International pie 
Committee on Youth Festival as a representative of the broad. 
sponsoring committee in the U.S. This will be her public 
status and position all the way through. She. will attend the 
coming meeting ofythe international Committee sponsoring the 
Youth. Festival this coming wéek. 

"Whatever assistance can be given her will be 
greatly ὁ appreciated by our Party. 

"Comradély yours, 

"/s/ Gus Hall 
Gus Halli" 

of Bufile 100-431091 
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The following message was in partial code: 

"CCCPSU and Morris Childs 

her request: ” 

"Beatrice Johhson can go. for: médical trbatinent only. ' 
on 1964 quota: Advise her that. it is. best she go to the “~ = F& 

USSR for her medical treatment how and not. jJater. 
Jaf 

“Inform her that we: by. no means have neglected her 
daughter. On the contrary, have takeNcare of her financially ΟΝ 
from first day of her arrival and: will. continue to-do so while 
she studies ain Mexico, .where she is now, 

"Theré was, no. need ‘for tier complaints vegarding 
her daughter. 

. "Gus Halli . 

The above veferenc’sto BEATRICE JOHNSON's request .. Ὅς 
that aus be permite to ZO to Mopeow. and also to her wo 

‘The following message. was in partial code: 

πῆρ -GCOPSU: . 

‘Please transmit the following message to Morris. 
Childs for me. 

a "Gus Hal 

"To Morris Childs ᾿ 

“Ἰπροχυβῃῦ, you indicate approximate arrival USA. 
date so that. I can arrange. an urgent meeting with you. 
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aie) Norris Childs. ες ἢ 

"To ascertain this time that the important 
felicitations and greetings from our National Committee to 
Cuban CP and to Castro, as well. as’ my. personal salutations to 
Castro on the important occasion of the Cuban Anniversary 
will be received, please see, Cuban Embassy in. Moscow, telling 
them Σ ἐπ attempting to send such greetings through closed 
channe 

"Gus Hall" 

The following message was in paYtial codé: 

"Confirming today's radio messdge dated 12/16, 
. Halil will attend reception for the reason which you know, 
E Be sure to furnish Hall with further details on exact time 
ΝΕ of reception.: In order that this meeting. will not seem 

Ἢ unusual, suggest. other CP members such as Arnold Johnson, 
ete., bé invited. Handle this through "The Workert."* 

The above refers to a radio message from the Soviets 
on 12/16/64, advising that-HALL was invited to meet ANDREI 
GROMYKO at a reception at. the. UN Delegation Building on 
12/18/64, - The above is a request that HALL be furnished with 
further details regarding the ‘time of this receptions, 

The following. message was in partial code: 

"Teléphone number for Dewember. and January is 
WA ‘9~9482, When. I diaiéd it on Monday, at 7:05 p.m., telephone 
operator answered ‘that thé number’ is not ain sérvice. Therefore,, 
from now on, I will use the. February and March telephone 
number which is YU 9- 9210 until I hear otherwise from you. 
WII see Sister Carol on ‘Thursday. at 7:15 p. Mm. 

\ . "Jack chitas" “ 
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“the. above has reference to the fact that. when 
attempting to acknowledge receipt of a radio méssage from the 
Soviets on 12/14/64, NY 694-S* ascertained that the. telephone 
to which he was making the call was out of service. The 
message further reflects that the drop operation of the - 
Soviets is scheduled for Thursday, 12/18/64, at 7:15 p.m: 

The following message was in partial code?” 

"Prom January 2, 1965. until January 15; 1965, 
Will not be available for channel number 2, or for contact 
through Isidore Gibby Needleman or contacts through drops. 
If anything, for Gus Hall, uge radio only. If radio. messages 
should be very long, then devide in installments." 

The above message was intended to advise thé Soviets 
that NY. 694~S* would be out of New York between the dates 
1/2/65 and 1/15/65. 

The. following message was in partial code: 

, "Confirmation telephone (WA 9-9482). still out 
of order.. Wild definitely. handle drop. on Thursday, Deceriber 17." 

-~ 10 - 
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(Type in plaintext or code} 

i oS ΝΞ ΕΞ ΝΞ ΞΕ ΩΣ ΝΗ 

ΤΌ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

‘FROM: - SAS, NEW YORK (200- 134637). 

ἡ SUBIECT τ cw 
18-Ὁ 

12/16/64, reflecting that on ἜΗΝ there was received 
from the Soviets via radio, the following ciphered-coded 
message: "Gus Hall is. invited to meet Gromyko at reception 
in delegation building on December 18, 1964,” 

Reference another NY airtel of the, same date,captioned 
as above, on page 9 thereof the Soviets. had been. advised that 
thé telephone. number to be used for acknowledgement of 
Soviet messages would be YU 9-9210, 

On 12/17/64, NY 694-S* went. tothe Sister Carol drop 
pursuant to arrangements préviously made with the Soviets. He 
was surprised to find his contact CHUCHUKIN awaiting him at 
the drop. CHUCHUKIN stated that he. had come personally to thé 

wf goon reason Of the. fact. that. NY 694-S* had indicated that “_ 
yore would acknowledge receipt of Soviet messages by a eall to. 
‘the telephone number YU 9-9210. CHUCHUKIN pointed out that 

ἊΝ this ‘umber was incorrect in that. the agteed -upon telephone 
wv} numbet. was YU 9592 

ΠΣ μέ EEL? ELS f. 

(6 ἄκων. (Enet 53) (RM) Z0e of ame. πριν deol " Ἷ 
Ἴ, - , rt | CHICAGO- (130946 - ~Sub - 8) (Enel. 2) GM RY) Ἵ. Z 
1- NY 134-91 Inv) (41 
1 - NY 1 Sy (i). COR Ce JOO 742804 - 

eo ἣν of LHS 
“ 

ACB: mfd (#41) Ad - ἅ1 τ 4 1965: 
ἘΝ Ν ΜΕ nse - 

wwe \ 108” a reverent 

Approved Sent eee MCP er 
gr Pe orany 
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| CHUCHUKIN then harided to NY 694-S* a roll of microfilm 
éoritaining the following messages’: oo, 

1.. "Please note, Our party will be at the Soviet 
UN. Mission Building on Friday, December L8th £rom ‘6:00 to 8:00, 
Tavitation to Hall was sent to The Worker address.’ 

‘s : 2. "Ἴο Books ., 

" "Use EL. 5+9004 instead of WA Qe 9482. I repeat; EL 5- 
9004. Use-inm December and Janiiary because WA 9-9482 was moved 
£rom one place to. another and I could not find it,” 

(this is a new number Ὁ be used in acknowledgement 
o£ messages from the Soviets. It is a phone in booth at the, 
Fifth Aveniie and 53¢d: Street station of the. 8th. Avenue Subway, 

- This nutibéer will be used to acknowledge receipt of radio 
messages from the Soviets.) . ne 

-. -- 
- 

3, the 1965. proposed schedtle. for transmission of 
radio mesSages from the Soviets: to NY 694-S*. Copies of the 
said schedule are enclosed. herewith for the Bureau and Chicago. 

- Τὰ connection with the above-mentioned radio schedule, . 
Lt veflects that messages will be sent occasionally on Saturdays ¢ ἡ 
NY 694-S*' advised. that he intends ‘to inform the Soviets that this 
schedulé: will have to be changéd. to: exclude Saturdays from the 
schedule, | After consultation with the NYO regarding this. 

‘wnatter, he will propose: some changes in the ‘Schedule, . 

& "To Brooks, ἢ 

‘ss 15 is, the néw radio ρσορἕδϑι. Pleasé let mé “know 
whether it- is acceptablé for you. If you. are ready for new radio 
program, we. would. begin ‘to use it from Jahuary 1, 1965. Notify 
me about. your preparedness," 

- 
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5. "Ie would be appreciated if you acknowledge 
receipt letters mentioned above, Ring telephone number 
EL 5- 9004 three. times at 2:40 p.m. on Friday, December 18th. 
This will mean that you received new radio program and ‘other 
letters." | 

6. "uncle Armstrong next 9" 

(The above refers to 4 personal, contact between the 
informant and CHUCHUKIN, ) 

Before leaving NY 694-S*, CHUCHUKIN. stated that GUS 
HALL Should be. advised to appear at the Soviet tecéption 
mentioned above between 6:55 and 7:00 pam, NY 694-54 told. 
CHUCHUKIN that he planned to be away from New. York on a business. 
trip between January. 2 ahd January: 15th and that as. he had 
advised CHUCHUKIN previously, (85: reported in NY airtel dated 
12/16/64) thé Soviets should communicate during that period only 
by radio, 
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ἘΒΟΤΑΘΌΤΕΙΤΟΚΒΕΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED ἘΈΪΗΙ: 

a ᾿ ᾿ , -ΒῚ AUTONATIC DECLASSEFSCATION GCOID# 

ὦ - SATE O2-Q 73-2012, - 
oo . . - Q . } an , . 

= 

Ξι 

‘PINUCTON, ἘΠῚ (1000-14646) | 12/17/64 

SAG, NEW YORK (100-221572) | ας; 
- , . : 

EDWARD OLIVER Τρ aa 
SM-C | --Ζ 

| {O07 CV): ~ ou 

᾿ EXTNEME CAUTION MUST ἘΞ EXERCISED WITH RESPECT ΤῸ 

N ATURE, SAID INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY HY 694~S*, A 
VALUABLE INFORMANT, AG THE SOURCE, UNLESS THIS INFORMATION 
T$ OBTAINED FROM A SOUNCE OTHER THAN NY 694-5*, IT SHOULD | 
NO? PE INCLUDED--EVEN IN PARAPHRASED FORM~-Itl THE INVESTIGATIVE - ἣ 

: 

ὃ DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN INASMUCH AS, BY ITs | SS 
™ 

SECTION oF A REPORT, - 

ares Re NY airtel 12/16/64 to Bureau and chicago, eaptiondd 
οἱ J*g0L0, 15-c", particularly the part thereof referring to. 

EDWARD. OLIVER ΤΑ. Cv _- 

on 12/16/64, NY 694~s* advized as follows: 72 

In accordance with instructiors from GUS HALL, | 
General Secretary of the CPUSA, a message was trancimnitted © 
to the Soviets to the effect that the abové~captioned subject 
and QUS HALL recently conferred and that LAS had expresaed 
great enthusiasm about his recent talks and contacts with the 
Soviets. LAME stated that he was puzzled as to why the covicts 
had riot been in touch with Him reecntly. LAMB told HALL that 
fié had 31 business and seicrice people who would visit USSR a 
enterprises and talk to pépresentatives. of the Soviet Unien/ } | 

Ἑ 

- ἐν 
᾿ 

7 Sepurcau (ΠΜ} 
€ ?"(z100-428091 
4Cleveland (ἴσος δ (Ri) | 6-12 8 47 a, 

ety 134-01 (avy (42 a ORD 
+. deny 100~B4g94. (aus HALL) (42) 4 ων vat } 

‘1-ty 2100-16021, (ARNOLD Jomnsox) (42) 9 Bev qT. 
1- 100-121572 (43). st | | ΜΝ } ὃ»-ξ:ξς-ϑ 

- " i ᾿ ἡγε στὸ πων" ᾽ 

ACB: cae 7 | - | , 

(8) 
. = 

| ἡ 
& 

j 

t 
f 

ante ᾿ 
ο PSODEC 2.94084 εὐ | ! i a, 
i cabal Aart 
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NY 100-121572 

| On 12/17/64, NY 694-5* advised that on that date 
he discussed EDWARD LAME with ARNOLD: JOHNSON, Director of 

| Public Relations for the CPUSA, JOHNSON told the informant 
. that LAMB and HALL had édnferred at LAIB's ‘sutton Place | 
‘ ᾿ apartment in New York City" over the weekend of Decenber 12-13, : 

1954, and that JOHNSON had made the arranporients for the a 
eonference between LAMB and HALL. 

JOHNSON commented that there had Béen an agrcemént 
between LANS and the Sovictd that. LAMB would send to the 
Sovict Union from thé United States “management specialists, 
Sncluding “a college dean." JOHNSON further stated that since 
KHNUSHCHEV had been removed ad Soviet Premier, there had béen 
thas matter eye ne bates LAMB and the Soviets regarding - 

& matter. . 

ον ἢ Check of New York City Directories failed to reflect 
that EDWARD LAMB was ἃ réatdent of Sutton Place. the NYO will 
attempt to determine whether LAMB maintains an apertment. . 

ΠΕ] Sutton. Place, and the Burdau pad Cleveland wilt be advised ef 
of the results of said investigation. _ i 

+ 

: 
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ROUTE IN ENV OPE To 

Date: 12/29/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

ΒΗΝ . . 1 
Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL Ι 

᾿ ΠΝ ' (Priority) | 

πα wee ee eee ee ee ee oe ee ee ee ee ee ee lh 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROH: SAGs, CHECAGO (134-46 Sub: B) 

sunss0r Bong 
5.2 Ὁ 

On 12/29/64, the Chicago Office through a drop d 
maintained for CG 5824-S* received a communication from ob 
CG 5824-S* bearing the postmark "Berlin 1", no date. Enclosed pl 
in this communication was a brief note from CG 5824-S* dated i fi 
eet 21, 64" and two letters, one typev en and: ons C “ 

both apparently prepared b __— 
who is a student at the Patrice Lumugiba Friend- 

sopies University, Moscow, and who isl 
pinot the Peon USSles US 

“ππ-- -ττὐτοῶσαστῖις 

The text of CG 5824-S*ts note, together with 
parenthetical explanations added by the Chicago Office 

as follows: 

"Dec. 21, 64 
® 

* 

Dear Norma: Please give or send the enclosed ' 
(two letters) to Patts wife (LOUISE PATTERSON, 
New York City). It is urgent. I was going to 
send it on or give it to her before Xmas, but 
since I am going back straight to Milwaukee 
(Moscow) because of some note (apparently messages 
contained in New York airtel captioned SOLO, IS - Ὁ, 

so dated 12/16/64) from Mr, Broadman (GUS HALL) I will 
probably not .be in town (in United States) for 

Ὅν some days ger. 

a - Bureau (Enél, ays (RH) I = New York Gast “4) (AMSD) (Ri) (100-134637) J. Le lip 7 
cago n AG Sub B 22) REC 45/ 00 - 14: 180% q 

CL ~ A)132 

RWH:kzh 

(6) - mk ΕΝ 

Appr al Rat ig” Per .---- 
BS ΕΝ se: ἊΝ τ ἘΠ t in Charge 



A, ; 

"CG 124-46 Sub B 

“Everything is ̓ ῥχῃο ἐὰν otherwise - and 
' business, is good, " 

Co Maybe ‘Mr, Perch (ny 694=8%) Knows why my 
εν Sales trip. was redone, I wish you, ali 

‘ especially including Yogil (CG 6653-8) a very 
Merry Xmas! and a Happy New Year, - : 

+ i . Wy Best. ς 

᾿ + “Marvin ‘Good (eG 5824: 53)" 

' For the information of the Bureau and ἤδη York, Chicago 
has piepared and there is: enclosed herewith for the Buseau 

of éach. of the above noted. letters prepared” 

ht 

in addition, the original of the two letters: prepared 
Ἐπ 7 enclosed herewith for the New York Office 
in order. that they may be provided to NY 694-S* for transmittal 
by hini to LOUISE PATTERSON in New York City. er 

~ 

‘ae 



ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU FROM CHICAGO (2) 

Bufile 100~428091 
CGfile 134-46 Sub B 
Airtel dated 12/29/64 

- | ENCLOSE 
10-4 yor! -- ὌΝ 



DEAR MOTHER : 
it's been a long time sdnce I've written, please forgive me. 

I now youtve been pretty worricd about Sandra's condition since 

we called last week, one of the reasons I haventt written since then 

is the fact that +h we have been trying to decide what to ὁ do with 

Sandra after she's leaves the hospital, Weil I mentioned the fact that 

I was gaing to bring her home, We 

it really is. There is a great 

you to take it up with the lawy 

men, We want to fight the fact 

Of course all of this has to be 

in the American embassy have no 

11 that sounds much more simple than 

problem involved, therefore we: want 

ers and if nessary with some congress- 

that she was denied American citizenship. 

done on your side because the people 

ὁ been helpful at all, First ae of all 

the fact that I came hom 
- should in my opinion all 
humanitarian standpoint 

ὁ before Sandra was born and after I was 19 

ow hwe. to have Amer. citizenship. The from the 

τ think the fight can be fought. We have discusse 

ὁ e thought οϑ getting ἃ perm it on/in my passport allowing me to bring 

her in without her having to have 

' ean be done.Then the fact that an 
that there ‘making her an Amer. Citizen. 80 

a citizenship, and then seeing what 

fet of Congress can be passed 

is plenty to be done. Σ΄ 

know that it will take time and { am willing to sénd all of the 

* 

data that you will need, So if you can at Least ask our lawyer what 

are the possibilities, cause there is no need of starting ar battle 

that is lost before it is begun, Wa also talked over the fact that 

if she takes on Cuban Citizenship that they might not want to giye n 

her a visa although such a little baby like that should not be-dtHzeéd-. 

dénied that right but they a capable of doing that, But if the lawyers 

think that they will then you can write and say, And if they think that t 

there is a chance of her getting Amer, oitizenship than let's go 

forward with it, I was also told that 1 could get her in as a non 

quota alien but the n she needs some kind of natunarissy-ionality so 

‘therefore that for the meantime is out. 

; Now about her. She is all better although she is still 

in the hospital, She had a double virus pneuménia plus serioms stomach 

distention and intoxication that always accompanies these things 

and they put her in an oxygen tent and gave her all kinds of trans— 

fusions and so oh that really saved her life; She got it in the 

nussery. One little boy in her group got sick first and died thaen 

she did then other children after her. Although she was the mOst 

gerious after this little boy. But now she's jumping and carring 

on something awful. ᾿ 

I want 
letter to our lawyer 

- 

to mention the fact that I am sending the same 

so that there shoubdbe no trauble in your not 

receiving mg letter, I will t 

immediately. I think 

come home anyway with Sandra 

that the change in temperatur 

her at this moment if we sen 

of my bringing arouse. I am & 

sending another letter a 

everything more-clearly. 

we haven't heqrd from you in 

that the mail might be being 

‘T'M sure that 4 it is not by 

doesntt do things like that. 
Little for yourself, | 

x ‘7 

Us — 

i; 

long with this one 
Okay then darling. 

ell him to get in touch with you 

that LI will probably take this year off and 

or without her. The Drs. seem to feel 

e for Sandra would be too much for - 

t her to Guba therefore the question 

jong to sign off now, cause IT am 
thet should explain t 
Take care, Incidenatlly 

the last three weeks of so. We think 

held up somewhere along the Line. 

the Amer, cause our postal system 

Give our love to everybody and save a 

fours : 
a ‘ 

? 

‘oo FALUN. 
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Date:, 12/30/ 64 

(Type'in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL REG ISTERED. 

* ἵ P tiority) - 

TO + +~DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: 840 NEW YORK (2100-13467) a A_ fe 
L 

, sosect Sau ᾿ | to | pappecky 
\/ ᾿ | ᾿ 
, On. 12/30/64, there was received from the Soviets via 

~ Y¥adio ἃ ciphered message, the plain text. of which is as follows: 

“Beginning from January we will start work according 
to new programme, Time in January will be on 

κ "4 Tuesdays 1313, 1333, 1353, on Fridays 1304, 1324, 
ox vl 1344, Other changes will be reported to you later.” 

The above méssage was in. reply to message sent to 
Soviets by NY 694«s* via secondary channel on 12/24/64 
requesting change in schedule prepared by Soviets and trans- 
mitted to NY 694«S* via Sister Carol. drop on 12/17/64 (Se 
NY airtels 12/24/64 and 12/18/64). - 

{4 {5} 
3. Bureau _ (RM) 
1 = Chicago~(134-46+Sub B) (AM ἘΜ) 
1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41) -- 
1 ~ NY 100- 134637 “GDR a5 1 90° 270A -- Y4ls- 

“JDOimsb a Ὁ) nse ; 6 JAN 5 1965 

so 1} et TT, 

Approved: 

| BD JAN TSAR 
Sent eM Per 

gent in Charge 
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DIRECTOR, ἘΒῚ Cerri 3189). 12/2/64. 

sae, wes yore [I 
HIGH-LEVEL INFORMANT DEVELOFMENT bID 
COMMUNIST PARTY, 058 οτος | 

HY 4309-8 (OC lo ἢ 

RelY¥let, 11/12/64. 

| Since 11/12/64, NY 4309+S has monitoréd all acheduled 
yadio transmissions in the NY 694-S* operation and has promptly 
advised the contacting agents. HY 4309-S has then contacted 
NY 684-S* and advised hin of the messages received, 

On 12/24/64, NY 4309-S stated he was visited at his 
place of employment by NY 694-S4. According to HY 4309-S, NY 694-Ss 
appéared to display a most friendly. attitude towards’ him and was ᾿ 
pleased with the work that NY 4309-5 has done in the past two months. , 
HY 694-S* told NY 4308-S that he will give HY 4309-S mapnets and 
paper which NY 4309-8 can use in this operation. HY 694+5* then - 
showed li¥ 4309-3 where the magnets should be secured on a wash ἐν 
basin. NY 694-5" stated he will be in contact with NY 4309-S of 
and advise hin of the January, 1965, radio schedule and the name 
of a neighborhood bar in the vicinity of NY 4308-3" place df employ- 
ment which can be used in placing messanes with the magnets he 
will give to HY 1309-8. ΝΣ 

Concerning the proposed business venture in which NY 4309-3 
is: contemplating , HY 4309-S is doing research on folf training films 
and no definite plans have been formulated in this venture as “yet. 

ye wae. Bo σοι 
- ( - 65-57387) ; | In7D 

τς 134-91 (Adm) (1 ra fe) 
HY 100-134637 (Solo) (81) 

IbID | Jewe$22 1{- 

| oT RECORDED 
128. JAN 12 1965: 
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ΕΝ It is felt that the wife of NY 309-58. hag been thost helpful - 
fo in. the excellent progress NY 4309-S has. made.in the recent past. 

᾿ Z Submitted for information,. SR 
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FBI 
Date: 12/28/64 ἱ 

ἰ 
Ι 

Transmit the following in 
{Type in plaintext ΟΥ̓ code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
Via (Priority) — ; 

ce 
TT bows - 

| τὸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4%28091) 

γν FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

* SUBJECT: \ Ors010_- 
| =C 

On 12/28/64, there was peceived from the Soviets 

via radio a ¢iphered-coded message, the plain text of which is 

as follows: 

"nue to additional tasks. from Gus Hall, Morris 

Childs was delayed in Moscow. He departed from 

Moscow today, arriving in U.S. at beginning 

January." 

οὐ 
AG/- BuREAU (RIN 

1 - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) (CAM RM) 

1 - NY 138-92 (Inv) (81) 

1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) 

πρ 

ρουιξα (#42) : gs 100-4290 -Y L¢/0 
(3. 

EM tee OER 

& JAN 6 1965 ΝΕ 

ἰυνμτωσνοι 4 Mme 

Q 
oe, . 

} 

- 

Ἂς ; 
. 

Appere Agha caw Sent _—__—_—___—__ M_ Per “SY
 

6 ΤΣ J K | Sp Agent in Charge 
J J 
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ΟΥ̓ ΟΥΤΕ IN ENVEEOPE 
‘ Date: 12/24/64 \ f 

SS ee ee 

᾿ 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text‘or code) 

για... AIRTEL REGISTERED ὁ ( - (Priority.or Method of Mailing) y 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

τῇ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) _ 

supzEdr:.Ca010 δ 5 
τοῦ 

- INCA 

OWN 
‘) 

a ae 
On 12/24/64, NY 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets 

through the secondary channel ~.ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, 
3 messages on microfilm. V 

The first message was in ciper and code, ne WR 
plain text of which is as follows: 

"Reference radio program for 1965. Your Saturday 
schedule for radio creates security problem in USA. 
Saturday is not a working day. Strongly request, for RY GH 
reasons of security, Saturday be omitted and replaced by 
another weekday. ae 

For ideal security and reception ‘suggest radio program hours 
"On January 1 and 24, 1965, no radio due to holiday. 

1300-L400 GMP throughout entire year 1965." f 
mm 

The second message which was in code is as follows: 

"Sincerest personal wishes for a happy New Year 
to all. \ 

Way | “ἫΝ ᾿ "Jack Brooks" 

- BUREAU (100-428091) (RM οὗ 

ye rap fetes Blane Lo 4701 π {7 
1 - NY 100-134637 41) 

B JAN 6 1555 

Approved: τ CS \Seigl Agent in Charge Sent NM OPer ...- 

gia) Agent in Charge 

65 JANT 9 
τ 
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“The third. message, a lettex from GUS HALL. 
to the Central Committee: of the CPUSA, and particularly 
to LEONID μὴ BREZHNEV, First Secretary, is a- greeting 
from, HALL, to the Soviets, is. in plain text; A Xerox 
copy Of the said. letter is attached hereto for the- Bureau 
and 1 Chicago. 
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“ ΕΝ December 23, 1964 
᾿ wy 

Ἀνὰ 
1 μὲ 2 ᾿ 

| . 

* “To the Central cobdites _ 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union: 

Comrade Leonid I, Brezhnev, First Secretary 

Dear Comrade Brezhnev: | | 

Allow me, in the name of our Party, to offer to you. and to the comrades 

of the-Central Committee and to'the members of the glorious Communist Party of ΄ 

the Soviet Union, 8 toast of comradeship and everlasting friendship on this, the. 

beginning of a New Year. | | ᾿ ᾿ 

Your leadership and the work of your party guarantees to all that each 

passing year- brings mankind closer’to the day when civilization ‘will cross, the 

last barrier and reach the exalted-helghts of a Communist society. Once that 

‘point in history is crossed, the old designations of "BG" and "AD! will cease 

to have any real meaning. Instead, history wlll be measured in terms of "Before 

the advent of a,Communist society" and "After the appearance of Communism ." 

It is an honor beyond measure and a responsibility without precedent 

that it is the people of the. Soviet Union under the leadership of the CPSU who " 

will raise the.flag of Communism on this new plateau of human progress; 

New policies must always pass through the-barrage not only of the. enemy, 

f ᾿ 1 + 

but also must withstand the pillorying by the dogmatists-and the skeptics, and the 

‘misinterpretations ‘by the revisionists... The policies of peaceful coexistence have 

met the test fully. With each passing, experience, ever greater numbers come to 

accept these Marxist-Leninist policies as the only ‘realistic: and victorious: approach 

in the: struggle against imperialism, war, and capitalism, 

‘The world Marxist movement today stands at a new high in prestige, 

influence and confidence. This can only be atirlbuted to its correct policies -- 
¥ 

policies ‘which reflect the realities of this epoch. It ts to the everlasting glory 

ey ὩΣ 4330 4/2,4' i
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τοῦ the leadership 0. CPSU that it has initiated and struggled for these Ὁ 

policies. 

It is with a sense.of Communist pride and joy that we are associated with 

you in this era of history, The relations between our Parties has been and is rooted 

in the fertile soil of proletarian internationalism... In our relations, one always 

feels in the.attitude of your Party and leadership a sense of warm comradeship of 

- acilass brother. One senses the, respect and concern for a fellow soldier, fora : 

fighter in the cause of the same class. Your Party has and is setting a standard 

of working class solidarity that the whole world Marxist movement could very well 

emulate. 

For a Party like ours, fighting as we are against a very powerful enemy - τς. 

the citadel of world imperialism --, struggling to sink mass roots while fighting. 

for legality, resisting the most extensive ideological and propaganda barrage in 

history, the importance of this relationship swith the CPSU has a very deep and 

profound meaning. It is a wellspring of inspiration and renewed strength for us. 

In thinking about the relationship between our two Partles, one is almost 

forced to ask the simple question of why it is not possible to have such relations 

‘between all. working class. Marxist parties. The answer, of course, is clear. The ΄ 
ca 

antagonistic attitudes, the lack of relations, that express the oneness of our class 

are reflections of the fact that theories ‘and concepts that are foreign to Marxism= 

-Leninism, ideologies ‘and attitudes that are foreign to the working class have 

temporarily penetrated into the cadre and leadership of some of the Communist 

parties. The ideological and theoretical framework of such cadre have become 

| unhinged from their working class moorings. . The downgrading of the spirit of 

“4 proletarian internationalism is possible because opportunism has weakened the 

class fibers of such parties. Opportunism is inevitable if the cadre has wandered ΓῚ 

τ: 

ΧΧΕΡΒΟῚ . XERO TF. feno ἢ 
ΠΌΜΑ ὲ { Copy ἢ ᾿ COPY ) 
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away from the claf Joundations on which Mansism-Ldwdism rests. . 

As you know, our Party has had many serious encounters with opportunism. 

I do not want to imply that because of this we have become immune to its influence 

or that because of it we are now "expert in the struggle against-opportunism. But . 

. our experience has taught us’ that opportunism, is the most penetrating, invisible and 

insidious of all elements around us and, if not constantly fought, the rise of its 

ugly head is inevitable, The CPSU since the days.of Lenin has set the standards 

and cleared the underbrush in the struggle against opportunism. 

The year of 1964 in many ways -was an important year for our people and 

our Party. We came through the first phase of our political struggle with a, very 

decisive victory -- the electoral defeat of the ultra-Right. -The overwhelming 

, defeat of the reactionary Goldwater candidacy as well as the defeat of hundreds of 

ultra-Right Goldwater-like candidates for other offices.was an important achievement. ᾿ 

In the struggle for social progress, this was a political bridge we had to cross. 

Now we are entering the second phase of this political struggle. This 

‘second phase‘is the mobilization of masses in.the struggle to influence the direction 

of the Johnson Administration, The American people are‘in a better position to conduct 

this struggle because of.the victories in the first phase of the election struggle. We 

continue,to be confident that because of the relationship of world forces, because:of 

the direction of history and, because of our confidence In the American people, that 

we,will also have victories in this second phase of our political, struggle. -In many 

areas the struggle-will be very sharp and the criticlam of the wrong policies:of the 

Johnson Administration will properly reflect this sharpness, This sharper criticism 

. in the second phase of our political struggle in no way is in contradiction to the . 

‘ first phase where we had to direct the main fire against Goldwaterism: ~ 

RO MERO ’ 
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4, As you en know, 1964 also presented solwé difficult moments for fom fF 
" 

ΠῚ 

your Party. Itisa credit, to the great strength and to the. Marxist-Leninist maturity 

. of the leadership of the CPSU, it is a reflection of the close tes that your Party 

has with the people of the Soviet Union and above all it is an expression of the 

correct policies: which the collective of the Central Committee has developed over’ 

the years that your Party went through a- change of leadership without any disruption 

in the carrying out of these correct Marxist-Leninist policies. 

The business~like and Communist correction by your Party-of weaknesses 

that had developed in the area of application of policies and methods of leadership 

has added to the prestige and feeling of confidence that the millions throughout 

the world have in the CPSU and its leadership. 

So, Comrade Brezhnev, please convey to the members of the Central 

Committee and to the Communists in the Soviet Union our very heartfelt and warm 

comradely greetings-and best wishes for new successes in the year-of 1965! 

Comradely and Fraternally Yours, 

Hus ἡ 
Gus Hall 

a 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ate 
DeLocch 

Memorandum ς ca 
Conrad 
Evans 

᾿ Gale 

TO" : Mr, ἢ, 6, βυλλάνάβ . DATE: ‘December 30; 1964 

FROM : Mr, J. A. Siz ᾿ 

SUBJECT: 0 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

SAC Johnson,, Chicago, called today concerning the 
trip of CG 5824-S* to Moscow on Solo Mission #17, Johnson 
advised that a message had. been received from the informant 
who was in Paris stating that the informant would arrive in 
Boston, Massachusetts, at 12:40 p.m., on 12-31-64, In view 
of the informant's health, his exhausted condition from such 

7 Solo trips and the need: τὸ rapidly debrief the informant and furnish 
the material to, the Bureau, the two Agents regularly handling 
the. informant {ram Chicago hate preceded to the informant's 
arrival point in the United. States. SAC Johnson requested 
authority, which was granted,in view of the time element involved, 
toiidispatch SA Richard Hansen and SA Walter Boyle to Boston. — 
SAC Johnson states these two Agents will leave in time to 

‘ arrive in Boston to. meet the informant. Johnson stated that 
the debriefing of the informant will be handled expeditiously 
aiid the Bureau immediately advised of pertinent information 
developed by him while in Moscow. 

AGri0N ;, 

“ty - = 
In view of the time element SAC Johnson was 

authorized to send Agent Hansen and Boyle to Boston for the 
᾿ purposes: ‘of expeditiously debriefing CG 5824-5*., 
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January 7, 1965 

SING-SOVIET RELATIONS 

During December, 1964, a discussion was held in Hos¢ov, 
Russia, in which various Soviet officials commented on the meet~ 
ing which took place in Moscow between representatives of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). and the Communist | 
Party -of China (CBC) following the November. 7, 1964,. celebration 
ὉΣ the 47th anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution. Among the 
Soviet officials participating in this discussion was. Wikhail A,. 
Suslov, a member of the Presidium and a Secretary of. the Central 
see ΟΣ the CPSU. In-essence this discussion was as 
oLlows: 

Following the renoval in October; 1964, of Nakita Ss 
Khrushchev. from his positions of leadership in the CPSU and the 
Soviet. ‘Goverment, the CPSU was: informed by the CPC that the 
CPC would. velcone an invitation to send a delegation to Moscow ;. 

% »s Russia,.to participate in the celebration of the 47th anniversary 
of the Bolshevik Revolution. The CPC indicated that in the event 
‘such an invitation was forthcoming, the. CPC delegation would be 
led: by’ CHOU En-¥.ai, Premier of the People's Republic of China and 
a member of the Standing. Committee of the Politburo. of the CPC. 

" The CPsu agréed and issued thé invitation. The CPSU 
anticipated that discussions with the CPC delegation would take 
place following: the celebration of the 47th anniversary of the 
Bolshevik Revolution. 

. Identities of Henbers’ of the Delegations 

Following the: anniversary celebration, bilateral 
discussions vere held between representatives of the CPST. and 
the CPC,. The. CPC delegation. was headed by CHOU Bn-Lai., snes 
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‘sy NO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

ΠΤ Ae. Susiov,. member of “thé Presidium and a Satretary of 
the Central Comittee, CPSU; Nikolay V. Podgoxny;, member of 
the Prosidium of the Central Committes, CPSU, and.a numbér. of” 
other nembérs of ‘the Presidium. 

᾿ Results of the Dizoussions 

There were four days of fiuitiess digcugsions. The | 
chidese delegation Gonmented that At had hoped that the renoval 
of foxmér Soviet Premier. Nikita Ἔν Khrushchev. ‘Wag dine to, improve 
Sino-Soviet xselations,. In. this conkection,, ‘CHOU said, "We, axe 
talking’ to-youi ‘as’ victors. betause we believe that Khrushchoy's 
yeuoval, was due.'to the pressure of the genuing Mavxist-Leninists." 
The CPC delegation was told by the Bovict Leaders that. despite 
the removal of Khrushchoy, the policy of the CPSU. remained the 
Satie. Hovevery the Soviet Loaders expressed a ‘willingness to 
discugs any xeasonable proposal which could lead to greater unity: 

The Chinese Jbaders stated that unity ¢ould be decom: 
plished - 422 the, Soviets would give up "their ‘wrong idéas' as .set 
forth in the declavations of the 20th, 2198 and 22nd hep phate 

Tra 4: 

The Ghinesa » dehépation epbenvea stunned. After a fai 
momantey of silence, CHOU said, "In that case there is nothing to. 
discuss, We thought; that “after the vémoval “of Khrushchev you 
would sive ἀρ at Leabt, the exxoncous decisions ‘of the. 20th, and, 

"-Ὕ Ὁ. "- - 

the > Daternatdenat geteed movenént. ES Ὁ Σοδίοξο this. ‘was not 
possible pines nothing had changed. in. the Soviet Union and ‘thexe. 
was "no point to the discussions<!" ‘Brezhnev: suggested that dis~ 
cussions could bé carried cut on the manner of how to put an end 
to ‘open poleniés and how to stop the factional activities. in the 
international, commmist movenent. CHOU roplied that he had not 
beén authorized to discuss such natterss. 

eccrieatiee Beosnney, and Podgorny τὸ ΡοΣ σε οΒ, that. τῷ eons be 
mado fox an agenda y. tind of the méeting or the broadening of ‘the. 
Participants. | ‘CHOU categoxioaity: x xefused to discuss any. of these 



‘SINGsSOVIET RELATIONS ; 

questions, and stated, "rt am authoriced to discuss things with 
you only iz I Zind that theré is a new spixlt in the Sovict Union. 
It is obvious since my coming to Moscow that nothing has changed 
gince thé removal. of Khrushchev." 

CHOU was very arrogant and on ἃ numbor of occasions 
threatened. Brezhnev by stating, "If you persist, your fate will. 
be the sané as.Khrushchev's."" Brezhnev remained calm and 
gugeésted that the meeting bo held on another lével,. even in 
Peking, Cina, 2£ the Chinése desired this. CHOU indicated that 
‘n@ Would. inform CPC Chairman HAO Tac-tung of this suggestion, 
and in time the Sovicts would be. advised of any decision reached 
an this matter. 7 

-  » CHOU zémarked that it. wag obvious that. no ngreenont 
was possible betweén the CPC and. the CPSU. He then charged the 
Soviets as being "a willing took of United States Imperialism.” 
CHOU was asked why he persisted in making such irresponsible 
charges,. slandering, not only the CPSU, but the Soviet Governuent 
and. Soviet people as well, CHOU auiswordd, "Is it not a fact that 

| Comrade Kosyzin shook the hand of the American Ambassador who is 
ἃ xepresentative of United States Imperialisn?" CHOU continued, : 
"You, the Jéadership of thé CPSU, are not fighting United States “πον 
imperialisn. “You aré running in the same harness, along the same 
path as United States imperialisn." 

The Sovist ‘delegation had a digficult tine controlling 
itself. Tho CPC delegation was asked 15 4¢ had. any other suggestions 
‘On which to déal With the CPST. βουνοῦ. minutés. of compléte. silence 
ZoLtowed.s. Again the Sovict delegation suggested that a meeting at 
the highest Levél bo held and requested ‘the Chinese delegation. to” 
subgest the place for euch a meeting. CHOU replied that “pexhaps 
consideration would Be given to this ‘Bliggestion and that perhaps 
‘the CPC vould have some answer. The CPC's answer was the vicious 
attack upon, the poli¢ies and leadership of the. CPSU which appeared 
in an editorial in "Red Flag," theoretical organ of the Central 
Committeo, CPC. 

Sovict. React ion 

"The. CPSU deadership ‘has one to the eondiusion that. the 
‘CPC Leadérship as, irveconcilable as. it stands at“the present time. 
Tho CPSU noted that the-CPc wants the tultimate,™ and that is the 
complete surrender of the prograns of thé 20th ahd 22nd Congresses 
of the CPSU, After -the discussions with the CPt delegation, the 
Céntral. Committed, CPsu,; has decided that it would make another try 
at: "arranging a conterence of communist parties.of the world. 

* 
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of the meeting between. Sino-Soviet representatives which Dg 
‘was held in Moscow, Russia, following the November 7, 1964, 5S 2 
celebration of the 47th ‘anniversary of the Bolshevik "oO 
Revolution. “TY 5 
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ANTERNAL SECURITY = 

ΝΕ _Waterial contained in the enclosed memorandum ᾿ 
captioned "Sino~Soviet Relations" was supplied by sources | 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. / 

The enclosed memorandum sets: forth the results 
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of This inforriation could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in éxceptionally grave danage to the Nation, CG 5824~s* 
referred to dis "sources'' in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. See NYairtel 1/3/65 captioned "Solo, ἡ 
iS = ΟἹ" and mémorandum, Baumgardner to. Sullivan, 1/6/65, same 
caption, prepared by WGS:pah. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau ate™the original and 

three copies and for Chicago one copy of a LHM entitled, "Con- Bywip 
ference of Latin American Communist Parties, Havana, Cuba, fF 
November, 1964," 

The information in the enclosed LHM was furnished on 
12/31/64 and 1/1/65, by CG 5824-S* to SAS RICHARD W. HANSEN and 

WALTER A. BOYLE. 

Enclosed LHM is classified BPP Ket since it contains 
information furnished by CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed ; 
source furnishing information in the highest Level concerning the] “~~ 
international communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure 
of the information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security 
and thus adversely affecting the national security. 

b cards 

The informationcontained herein was obtained by the 
source during separate discussions held in Moscow, USSR, during 
December, 1964, with the following individuals: 
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NY 200-134637 

ARNOLDO MARTINEZ VERDUGO, First Secretary, CP of Mexico; 
RODNEY ARISMENDI, First Secretary of the CP of Uruguay; VICTORIO 
CODOVILLA, Chairman, -CP of Argentina. 

According to the source, the information appearing in this 
LHM was common knowledge to leading representatives of the CPSU, 
but the results of the meeting have not been disseminated beyond 

! such top leadership. 

| In order to provide additional security to the source ,. 
the enclosed LHM has been shown as having been made at Washington’, 
D.C. “ - a ᾿ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU. OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to. Washington, D.C. 
= FileNo. January 3, 1965. Se ; 

“1900-42809 aa | net hea 

Re: Conference of Latin American Communist | 

-- Parties, Havana, Cuba, November, 1964 " 

: A soureé, who has furnished reliate information in the 

past, during late December, 1964, and early January, 1965, advised . 

as follows :. . - ; , 

“Some time during Novembér, 1964, a conference was convened 

in Havana, Cuba, with leaders of approximately 20: of the more — 

important Communist Parties of Latin America in attendance. This 

donference was organized and called by the Latin Amevican Communist 

Parties for the purpose of holding-a discussion on Latin American, 

probléms. .Among the problems that they desired to deal with were 

relations between the Latin’ American Communist Parties and the, 

United Party of the Socialist Revolution {PURS) in Cuba and the 

-- in Latin America. Among those who were known to have participated 

win thig conference were Fidel Castro, Premier of Cuba and Canlos. 

Rafael Rodviguez, a member of the Direc orate. of PURS and a Minister 

ΠΟΙ n Government; Αὐποταον μαοτλησθ νοράσρο, First Secretary 

af_the Communist Party of Hexiadsnke 7 smendi, First Secretary 
of the Communist Party of Uruguay; ‘Codovilla; Chairman, 

Communist Party of Argentina and EXnember of the Political 

Bureau of thé Communist Party of ἊΝ - 
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Chaps 

This document contains neither récommendations 

nor conélugions of the FBI. It is the property 

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 

its contents are not to be distributed outside 

your agency. 
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Re:. Conference of Latin American Communist 
Parties, Havana, Cuba, November; 1964 

Regarding this conference, it was pointed out that certain 

of the important Latin American Communist Papties felt that at was. 

necessary to hold such a conference to “hayeé things out with Fidel. 

and the Cubans in a fainily battle." At the conference itself,Castro | 

was told to "keep his fingers, ott of their pie," that is,the intetnal 

‘affairs of the other Latin American Communist Parties. Castro was 

further tokd that these Parties also have a job to-do, but they 

gannot carry it out In fhe Cuban way. During this conference . 

Castro and Cuha were openly charged with supporting guerrilla bands 
ἷ“ ἃ “Ἅ a 

in certain Latin Amepiean countries as well as supporting certain 

factional groups which have splintered away from the vecognized «_ 

Communist Party in Latin America. As a pesult of disclssions which 

were carried out δὲ this. conference in Havana, it was yéeported. that 

-a promise had been secured from Gastro that he will pespect the 
rights of these other Latin Amepican Communist Parties and that he 

would reconsider the support that Cuba was rendering to certain ̓ 

‘guerrilla bandsin thése Latin American countries not recognized 

by these Latin American Communist Parties and that he would also 
reconsider the recognition Cuba had been giving to cartain factional 

ox splinter groups. | = τ 
- 

- 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original’ and 
three copies and for Chicago one copy of a LHM entitled, LY 
"Meeting of Latin American Communist Party leaders With 
Representatives of the Communist Party of China, Peking, China, We 
December, 1964." * 2 

Αἵ The information in the endosed LHM was furnished on a alee 
3 12/31/64 and 1/1/65, by CG 5825.8} to SAS RICHARD W. HANSEN and 

WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The enclosed LHM is classified pPSeczet Since it con- 
tains information furnished by CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed 
source furnishing information in the highest level concerning the 

: international communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure 
of the information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing the source's 
security and thus adversely affecting the national security. 

The information contained herein was obtained by source 
during the course of separate discussions held in Moscow, USSR, 
during December, 1964, with the following individuals: 
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ARNOLDO MARTINEZ VERDUGO, First Secretary, Communist i 5 
Party of Mexico; and CARLOS RAFAEL RODRIQUEZ, a Minister of the 
Cuban Government and a member of the Directorate of the United ‘ 
Party of the Socialist Revolution. (PURS). 

According to the source, this information is of 
extremely Limited knowledge among top Communist functionaries 
and no disclosure of this meeting. having taken place has appeared 
to date to source's knowledge in the Western press. 

In order to provide additional security to thé source, 
the enclosed LHM has been shown as having been made at Washington, 
D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. 
Bie hee δ δα Belo το, January 3. 1966 

L00-42809k | | RET 

* 

Re: Meeting of Latin American Communist 
Party Leaders With Representatives 
of the Communist Party of China, Peking, 

China, December, 1964 ; 

- A source, who has furnished reliable information in the 
- past, during late December, 196%, and early January, 1965, advised  - 

as follows: | -~ Ν 7 ΝΣ 

\__re presen 

' possibly open up some avenues which would lead to greater unity 
Ἂ " " 

within the international communist movement. - 

7 Reportédly the results achieved by this Latin American 

Communist Party delegation to China were negative and their meetings 

with the leadership of the Communist Party of China were cursory 

and short. They gt the "cold shoulder" from the Communist Party of 

China leadership and in essence were told by the Communist Party of 

“+ China leaders to “go to the devil” and they were informed that the 

price for unity within the international communist movement was the 

complete surbender of principles. dnd total acceptance of the Communist 

Party of China line. ᾿ - 

This document contains neither recommendations 

nor conelusions. of the FBI. It is the property 

- of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 

᾿ its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. - - ; 
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Enclosed herewith for the’Bureau are the original ΜΆ 
three copies and for Chicago one copy of a LHM entitled, “Discussijons 
in Moscow, U.S.8.R. during November, 1964, Between the Communist al 242 
Partyof the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China." - jue 

¥ 

The information in the enclosed LHM was furnished on “Ts 
1/1/65, by CG 5824-S* to SAS RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The enclosed LHM is classified IPKCexet since it con- 
tains information furnished by CG 5824-S*, .a very highly placed 
source furnishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure 
of the information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to. 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

The information contained herein was obtained by: the 
source during the course of separate discussions held in Moscow, 
USSR, during December, 1964, with the following individuals: 
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εὐ MIKHATL SUSLOV, member of the Presidium and Secretariat 
of ‘the CCCPSU; FNU BELIKOV, Deputy to BORIS N, PONOMAREV, member. 
of the Secretariat and Head of the International Department, CCCPSU ;. 
dnd NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American Section 
of thé International Department of the eCcCPSuU. ᾿ 

According to the source, this information is general 
Knowledge. among, the leadership of the CCCPSU., While the source 
obtained this, information in dis¢ussion with all of the above- 
named officials, he characterized as his chief source of information 
MIKHAIL SUSLOV, who: himself was a participant ‘in the discussions 
being reported heredn.., 

In order to provide additional security to the source, 
the ericlosed [ΗΜ has been shown aS having been made δὲ Washington, 
D.C. 



UNITED: STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 

‘FEDERAL BUREAU ‘OF INVESTIGATION, 
Washington, D.C. τ 

2 Th Reply, Please Refer to Janu ary 3, 196 5 . 
_ File No. 4992428091" prkcnet 

Re: DiscusSions in Moscow, U.S.SiR., 
During November, 1964, Between the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
and the Communist Party of China 

During early January, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
yeliable information ih the past, advised as follows? ᾿ 

During December, 1964, a discussion was held in Moscow, 
U.S.S.R., ainong members of the leadership of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU) which included Mikhail Suslov., a member 

- of the Presidium and a Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the:Soviet Union. (CCCPSU)., concerning the meeting 
which took place in Moscow, UiS.S.R., between representatives of 

’ the CPSU and. the Communist Party of China (CPC) following the 
November 7, 1964, celebration of the 47th Ahniversary of the 
October Revolution. In éssence this discussion was as follows: 

Following thé removal in October, 1964, of Nikita S. 
Khrushchev from his positions of leadership in the CPSU and the 
Government of the U.S.S8.R., the CPSU was informed by the CPC that 

the CPC would welcome an, invitation to send a delegation to the 

November 7th célebration in Moscow of the 47th Anniversary of the 
October Reyolution, and in the event such an invitation was. forth- 
Goming, the CPC delegation would be led by Chou-En Lai; Premier 

‘of the People's Republic of China.and a member of the Standing | 
Committee of the Politburo of the CPC. 

This document contains neither recommendations | 
nor conclusions of the FBI, τὸ is the property 
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The CPSU agreed and issued the invitation, and‘ anticipated 
τ 

discussions with the CP¢ delegation following the celebration. 

At the time of the celebration, there were in. Moscow, - 
delegations from commuhist and workers parties from all over ‘the 
world, The CPSU did not know ‘what the Chinese wanted to talk about, 
but they hoped that the CPC would make some positive proposals. 

. In light of this, the CPSU suggested to these other delegations 
_ the possibility of postponing’ the scheduled December 15, 1964; 
meeting of the Preparatory Commission, for a meeting of world: 
comiunist aid workers parties. This matter was discussed with these . 
other delegations and most agreed that. the Preparatory Commission 
meeting should be postponed. The date of March 1, 1965., was suggest- ᾿ 
ed'as the date of the postponed meeting and that as the way the matter 
now stands. . 

‘ Following ‘the November 7 celebration, bildteral discussions 
were held betwee the CPSU- and the CPC. As the CPC had indicated, - 

' -thein delegation was headed by Chou-En Lai. Among those included . 
in the CPSU delegation were Léonid Brezhnev, First Secretary of the — 
CCCPSU; Alexei Kosygin, Chairman. of the Council of Ministers of the 

-U.S.S,R.3 Mikhail Suse, member of the Presidium and a Secretary — 
of the CCCPSU; N. VekPodgorny, memben of the. Presidium of the CCCPSU,. 

| πᾶ ἃ number. of “ORMGiTHenbérs of ‘the Presidium: In essence,. the 
following is the account of these discussions, as related by the 

7 a ἃ - above members of the leadership of the CPSU: 
- Σ ΜῈ [ 4 

/ There were four days of fruitless discussions. ‘The 
Chinese delegation led by Comrade Chou-En Lai said that they had 
‘hoped that the yamoval of Khrushchev was for international peasons,, 
that is, relations. between the CPSU and the CPC. Comrade Chou 

said, "We are talking to you as victors bedause we believe that 
Khrushchev"s removal, was due to -the pressure of ‘the genuine Marxist- . 
Leninists."- The Chinese*comyades were told by Comrades Brezhnev, ἡ 
Suglov and Kosygin and the other members of the Presidium who were 

“present, very calmly and politely that despite the removal of  . 
Khrushchev, thé policy of the CPSU pemained.the same. Howeven, 
the CPSU was wilting to digcuss any reasonable proposal which can lead © 
to greater unity.. = 

ob 



Re: Discussions in Moscow, U.S.8.R., During 
Novemben, 1964, Between the CPSU and the CPC 

fhe Chinese comrades in response said, "Of course we can 
unite if you give up your wrong ideas as contained in your decisio 
of the 20th Congress, 21st Congress and 22nd Congress." The CPSU 
representatives again very patiently said, "Nothing doing." Comra 
Chou said again, "Will you change your program which you adopted a 
the 22nd Congress which emphasizes peaceful co-existence?" Comrad 
Brezhnev said, "No." 

For a moment there was silence as 1f the Chinese delegat 
was stunned. Then Comrade Chou said, "In that case there is noth 
to discuss between us, for we thought or believed that after your. 
removal of Khrushchev you would give up at least the erroneous dec 
of the 2Dth and 22nd Congresses.” Once again Comrade Brezhnev ver 
patiently said, “Comrades of the Chinese Party, supposing we forge 
the past. Let us imagine we ave starting with a blank sheet. Our 
task is to find the-ways and means to liquidate our split and rest 
the unity 6f the international workers and communist movement and 
the unity of the socialist camp." 

Comrade Chou then said, "Well, since it is obvious that 
nothing has changed in the Soviet Union, we cannot discuss anythin 
οὐ to put it more sharply, there is no point to this discussion," | 
Comrade Brezhnev, speaking for the CPSU, suggested some problems τ 
eould be discussed: 1, How to put an end to open polemics; and 2 
How to stop the factional activities in the international communis 
movement. Comrade Chou replied with a straight face and without 
plinking an eyelash that ‘he had not been authorized to discuss thy 

matters. - 

Comrades Brezhnev and Podgorny said, "Let us spend so 
discussing this méeting of the Preparatory or Editorial Commis 
Or if you don't like the name, let's call it something else. 
if you don't like that, let's organize something else. Let's 
out some suggestions for an agenda, or the time of the meecti 
you please, the broadening of the participants." Comrade ΟἹ 
categorically refused to discuss any of these questions. I 
kept on saying in answer to everything that was suggested, 
obvious since my coming to Moscow that nothing has changed 
your removal of Khrushchev." Comrade Chou kept repeating 
then said, "I_am authorized to discuss things with you on 
find that there is a new spirit in the USSR." 

Comrade Chou was very arrogant and οὐ a number 
threatened Brezhnev and said, "If you persist, your fate 
same as Khrushehev's." Still in all, the Soviet delegat 
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ες 888 Chinese comrades in response said, "Of course we can 
unite if you give up your wrong ideas as contained in your. decisions 
of the 20th Congress, 215 Congress and 22nd Congress." The CPSU 
representatives again very patiently said, "Nothing doing." Comrade 
Chou said again, "Will you change your program which you adopted at 
the 22nd Congress which emphasizes peaceful co-existence?" Comrade- " 
Brezhnev. said, "Now" — . | 

- Fort a moment there was silence as if the Chinese delegation | 
_, Was stunned. Then Comrade Chou-said, "In that case there is nothing 

to discuss between us, for we thought or believed that. after your 
yemoval of Khrushchev you would give up at least the erroneous decisions 
of the 20th and 22nd Congresses." Once again Comrade Brezhnev very 
patiently said, "Contpades of the Chinese Party, supposing we forget 7 
the past. Let us imagine we are starting with a blank sheet. Our 
task is to find the-ways and means to liquidate our split and vestore 
he unity of the international workers and ¢ommunist movement and 

a 

‘the unity of the socialist camp.” 

Compade Chou. then said, "Well, since it is obvious that 
“nothing -haS changed: in the Soviet Union, we cannot discuss anything, 
ox to put it more sharply. there is no point to this discussion,” .- 
Comrade Brezhnev, speaking for the CPSU, suggested-some problems that 
could be discussed; 1, How to put an end to open polemics; and 2, 
How.to. stop the factional activities in the international communist 
movement. Comrade Chou replied With a straight face and without 

blinking an eyelash that *hé had not been authorized to discuss these 

matters. Ε 

Comrades Brezhnev and Podgorny said, "Let us spend some time — 
discussing this méeting. of the Preparatory or Editorial Commission. 

ΟΣ 1f you don't Like the name, let's call it something else. Op 
if you don't-like that, let's organize something else. Let's. throw 
out some. suggestions for an agenda, or the time of the meeting, op if 
you please, the broadening of the participants." Comrade Chou | 
categorically refused to discuss any of these questions. He just 
kept on saying in answer to everything that was suggested, "It is 
obvious since my coming to Moscow that nothing has changed since 
your pvemoval of .Khrushchev.." Comrade Chou kept repeating thig and 
then said, "I am-atthorized to discuss things with you only af I - 7 Π 

L 

find that. there 18. a new spirit in the- USSR," 

Comrade Chou was very arrogant, and om a number of secasions © 
threatened Brezhnev and said, ΤῈ you persist, your fate will be the 
same as Khrushchev"s." Still in all, the Soviet delegation led by 



Comrade Brezhnev kept calm and contini¢d in a very polite, if even 

- passible at all; between the CPC and the CPSU, You are the willing 

- Chou, he was ch 

Re: piseussions in Moscow, U.S.S.R- 5 

November, 1964, Between the CPSU α 

in a strained, comradely manner, tO SUgeest that they meet on another 

level; event in Peking, 1f the Chinese -comrades, wanted. In a detached 

manner, Comrade Chou said, Ἢ wil ‘Epi Comrade Hao about this 

suggestion arid in time we will let the cpsu know of our decision.” 

Comrade Chou continued, "Tel obvious that no agreement is ‘ 

tool of U.S. ἃ erialism."  ithen thig phrase was uttered by Comrade 
ch meed: lWhy maks,such irresponsible charges? 

You are standéring not “only our Party, but our Government and our 
people." Comrade’ Chou, in a very serious way, said, "Is it not a 
fact that Comrade Kosygin. shook the hand of the American Ambassador | 
who 18 a representative of U.S. imperlalism?"- When ve heard about 
this we blushed. Chou continued, "You, the leadership of the CPSU, 
ape not fighting U.S, imperiakism. You are bunning.in the same 

harness, along the same path as U.S. imperialists." . 

% 

ΕΝ . By this time the Soviet comrades hada difficult time 
éontrolling themselves. The CPC déegation was asked, “Do you have 
any ‘Other suggestions on which to deal with us?" There was no, reply. 

There were minutes of gilence. You could hear a pan drop. Again ; 
the delegation of the CPSU suggested, "Supposing we meet at the ἘΞ 
highest lével - you suggest the plate.'" Comrade Chou repliéd and 

gaid, “Perhaps we will, consider these discussions of today gnd we 
will have some answers for yous Perhaps." That answer was the 
attack upon the policies and leadership of the CPSU which appeared 
in an editorial in Red Plag shortly after Comrade Chou's return to 
the People's Repubiie of China; : 

The CPSU leadership has come to the conclusion that the 
CPC Leadership is ipreconcilable as it stands now. They want the 

and 22nd Congresses of the CPSU. So, after these discussions with 

the CPC delesation, the CCCPSU decided that they would make another 

try at getting this conference of the Communist and Workers Parties | 
together. ; 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original and | 
three copies and for Chicago one copy of a LHM entitled, “Informa 
tion concernig Status and Plans of March 1, 1965, Preparatory 
or Editorial Commission Meeting in Moscow for World Meeting of Hie 
Communist and Workers Parties, 1965." RQ IK) 

a(tHp?. 
The information in the enclosed LHM was furnished onf” 

12/31/64 and 1/2/65 by CG 5824-S* to SAS RICHARD W. HANSEN and 

WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The enclosed LHM is classified TaPRazet since it con- | 
tains information furnished by CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed ἡ 
source furnishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movement, The unauthorized disclosure 
of the information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security ¢ 
and thus adversely affecting the national security. 

The information contained herein was obtained by source 
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‘MIKHAIL SUSLOV, member of the Presidium and Secretariat 

of the CCCPSU; FNU BELIKOV, Deputy to BORTS N.. PONOMAREV, member 

of the Secretariat and Head of the International Department, 

 CCCPSU; and NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South 

American Section of the International Department of the CCCPSU.. 

In order to provide additional security to the source, 
tthe enclosed LHM has been shown as having been made at Washington's 

B.C. . .Ν - ὍΝ . 
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ΝΞ ' Re: Information Concerning Status and Plans 
7: . of March 1, 1965, Preparatory or Editorial 

an ες -  , Commission Meeting in. Moscow for World . 
~ Meeting ‘of Communist «and Workers Parties 4965. 

ΝΕ A source, who has furnished pelkable information ain the 
past,: during late December, 1964, _and early January 5 1965. : 
advised as: follows: ~ 

τς ἢ τ Δ. of ‘Late December , i964, χε ‘yas the opinion of” leading _— 
᾿ς vepresentatives of the Communist Party. of the Soviet Union (CPSU), © 

ες - as well as the opinion of leaders of other major Communist>Parties ε΄ ; 
τ dudently supporting: the ideological line of the σοῦ, that Lt was a 
. 99% certain that thé scheduled March 1, 1965, Preparatory or 
Editorial Conimission méeting, which had’ been rescheduled from 
December 15,- 1964, “to ‘plan for a world-wide méeting of Communist 

᾿ Κις Workers . ‘Parties: later in 1965,  Woudd - be. held as now Planned: : 

-- It was further noted by Léading cpsu representatives that’ a 
the decision to: ‘postpone the jheeting from December 18, 1964, to. >. 
March 1, 1965.; followed ‘a.favorablé response from over “fifty τ τ 

τς Communist Parties: throughout the world who had.received am, Lnquify - 
" gént cout by the CPSU on this matter. -However, all. parties which. 
agreed taq- “the postponeinent. and rescheduling of this Preparatory . . 
meeting informed the CPSU that ‘this must be. the-last postponement: ἢ " 
as- fap as they were concerned... : 

: + τἥμας, “dovtimertt ‘contains neither -reconimendations ἡ ΝΣ τ 
- “ner conclusions of the FBI. ΤΕ 18 the property 

of. the FBI and is loaned to your agency; ΔῈ -and 
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Re: Information Concerning Status and Plans 
of March 1, 1965, Preparatory or Editorial 
Commission Meeting in Moscow. for World 
Meeting oF Communist and Workers Parties, 1965 

. ,ft was pointed out by these €PSU representatives that 
the time now intervening before tthe scheduled March 1, 1965, 
meeting will be used by the CPSU to attempt to convince the various 
Communist and Workers Parties that they, the CPSU, will fot surrender 
any of their principles and that these principles are correct. The 
CPSU will also, during thig period, seek to carry out discussions 
with thosé parties who are hesitant concérning attendance in hope 
that on the basis of Marxist-Leninist principles of unity of the 
international movement that they will change their’ positions and 
attend, ° 

As of late December, 1964, seventeen of the twenty-six 
Communist or Workers Parties, including ail those parties ain Latin 

Amenica to whom invitations had been sent, had replied and accepted © 
the invitation to participate in the March 1, 1965, Preparatory 
meeting in Mascow. Seven Communist on Workers Parties veceiving 

-siinklar invitations to attend the meeting have refused.ta participate. . 
They are ag follows: The Communist Party of China (CPC), Akbanian. 
Party of Laber, Communist Party of Japan, the Korean. Party of Labor, i 
Comminist Party of Indonesia, Rumanian Workers Party, Workers Party Ϊ 
of Viet fam. οι 

, In addition,.neither the Communist Party of Great dritain 
“nor the Communist Party of Italy have responded at all to the 
invitation for: the March 1, 1965 meeting. These parties are hesitant 
about attending; however, it is believed by the CPSU that although. 
they have not answered they will be present when this meeting convanes. - 

ΝΣ In regard to the Rumanian Workers Party's decision not to 
- attend the March 1, 1965, meeting, it is known that they are not in 
total agreement with. the CPC's ideological position and/or its 
policies, The Romanian Workers Paty itself at times condemned 
some of the policies of the CPC and frequently chides the CPC for 
failure to live up to the documents of the meetings of 1967 and. 
4960, which they approved. Thé Rumanian Workers Party has frequently. 

made veference to the CPC in repard to their failure in official - 
resolutions of thein party, At this time however, the Rumanians 
believe that it is impossible to hold any kind of an international 
meeting without the participation of the CPC and that an absence 
of the CPC from such a meeting would show the entire wopld that there 
is a split in the international conmunist movement. 

~ > . ἂν 
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Re: Information Concerning Status and Plans 
of March 1, 1965, Preparatory or Editorial 
Commission Meeting in Moscow for World 
Meeting of Communist and Workers Parties, 1965 
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τ “Yet, according to the CPSU representatives, there is 
no complete unity without the Rumanian Workers Party and there is a 
possibility that they may yet come to the March 1, 1965, meeting 
and participate in it. At the present time, the CPSU is carrying 
on bilateral discussions with representatives of the Rumanian 
Workers Party om the topic of Rumanian participation in thé March 1; 
1955, meeting. | ' m, ᾿ 

Another factor which encourages the CPSU to believe that 
the Rumanians may participate in the ‘March 1, 1965, meeting is that 
the Rumanians ave establishing Gloser ties with Yugoslavia which 

' shows that the Rumanian Workers Party is not following thé Chinese 

ἊΣ 
Line in total, since the main attack of the CPC has been delivered 
against Yusoslavia. , 

- dn vegard to the Workers Party of Viet Nam, the CPSU has 
been encouraged by some recent events.and believes that there is ἃ 
“slight possibility" of a break-through with the Workers Party of 
Viet Nam and that they.may attend the March 1, 1965,. meeting. 

In view of the objections raised by some Communist Parties 
in regard to the calling of this March 1; 1965, meeting, the Central 
Committee (CC) CPSU has now prepared and. circulated a letter to 
the various Communist and Workers Parties throughout the world. 
In this lettex they pointed out that this mééting of March 1, 1965, 
has not been called for the purpose off excommunicating any party. 
This meeting they note is necessary in order that the international 
movement can take note of changes in thé world situation and be: able 
to scebntifically determine how these changes can outline the - 
general fasks of the communist movement, 

In preparation for the actual holding of the March 1, 1965, 
meeting, leading theoreticians of the CPSU are now preparing ; 
documents which will be presented to this meeting. Some other parties 
also ave reportedly preparing drafts of their own documents which 
they plan to submit. All parties will receive copies of documents 
being drafted by the CPSU and they may offer their amendments. As : 
a result these documents will be collective, nat polemical and 
documents which will serve to unify the movement. 
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Re: Information Concerning Status and Plans 
OF March -1,.1965, Preparatory or Editorial 
Commigsion Meeting in Moscow for World ι δ 
Meeting of Communist ἀπά Wonkers Parties, 1965 

| As, ‘to the’ March 1,°1965, Préparatory meeting liself, the 
first session will not attempt to deal with substantive questions. 
The peneral aim shall be fig¢st to decide what matters should be .the 
subject of discussion and rdentify thosé items on which agreement 
could be reached or which will. promote unity op the basis ΟΕ Mapxist-_ 
Leninist principles. a ΕΣ 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the orighes 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "Comments of Representative, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Concerning Communist 
Party of New Zealand." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
- head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/1/65. to SAS /) 

WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD Καὶ, HANSEN. «αἰ 
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tion on the highest level concerning the international 
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COMMENTS OF REPRESENTATIVE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, CONCERNING 
COMMUNIST. PARTY OF . NEW. ZEALAND 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

During December, 1964, Nikolai V. Mostovets, Head 
of the North and South American Section, International 
Department, Central. Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), made the following comments: 

While the CP of New Zealand has formally aligned 
itself with the CP of China and has accepted that Party's 
ideological line, there is. new opposition to this line 
rising there. This group in opposition to the present line 
of the CP of New Zealand is similar to that group in Japan 
being led by Yoshio Siga, who was expelled from the CP of 
Japan for voting for the test ban treaty in the Japanese 
Diet. This new New Zealand group stands for peace, favors 
the test ban treaty, and favors the position of the CPSU 
and the overwhelming majority of the international communist 
movement. As such, we will support this group or any group 
that stands for peace, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your ‘agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are .the original Both 
and three copies. and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "Comments of Communist Party 

4] of the Soviet Union Representatives Regarding Communist 
ΡΤ Party of Japan." - -| 

~ The information appearing in the enclosed létterhead 
memorandum was furnished. by CG 5824-S* on 1/1 and 2765. ἴο SAs. 
WALTER ἃ. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 3 

‘YI . The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
; eee" since it contains information furnished by 

CG 5824-S*, a very highly. placed source furnishing infortiation 
on the highest Level concerning the international communist 
movement, Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained | 
therein would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as 
the source, thereby jeopardizing the security of this source 
and thus adversely affecting the national interest. 

The information contained in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was: obtained ‘by the source during the course of 
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) ' CG 134-46 Sub Β: 

discussions held in Moscow, USSR, during 12/64 with. the 
following: individuals: MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, member of the 
Presidium and Secretariat, Central Committee, CP of ‘the 

| Soviet Union; ‘CENU) BELIKOV, Deputy to BORIS N. PONOMAREV, 
᾿ξ a member of the Secretariat ‘and Head of the International 

ες Department , Central. Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; ‘and, 
HS . NIKOLAI V, MOSTOVETS, Hedd of ‘the North and South American 

Section, International Department, ‘Central Comittee, ΟΡ 
of the. Soviet Union. 

| - In order to provide additional security to the 
, source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
Root as having been. made: at Washington, D. C, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
File No. 

January 4, 1965 

Boeke 
COMMENTS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF TH SOVIET 
UNION REPRESENTATIVES REGARDING COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF JAPAN. 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

During December, 1964, leading representatives 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) discussed 
the Communist Party of Japan (CPJ) and provided the following 
as their analyses which.in essence were as follows: 

The influence of the Communist Party of China (CPC) 
within the CPJ is even stronger than the influence of the CPC 
within the Workers Party of Viet Nam, although the line of 
the CPJ contradicts the best interests of the Japanese 
people. The people of Japan were the first, and only, to 
suffer the effect of an atom bomb blast. They, therefore, 

and rank and file dropping away. 
the Central Committee of the CP 
TRE LON 0 οπππΠοῆῦ͵ 

greeted him and sent gifts to the Soviet delegation. 

Cclassificatio 

greeted the test ban treaty, but the CPJ repudiated this 
test ban treaty and greeted the atom test of the Peoples 
Republic of China and are against disarmament or anything 
that leads to understanding among nations. As a result, 
the CPJ is losing mémbership, with many among its leadership 

in addition, the_organ of 
oka ΘΟῊΝ is losing circu- 

in Japan there is a lot of sympathy for the USSR, 
For example, when the Soviet delegation came to Japan, they 
were warmly greeted, When A, 1, Mikoyan, Chairman of the 
Supreme Soviet, came to Japan, a Society composed of Japanese 
prisoners of war who had been captured by the Russians 

standing this, the CPJ is now conducting one of the most 

ND EAB OG/~ ψ' 2.5. 
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UNION REPRESENTATIVES REGARDING COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF JAPAN. 

vicious anti-Soviet campaigns. AS a result of this, it is 
obvious there is a big contradiction between the people of 
Japan and the CPJ, 

* + 

an a new group is rising under 
iga, the member of the Japanese 

Diet who had been expelTed“from the CPJ for defending 
the test ban treaty and voting for its ratification in 
the Japanese Diet. We, in the CPSU, tend to give support 
to Siga and will likewise support all groups in Japan who 
stand for peace. 

Presently in 
the leadership of Yoshi 

While the CPC considers a11 anti-Party factions 
in all countries as "Parties," we do not. We still recog- 
nize formally the CPJ as the one and only CP there and 
will continue our formal relations and communications with 
that Party. The CPC does not communicate or recognize 
any other Party except those which agree with their line 
one hundred percent. 

» Ἄ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead ape Y 

memorandum entitled “MOBILIZATION OF COMMUNIST PARTIES OF (7 , 
THE WORLD FOR CAMPAIGN AGAINST MC CARRAN ACT," 

ob os 
ca 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memoranduny |, , 
was furnished on 12/31/64 and 1/3/65 by CG 5824~S* to Le 

} 

SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. be 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 4 } 
Dor Seoxet since. it contains information furnished by ἰ -@ 
CG 5824~S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information ’ 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 477 
movement, The unauthorizéd disclosure of the information Wri 
contained herein would, by its nature, tend to identify ay 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security and thus 
adversely affecting the national security. 

welt be of PEP Zon For the information of the Bureau, CG 5824-S* was in 
the German Democratic Republic on 12/21/64, at which time he 
was recalled to Moscow by the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) for the purpose of handling several matters for 
GUS HALL, instructions concerning which had been forwarded i 
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to Moscow through the Solo apparatus. This information was 
furnished to-the Bureau by New York airtel captioned. "SOLO" 
dated 12/16/64. One of these instructions was that the CPs 
of the world must be mobilized to assist the CP, USA in its 
fight against the Mc Carran Act. With the assistance of the 
CP, USA members then in Moscow and with the active support. 
of the Central Committee CPSU who were aware of the contents 
of HALL's message and were very much in favor of this 
campaign, CG. 5824~S* convened a meeting of the CP, USA 
members then present and a broad campaign and series of 
contacts was organized and carried out, A statement was 
prepared by ART SHIELDS, "The Worker" coxreSpondent in 
Moscow, and WILLIAM PATTERSON. The Central Committee CPSU 
prepared mimeographed copies of the CP, USA statement which 
appeared in the 12/20/64 issue of "The Worker.” Both of 
these statements were then personally distributed by cP, USA 
members to the embassies of the socialist countries in 
Moscow and to representatives of other Communist and Workers 
Parties who were in Moscow for various reasons. In addition, 
in the case of those countries whose Party representatives 
had not been contacted, the CP, USA members who were going 
to be traveling to various countries were then assigned the 
ask of delivering the CP, USA statements to such Parties 

jaccompanied by a strong appeal for solidarity with the CP, USA. 

Finally, when CG 5824-=8* subsequently traveled to 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, he was in contact with A, SOBOLEV, 
acting editor of the “World Marxist Review," who had already 
been made aware of the world-wide anti=Mc Carran Act 
campaign being prepared.,. SOBOLEV then suggested and invited 
CG 5824-S* to address the approximately 50 members of the 
Collegium of the magazine, representing a number of Parties 
from throughout the world, At that time the "World Marxist. 
Review” had already gone to press but the staff had. already 
in the process of being printed the insert for the magazine - 
referred to herein, CG 5824-S¥* was shown the proof sheets 
of this insert before he left Prague, 

In carrying out the campaign of contacts with 
representatives of Communist and Workers Parties throughout 
the world, CG 5824-S* was able to recall the following 
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specific assignments of members: of the ΟΡ, USA abroad 
at that time: 

WILLIAM PATTERSON was in touch with the head 
of ‘the Progressive Jurists Society who is a Frenchman 
from Paris, then in a hospital in Moscow. PATTERSON is 
the CP, USA member who is undertaking the study of the 
international aspects of the Mc Carran ‘Act.. PATTERSON 
expects to. go to. France. and; if he can overcome the 
present ban upon his entry, he will also go to Great. 
Britain. PHIL BART is going to France and Great Britain 
‘And’ will make efforts. to get PATTERSON into. ‘Great Britain. 

The CPSU has: agreed to handle this matter with 
the CP of Italy.. The Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
will-handle the contacts. with the Leadership of the CP of 
Germany. (German Federal Republic). CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT will 
contact the CP of Finiand and the: CPs of other Scandinavian 
countries, the ‘CP of Algeria and the other CPs of Africa 

during his projected trip to various countries’ in Africa. 
PHIL BART and: JIM TORMEY, then in Warsaw, made: the. contacts. 
“with the ‘Polish Uni'ted Workers Party. 

‘In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, DLC. 
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CRET 

MOBILIZATION OF COMMUNIST PARTIES 
OF THE WORLD. FOR CAMPAIGN AGAINST 
MC CARRAN ACT 

During late December, -1964, and early January, 
1965, a source who has furnished reliable information in 
the past advised as follows... 

The announcement during December, 1964, by the 
United States Department of Justice that the U.S. Government 
is going to proceed with the prosecution of the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) under the provisions of the Internal 
Security Act of, 1950 (Mc Carran Act) has triggered ‘an 
immediate response from the CP, USA and the other Communist 

‘ and Workers Parties of the ‘world. At the present time an 
effort is being made to mobilize all the Communist and 
Workers Parties of the world in a broad campaign against 
enforcement of the Mc Carran Act by the U.S. Government, 
This campaign is being organized in the following manner: 

Acting upon the instructions of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary of the CP, USA, members of the CP, USA in Moscow, 
USSR, and in other socialist countries during December, 1964, 
immediately initiated contacts with representatives of the 
various Communist and Workers Parties then available and 
with the embassies in Moscow of the socialist countries. As 
of late December, 1964, the following Parties had been so 
contacted: 

CP of Argentina 
CP of Australia 
CP of Belgium 
CP of Bolivia 
Bulgarian CP 

eclassificat 
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CP of 
CP of 
CP of 

Canada 
Chile 
Colombia 

Peoples Vanguard. Party of. Costa Rica 
cP of Czechoslovakia 
United Party of the Socialist Revolution (Cuba) 
Progressive Party of the Working People of Cyprus 
Dominican Peoples Socialist Party 

CP of 

(Dominican Republic) 
EL Salvador 

Socialist Unity Party of ‘Germany 
(German Democratic Republic) , 

Guatemala Party of Labor 
Hungarian Socialist Workers Party 
Workers League of Ireland 
Mongolian Peoples Revolutionary Party 
Socialist Party of Nicaragua 
Polish United Workers Party 
Romanian Workers Party 
CP af 
CP of 
CP of 

sweden 4 
the Soviet Union 
Uruguay ; 

Furthermore, plans had additionally been made and 
assignments given for contacts to be made in the immediate 
future with the 

CP of 
CP of 
CP of 
CP of 
CP of 
CP of 
CP of 

following Parties: 

Algeria 
Brazil 
Finland 
France 
Germany (German Federal Republic) 
Great Britain 
Italy 

Peoples Party of Panama 
CP of Venezuela 

CRET 
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An assignment was also made for such contacts 
to be made in the near future with other Parties in 

Africa and other Scandinavian countries. 

In addition, the representative of the CP, USA 
addressed an appeal for solidarity with the fight of the 
CP, USA against "U.S. imperialism" to a gathering in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, of the approximately 50 members 
of the Collegium of the magazine "Problems of Peace and 
SociAlism" (also known as the "World Marxist Review"), 
official theoretical journal of the international communist 
movement, Following this appeal, there was prepared and 
printed to be inserted in. the January, 1965 issue of “World 
Marxist Review" such an appeal asking for solidarity of all 
Communist and Workers Parties of the world with the cause 
of the CP, USA, This insert contained a reprint of a 
substantial portion of the statement of the CP, USA which 
appeared in the December 20, 1964 issue of "The Worker", 
the East Coast communist newspaper in the United States, 
This insert will be distributed throughout the world. 

One representative.of the CP, USA has made 
contact with a representative of the Progressive Jurists 
Society which is headquartered in Paris, France, and has 
begun a study of the international aspects of the Mc Carran 
Act, which he will pursue further with the above society. 

The proponents of this campaign expect that the 
President of the United States, the U.S. Department of 
Justice and U.S. Embassies abroad will be deluged with 
telegrams, petitions and delegations making representations 
concerning the alleged injustice of the Me Carran Act, 
The U.S. Government will be accused of hypocrisy on the 
subject of justice and freedom, dnd U.S. President Lyndon B, 
Johnson will be charged with violating the overwhelming 
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mandate of the people of the United States reflected in 
his recent election victory. Some Parties, such as those 
in Chile, Uruguay, Argentina and Cyprus, have promised to 
raise this matter in their countries’ Parliaments. It is 
expected that wherever the communists have elected 
representation they will try to raise this question in 
Parliament. ἮΝ ᾿ 

τὸ was learned that on the evening of December 27, 
1964, the Presidium of the Central Committee CPSU met -and 
voted to conduct a broad campaign of solidarity with the 
CP, USA. ‘The leadership of the CPSU finds it difficuit to 
understand this action by the government of the United 

' States in light of the recent defeat of the political right 
in the U.S. elections. Some have expressed the feeling that 
it is possible that the United States is planning a war and 
may be trying to strike the first blow against the communists. 
The CPSU will make their campaign very broad, extending even 
into the provinces, not just the larger cities, and it will 
include mass meetings in factories and on farms, articles in 
the press by leading people, and articles concerning injustice 
in the United States directed against Negroes in Mississippi, 
etc. In addition, the CPSU will send a circular letter to 
most of the CPs of the world apprising them of the CP, USA's 
problem and informing them of the broad campaign being 
undertaken by the CPSU. Although the CPSU cannot tell these 
Parties what to do, they expect that these other Parties 
will then initiate similar actichs and campaigns. Among 
those contacted was Gilberto¥Vieira, Political Secretary of 
the Central Committee CP of Colombia, who made the following 
ΡΟΣ τ Vieira told about the armed struggle going on in 
the rural areas of Colombia. The reactionaries led by - 
Americans using the Lasser (phonetic) Plan are. suppressing 
the movement of the progressive people, He stated it would 
be helpful if the CP, USA exposed this campaign of the 
military against the people of Colombia in rural areas. 

CRET 
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According to Vieira, the United States may find itself 
in the same position in Colombia and other Latin American 
countries as the United States now finds itself in 
Viet Nam. Vieira said the CP, USA should tell the 
American people that if the United States does not stop- 
helping the reactionaries, this is what will happen. 

According to Vieira, the Negroes struggle for 
their civil rights in the United States has gotten a big 
reaction in Colombia. He stated the Negroes struggle has 
exposed the demagogy of imperialism in the United States 
and shows that the United States is just parroting phrases 
about freedom but in reality is denying freedom and rights 
to the Negro. Vieira promised that the CP of Colombia 
will raise the problem of the CP, USA fight against the 
Mc Carran Act in the trade unions, in some Parliamentary 
groups and among the workers in general. He urged the 
CP, USA to send some delegates to Colombia and promised 
that the CP of Colombia would give those delegates full 
support, 

\ 
Another individual contacted was Rodney Arismendi, 

First Secretary, Central Committee CP of Uruguay 
" promised to-raise-theissue"of the ue” Carran in Uruguay, 
in the press, in Parliament, in numerous city councils, on 
radio and television, in statements from intellectuals and 
trade union leaders, and by the issuance of a statement by 
Parliamentary group. Arismendi promised that there will be 
mass meetings and mobilization of university students. 
There will be actions in Montevideo and other cities. There 
will be demonstrations in front of U.S. institutions and in 
factories controlled by U.S. money. He requested that the 
CP, USA lawyers prepare papers showing how the Mc Carran 
Act stands in violation of the U.S. Constitution and in 
reality puts people in jail for their ideas. 

ep A CRET 
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Another individual contacted was reco, a 
nember of the Political Bureau of the CP of “Chile. Trado 
Said he will inform the Political Bureau of the CP of 
Chilé about the CP, USA difficulties. He promised they 
will make a real effort to help. During and after the last 
elections, the CP of Chile fought on an anti-monopoly and 
anti-oligarchy program. They were attacking U.S. imperialism. 
This movement is growing. as reflected in the fact that the 
progressive movement, of which the CP of Chile is a part, 
received 44% of the. yotes in the last election. Although 
they did not win, they received 8 greater vote than the last 
time. So, the influence of the left is strong and therefore 

.can easily organize a real protest campaign. 

According to Trado, even the new government of the 
Christian Social Democrats is under great pressure especially 
by the peasants and that government moyes only from this 
pressure. Yet this government will not be. able. to relieve 
this ‘pressure. But this has forced them, to form a foreign 
policy,in which they have again recognized the government of 
the USSR and have increased their trade with the USSR. At 
the present time preparations are now under way in Chile for 
new Parliamentary elections, The CP of Chile will use the 
anti-Mc Carran Act campaign to, expose U.S. imperialism. In 
their work they will stress the difficulties being encountered 
by the CP, USA. While they will emphasize the exposure of 
U.8. imperialism, they will also try to show that they have 
nothing against the U.S. people who are different from the 
imperialists. Trado stated that the Chilean people are glad 
the American people were able to smash the threat of the 
extremists from the right in the recent U.5S. elections. He 
viewed the defeat of the Goldwater ticket as a help to the 
Chilean people. He said that the popular forces of. Chile, 
including the CP and the intellectuals, will organize a 

| BeGcuer 
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campaign to help the CP, USA. He urged the CP, USA to 
send materials on ‘this campaign immediately so that the 
CP of Chile can use them during the Parliamentary 
elections. Trado based his support of the CP, USA in 
this fight .on the statement “We. wild be true to our . 
international duties." 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are. not 
to be distributed outside your ‘agency. 
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and Workers Parties. 

January 4, 1965 

COMMENTS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION OFFICIAL REGARDING INTERNAL SITUATION 
IN WORKERS PARTY OF VIET NAM . 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

in commenting on the present situation existing 
within the Workers Party of Viet Nam, a Party which is 
currently aligned with the Communist Party (CP) of China, 
Mikhail A. Suslov, a member of. the Presidium and the 
Secretariat of thé Central Committee, CP of the Soviet 
Union, indicated that there were several things which 
might be interpreted as showing a "slight possibility of 
a breakthrough” for the CP of the Soviet Union and indi-~ 
cating that they might get the Workers Party of Viet Nam. 
to participate in the March 1, 1965, Preparatory or 
Editorial Commission meeting in Moscow, USSR, which is 
to prepare for a later meeting of all world Communist 

For example, it was disclosed that within the 
recent past, a conference, of an undisclosed nature, had 
been held in Hanoi, Democratic Republic of Viet Nam. The 
CP of China had at this conference tried its level best 
to isolate the CP of the Soviet Union delegation which 
was present. However, the Workers Party of Viet Nam 
reacted well and did‘ not follow the CP of China line and, 
in fact, rejected all CP of China proposals to isolate 
the CP of the Soviet Union delegation. It was also pointed 
out that while on the whole the Workers Party of Viet Nam 
does follow -the CP of China line, this is not done fool- 
hardily. While there are strong, forces within. the Workers 
Party of Viet Nam ‘exercising pressures on behalf of the 
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CP of China A‘HO Chi-minh, Chairman of the Workers Party_. 
of Viet Nam) ‘foxonée, 15 fighting hard and has the "eorrect 
‘tings 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency;.it and its contents are not.to. be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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of discussions held in Moscow, USSR; during 12/64 with the 
following individuals: MIKHAIL A, SUSLOV, member of the “ 
Presidium and Secretariat, Central Committee, CP of the 
Soviet Union; (FNU) BELIKOV, Deputy to BORIS i. PONOMAREV, 
a member of the Secretariat and Head of the International 
Department, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; and, 
NIKOLAI V, MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American 
Section, International Departinent, Central Committee, CP 
of the Soviet Union, 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C. 



UNITED. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Ink Reply, Pleasé Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
File No. 

January 4, 1965 

sereecnsr 

REMARKS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
‘UNION: REPRESENTATIVES. CONCERNING REACTION 
OF COMMUNIST: PARTY OF CHINA TO UNITY TALKS 
HELD’ IN. MOSCOW, . _NOVEMBER 1964 = 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

According to highly placed representatives. of 
the Communist Party of the Soviét Union (CPSU), they con- 
sidered. that the response of. the; ‘Communist Party of China 
(CRC) to the meeting held. in ‘Moscow following the 47th 
Anniversary: of the ‘Russian Revolution, which was held for 
the purpose ‘of. discussing. ‘international unity Within the 
communist world, ‘was clearly reflected. in the editorial 
printed by the ‘CPC in "Honggi". ("Red Flag"), the Fort- 
nightly of the Central. Committee, CPC. In.this editorial, 
the CPC not only attacked Khrushchev but the. CPSU and the 
international, movemént. They charged the CPSU with 
betraying ‘the. Soviet people and openly asked the Soviet 
people. to. overthrow the new leadership of the CPSU. ‘They 
charged that thé CPSU was practicing Khrushchéevism without 
Khrushchev, Following the actual publication of this. 
editorial, they did then for days. following broadcast 
its: contents by CPC radio in Russian so that the Soviet 
‘people might hear it. Since then, the CPC has nearly every 
day broadcast or printed some new additional material in 
the Russian language following the same general theme. 

Im addition, this reaction of the CPC to those 
unity talks in Moscow has been repeated by th bania 
Party of Labor CAPE) . For example, Enve Hoxha, irst Secveta 
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REMARKS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE, SOVIET ppEcner 
UNION. REPRESENTATIVES CONCERNING. REACTION 
OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA TO UNITY TALKS 
HELD IN MOSCOW, NOVEMBER, 1964 

Secretary of the APL, at the time of the celebration of 
Albania's liberation, totally ignored this anniversary 
and delivered an attack against Khrushchev, Khrushchevisn, 
and the Soviet people. He made the statement that other 
CPs should get rid of their present leadership and follow 
the example of thé Russian péoplé“in disposing of” Khrushchev 
and that as a result new Marxist Parties and leaders would 
arise. Hoxha even went so far as to actually name factionalist 
groups and their leaders in his speech, In addition, Hoxha, 
in his remarks, also called for the removal of Comrade. Leonid 
I. Brezhnev, First Secretary, Central Committee, CPSU, and 
Aleksei N. Kosygin, Chairman of the, Councdl of, Ministers of 
the. USSR. He. was more outspoken than the Chinese and when 
he called. for the overthrow of -the Soviet Government, he 
spelled it out, Even with this, the CPC was not content with 
its own attacks against the CPSU and it went further and 
reprinted and rebroadcast the contents of all of these 
Albanian attacks... 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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LEGAL ADDRESSES FOR CONTACT Wit TOO. 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHILE BY THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY, US& ; - 

runist Ρ Cv) of Chile, in, Uoscow, OER, that individual 
“provided — two atldressoa for contact by the CP, USA with the 
CP of Chile. Ono of the addresses for communicating 
officially with the Chilean Party on strictly Party nattors 
was as folie ὩΣ Σ,. 

Decembor, 1964, during a discussion carricd 
on vith. Ket ado, ἃ monbor of the Politburo of Ἐπ δου. — 

| “Santiago, Chilo " 

tho other addregs furnished at this tine to ba 
ngod in dirceting material to and correcpondint with the 
CP of a a was ae follows: 

ni’ 5. cid tt) ees 

~ Kees Μλραμοῖ, Yaxos. 
χα 56]. Ὁ 
Santiago, Chile ὺ ἕ 

a ~ ae ́ 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, "Addresses for Use of Communist Party, 
USA, in Connection With Contact With the Communist Party 
of Mexico. " 

3 

The information contained in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished on 1/3/65 by CG 5824-S* to SA RIC 
W. HANSEN. 
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ADDRESSES FOR UGE OF COMMUNIST PANTY, 
USA, El CONNECTION WITH COMPACT WITT 
S08 COMMNIST PARTY OF MEXICO. 

ile thea provided a ΘῊΡ of paper bearing tho following 
name and address of a person whom he doscribed ac roliable 
and τῷ -tho pordon to be contacted regarding visits to 
Mexico and arrangements for confidential meetings with 
CP of Hoxico 12 dexs: 

eee - 
Piaca | Hele ov Ucanvo: 
Ho 33-2 
“Hexico > City, DE 

. Yordugo then ptated ἃ that Guerrero is hold in high 
esteem and respect not only by the CP of Mexico but also by 
many. podple of Mexic6d and he can be fully trusted. 

in addition to tho above, Verdugo also at this 
tine provided a second slip of paper captioned "Donicilo 

-Lega" for Guorrere which was as follows: 

Herida fifo 180 
Colonia Roma 
Hoxico City, DF 

πὸ provided this latter address for tho purpose of 
it boing used for the modding of legal Party miterial. 

~l- 
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TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
Letterhead memorandum entitled, "Presence in Moscow, USSR, 
Decetber, 1964, of Latin American Communist Party Leaders." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S¥* on 1/3/65 to SA. 
RICHARD W. HANSEN; 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
“petosCher” since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placéd source furnishing informa- 
tion on the. ‘highest. level concerning: ‘the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the infor- 
mation contained therein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG- '5824-~S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing 
the security of this source and thus adversely affecting 

the national interest. 

The enclosed detterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having μέθῃ made: at Washington, D. C., in order to provide 
bee security to the “ ͵ DO YO 1704 } , Lf 3 f 

Bureau (Enc. CRM) 
New York (100-1 637).(Enc. 1) GLAD (RMD. 

1L=Chicago nA SB JAN 8 1965 ν΄ 

BYE: ΜΌΝ pale ὡδὶ Wyss 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 

File No. 

January 5, 1965 

paSKonnr 

PRESENCE IN MOSCOW, USSR, DECEMBER, 
1964, OF LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNIST 
PARTY LEADERS τς 

A source, who has. furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

During the first part of Deceniber, 1964, a plane 
load of Latin American Communist Party (CP) leaders arrived 
in Moscow, USSR, from Havana, Cuba, where most, if not all, 
of these individuals had participated in a conference of 
Latin American CP leaders. In Moscow these Latin American 
CP leaders were housed in the Central Committee hotel which 
would indicate they were in the USSR on official business 
and as guests of the CP of the Soviet Union. Included 
among those who comprised this group of Latin American CP 
leaders who arrived in Moscow during early December, 1964, 
were: 

Carlos. nat ones driquez, a Minister Cube 
Ν of the Cuban Government ‘and & member -- ον... 

of the Directorate of the United Party 
QV of the Socialist Revolution 

W Rodne ignendd;-First ~First Secretary, CP CP 

arnoldoy ney Verdugo, First First Secretary, 
ΟΡ of MexYreo 

sclassificati 
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PRESENCE IN MOSCOW, USSR, DECEMBER, DOMECRET 
1964, OF LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNIST 
PARTY LEADERS 

ΜΝ Victorio dovilla, Chairman, CP of 
A 

Δδιδινα,. marietta er A μυμιδυθνν δ. .......θ.δὲἕὄΒ6β6ΟΌ, ον 

a , 

Rudolfo hioldi, cant member of the Central 

ἡξπν: fieira,. Political Secretary, 
ἊΝ of Colombia τ ~ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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,, ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (1οῦ-428091) - 

᾿ς FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed. herewith for the Bureau are. the: original 
and three copies. and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, “Information Concerning 
Anibal and ‘Cesar Escalante." 

«ἕο ee The information appearing in the encloséd letter- 

3 ' head memorandum was. furnished on 1/1 and’ 3/65: by CG 5824~-S* 
--ς to SAs. WALTER A. BOYLE and. RICHARD W. HANSEN, , 

ll ‘The enclosed letterhead memorandum, is classified 

δ since it contains. information. furnished by 2 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed Source furnishing informa | 
tion on. the highest level. concerning the. international 

communist movement, Unauthorized disclosure of the informa= 

tion: contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824~S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the security 
ΟΣ this source and thus adversely affecting the national 
interest. 

The information which. is set forth in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum was developéd: during the course of 

spares, discussions with CARLOS ‘RAFAEL RODRIQUEZ, a Minister 

the ‘Cuban Government and a méinber of the Directorate of 

mas ‘the United Party of the Socialist Revolution, and with 
ee WIKOLAL V. MOSTOVETS,, Head of the North and South American 

Section; International. “Department, Central Committee, CP of 
7 Τὰ the Soviet Union, carfied’6n during Hee ony ., Mose uate ἀν 

Vt USSR, “ THOU τὶ 
Mi j» ΚΗ aad wks, . 
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: Τὴ order to provide additional sécurity. to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown. - 
as having been made: at Washington, D. Ὁ, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.. C. 
File No. 

January 5, 1965 

αδεσείσεεν 
TION CONCERNING ANIBAL AND 

1: eeeeenniell 

In early January, 1965, a source, who has fur- 
nished reliable information in the past, advised as 
follows: 

In mid-December, 1964, it was learned that Cesar 
Escalante, an old-time Cuban communist who had become 
active in and a Director of the Integrated Revolutionary ἡ 
Organization (IRO), the predecessor of the United Party 
of the Socialist Revolution (PURS), is back in Cuba and 
continues to be very ill and.is expected to die soon. 
He has been ill for an extensive time and has undergone 
medical ‘treatment in the at At the present time, he 
has a great amount of pain and agony and very little 
medically can be done for him, 

His brother, Anibal Escalante, was recently 
granted permission by the PURS to make a return visit 
to Cuba from the USSR for the sole purpose of seeing 
Cesar, Anibal Escalante, it will be recalled, was once 
a member of the Directorate of the IRO and a long-time 
Cuban Communist Party (CP) member who was expelled in 
1962 for sectarianism and.went into exile in the USSR. 

During this same period, a representative of 
the North and South American Section, International Depart— 
ment, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union, was heard 
to remark that "Fidel Castro had played a dirty trick on 

dowfigrading 
eclassificati 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING ANIBAL AND | caper 
CESAR ESCALANTE _ ow 

Anibal, He, perhaps, was the man who could have kept Fidel 
Castro and his gang from being adventurous." 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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“τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ; 

C Boro 
s-cC aa 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original (ω [, “ 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead (: wes, 
memorandum entitled, "Robert Williams." — ΠΗ 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/3/65 to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN, 

, deaf The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified” 
τη since it contains information. furnished by 

* CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerhing the international comnunist 
movement, Unauthorized disclosure .of the information contained 
therein would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as 
the: Source, thereby jeopardizing thé security of this source 
aiid thus adversely affecting the national interest. 

ft 

In order to. provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed Letterhead memorandum thas been shown. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Yash ington ; dD. Ὁ, 

January 5, 1965 

. a 

In early January, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

In mid-December, 1964, Carlos Rafael Rodriquez, a 
Minister in the Cuban Government and a member of the Directorate 
of the United Party of the Socialist Revolution (PURS), 
remarked that to his knowledge Robert Williams had not as yet 
returned to Cuba_and was believed to still be in Peking, China. 
He further“oted that Cuba is not entirely happy with Wil?T?aiied 
presence in Cuba but at the present time does not know what 
can be done about this or what can be done to quiet him down. 

" Robert Williams, it will be recalled, is a United 
States citizen who fled the United States several years ago 
to avoid his arrest on an outstanding United States warrant. 
Since he fled the United States, he has taken up residence 
in Cuba, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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- Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are. the original and\ ἡ 

three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Identities of Individuals in International | 
Department, Central Committee, ‘Socialist Unity Party of Germany."| 

The, information set forth in the enclosed ‘letterhead 
memorandum was furnished on 12/31/64. & 1/3/65 by CG 5824-S* to 
SA RICHARD W; HANSEN. oe 

The enclosed letteriéad memorandum, is elassified 
Sports since it contains information furnished by CG. 5824-S*, 
a very highly. placed source furnishing information on the highest 
Level concerning the international communist, movement. 
Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therein 1 
would, ‘by its nature, tend to. identity CG 5824-S* as the source, 
thereby jéopardizing the sécur ity of this source and thus 
adversely affecting the national interest. 

The information ‘concerning; the identities of the 
individuals: set forth in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was 
secured during the course of CG 5824-St!s brief trip to Berlin, 
German Democratic Republic, during the périod 12/18-21/64. 
The above individuals were those with whom CG ‘5824-S* aero | 
had contact, ΠῺΣ δῶ - - 764 ne 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ar ors 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, DBD, Ὁ, 
File No. 

January 5, 1965 

TOP "SECRET 

IDENTITIES OF INDIVIDUALS IN 
INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, 
CENTRAL, COMMITTEE, SOCIALIST 
UNITY PARTY OF. GERMANY. . 

In early January, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, furnished the following 
information concerning the below=-noted individuals who were 
then connected with the International Department, Central 
Committee, Socialist Unity Party of Germany: 

(First name unknown) Monkovski 

Deputy Head of the International Depart- 
ment; approximately 35 years of age. This 
individual at one time may have had some 
connection with the German Democratic 
epublic Foreign Ministry. 

Hans Birch bene MA 

This individual is in' charge of United 
States affairs and relations with the 
Communist Party (ΟΡ), USA, in the Inter-. 

{430 national Department. He is approximately 
RNR "2834-35 years of age and speaks English 

extremely well. He frequently acts as 
interpreter at important meetings. His 
working address is as follows: 

in care of Central Committee 
102 Berlin 2 
Karl. Marx Platz 

VO 



οι Ο τοὶ © Νὰ 

IDENTITIES OF INDIVIDUALS IN ΝΕ eoPegcner 
INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, SOCIALIST 
UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY. 

KE lerwiv: 
Rolf luekhoff 

A security man in the International Depart- 
ment. He accompanies important visiting 
Party guests as companion and guide. 

Luthah Herte (phonetic) 

This individual is an interpreter in the 
International Department. He speaks English 
perfectly and learned this during his early 
youth, | 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM _:-—SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Lge | . 

sunsnr® sou a (aihGy Is - ὦ | | Ae | 
| . Ahly: i 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a i 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "EAST EUROPEAN MILITARY Aid 
GROUPS IN MOSCOW, USSR, DURING DECEMBER, 1964." ὧν 

ath 
The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 

head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64, to 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER Δ, BOYLE. 
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The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 

t since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed Source furnishing 
information on the highest level concerning the internationa 
communist movement, Unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing th 
security of this source and thus adversely affecting the 
national security. 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum is based upon the personal observation of 
CG 5824-S* while in Moscow, USSR, during 12/64. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shove ieee re 
a es been made.at Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. January 5, 1965 

του σέες πεν 

EAST EUROPEAN MILITARY 
GROUPS IN MOSCOW, USSR; 
DURING DECEMBER, 1964 

During late December, 1964, a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past advised as 
follows: 

During the month of December, 1964, a number of 
groups of military officers from several of the East 
European countries were observed in Moscow, USSR. These 
groups each numbered about a dozen and were composed of 
about three or four officers from each of the military 
services. The officers were mostly young, most being in 
the age group of 30-35, and none were observed to be above 
the rank of colonel. One was observed to be a naval 

captain. Each group was accompanied by a Russian officer. 
It should be pointed out that it is known that these were 
not the air crews which fly the aircraft for visiting 
officials of their countries. The countries represented 
by such groups, who were there at different times. from each 
other and who remained for about one week each, were Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and the German Democratic 
Republic, in that order. 

The significance of these groups is not known, 
but it is significant that these groups were quartered at 
the hotel of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU). This hotel is only used for 
the accommodation of CP people who are present in Moscow 
on Party business. These groups stayed close together and 

[DONX%09-~YUY 35 
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RE: EAST EUROPEAN MILITARY wr Scget 
GROUPS IN MOSCOW,. USSR, 
DURING DECEMBER, 1964 

did not mix with anyone else at the hotel. The groups 
slept at the hotel, would take their meais there, but 
left everyday in a group and later returned for the 
night, After about a week, they would have a party which 
was attended by a high ranking Russian officer, usually 
a general, but in one case a marshal. , Following this 
the groups left. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 

CRET 
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‘The information appearing in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum was. furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 
to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

ὰ et" gince it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-5*, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information on the highest level concerning the. international 
communist movenent. Unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained herein would, by its nature, tend 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the 
security of this source and thus adversely affecting the 
national security. 

, The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
BB Secr 

The information in. the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* during 12/64 in 
conversations with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT in Moscow, USSR, and 
with NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, head of the North and South American 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please R Washington, D.C. 

Tile No mse Belen t0 January 5, 1965 

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT 
VICE CHAIRMAN 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

During late December, 1964, a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, advised as 
follows: 

During December, 1964, Claude Lightfoot, Vice 
Chairman of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), traveled 
to Bombay, India, as the official representative of the 
CP, USA to the Seventh Congress of the CP of India. During 
the course of the Congress, Lightfoot addressed the Congress 
and a partial text of his address was subsequently printed 
in the December 20, 1964 issue of "New ρα," central organ 
of the CP of India. After he extended greetings to the 
Congress, Lightfoot briefly discussed the recent United 
States Presidential elections and the role played by the 
CP, USA. He then chided the CP of China for its apparent 
theory that "the worse things get the better." He warned 
that the fight against the danger from the “ultra right 
pro-fascist elements" must continue and finally assured the 
Congress that the American people joined with the people of 
India in their desire for peace and justice. During the 
course of the CP of India Congress, Lightfoot was frequently 
in the company of, and allied with, the leader of the 
delegation of the CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU), Boris Ν, 
Ponomarev, member of the Secretariat and Head of the 
International Department, Central Committee, CPSU. 
Throughout the course of the Congress, Ponomarev and 
Lightfoot were in the forefront of the fight against influence 
of the CP of China. 
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RE: CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT ᾿ CRET 
VICE CHAIRMAN 
CP, USA 

Following the CP of India Congress, Lightfoot 
traveled to Moscow, USSR, where he was very warmly 
received by the leadership of the CPSU in appreciation 
for his efforts, seemingly successful as of the present 
time, to counter the influence of the CP of China and to 
retain the CP of India within the sphere of influence 
of the CPSU, - 

It was learned that Lightfoot was planning to 
leave Moscow sometime during the first week of January, 
1965, for a tour of some of the countries of Africa where 
he hoped to be in contact with national leaders as well 
as leaders of the CPs of those countries. He was to be 
briefed by the CPSU on Africa and the situation in various 
African countries before his departure. The CPSU wants 
him to make this trip because of the success he had at the 
CP of India Congress. He expects to Bs first to_Ghana, 
where vs hopes to see President Kwame umah and Shirley 

) 8, Grah 9. Bois, former American now siding in Ghana who 
a Was considered to be a pro~Chinese Marxist. Lightfoot's 

. next scheduled stop is to be in Guinea and then Kenya to 
see Joma¥enyatta, President of Kenya. Reportedly, one: 
reason tqr Lighttoot's visit to Kenya is that there have 
been numerous rumors that Kenyatta is spent and is no 
longer a revolutionary. On his way back to the United 
States, Lightfoot wants to go to Great Britain if they will 
allow him to enter that country, Sometime during the 
course of his trip, Lightfoot will also try to visit 
Algeria to see President AhmetiBen Bella whom the CPSU 
leadership has characterized leon Belt ive although not 
communist. Following this, Lightfoot will return to the 
United States. All in all, Lightfoot expects this tour 
to take approximately two and one-half weeks. 

This document contains neither récommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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(ty head memorandum was furnished on 12/31/64 by CG 5824-S* to, 

SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN. and WALTER A. BOYLE. » 

The enclosed letterhead nénorenduri is classified » 
-u ' since. it-contains information, furnished by 
G 5824-S*, .a ‘very highly placed source furnishing information 

on the. highest level. concerning the international communist 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C, 
File No. 

January 5, 1965 

Ax tds ss 
During late December, 1964, a*ssource, who has 

furnished reliablé information in the past, advised as 
follows: 

- Gerhart Eisler, former member of the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA), who fled from the United States in 
the late 1940's, continues to be employed as a prop da 
expert by the Government of the German Democratic Republic 
(GDR). He is a leading commentator on radio and tele- 
vision. He, together with his wife Hilda, was residing 
at the following address as of December, 1964: 

Gerhart Eissler 
Niedershiebavier 
Platamerstr,_§39. 

1. 
Berlin, German Democratic Republic 

Kisler's home telephone number in East Berlin 
is: 48-20-15, 

According to Eisler, following his return to 
Germany, he was placed under arrest for two and a half 
years as a United States spy. Included in the charges 
placed against him was the charge that he did not really 
have to flee the United States, but that it had been a 
conspiracy by the United States Government who had arranged 
it so that Bisler would get back to Germany. Hisler believed 

eclassificati 
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GERHART AND HILDA EISLER μι, τοῦ φέρει 

that the reason for his imprisonment was because of his 
disagreements with Stalin on German policy before World War 
It. Following the death of Stalin and the denunciation of 
Stalin at the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union in February, 1956, Eisler was restored 
to his former status and position ‘including even his mili- 
tary rank of General, 

Relative to their mental attitudes at present, 
reportedly Gerhart Eisler and his wife Hilda are very bitter 
toward the United States, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
‘of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be.distributed outside 
your agency. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
: Washington, Ὁ, C. 

File Ne. 

January 5, 1965 

9» Ἔριν 
AFAEL RODRIQUEZ, 

TED 

REMARKS OF CARLO 

PARTY OF THE SOCIALIS'A REVOLUTION. 
(PURS)” REGARDING CUBA” AND THE PURS 

In early January, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

In mid-December, 1964, Carlos Rafael Rodriquez, a 
Minister in the Government of Cuba and a member of the 
Directorate of the United Party of the Socialist Revolution 
(PURS), was in Moscow, USSR, During this period, Rodriquez 
was heard to make a fumber of remarks, the essence of which 
were as follows: ᾿ 

The economic situation in Cuba is rough but gradually 
improving and the government is slowly getting the economy 
under control. In addition, the government is now emphasizing 
and becoming more strict in the teaching of socialist dis- 
cipline and the workers are learning. In 1965 there is an 
excellent prospect for a larger and better sugar crop than 
was the situation in the present year. 

Efficiency has been developed in the cutting and 
the getting of the sugar cane to the mills, The cutting 
of sugar cane, in particular, will be helped considerably 
by the introduction into Cuba by the USSR of a new cane 
cutting machine which is very good and very practical. 

In Cuba we have to be alert at ail times. Not only 
must we be alert but we must be able to respond to all situa-~ 
tions on a day-to-day basis. Where a big power can negotiate 
and threaten in order to buy time, we cannot do this because 
we are small. We cannot accept promises of words. Words are 
no good from our enemies: For these reasons, we must be 
alert. 

PNGLOSURE 
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REMARKS OF CARLOS RAFAEL RODRIQUEZ, _ vey Sages 
MEMBER OF THE DIRECTORATE, UNITED : 
PARTY OF THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION 
(PURS) REGARDING CUBA AND THE PURS 

As far as the test ban treaty is concerned, we 
could not sign it without a hundred percent guarantee by 
the big powers, Not only must such guarantees come from 
our friends, but even our enemies, including the United 
States. 

As to the recent elections in the United States, 
Cuba cannot and will not depend upon these election results. 
This is because there are strong reactionary forces still 
within the Pentagon and CIA which are seeking to destroy 
Cuba and these forces are not under the control of or 
responsible to the United States electorate, 

Within the PURS, itself, ther&jis an inner-Party 
crisis arising from the Ordoqui (Joaquin rdoqui, former 
Quartermaster General of the Cuban Army And member ὃ he 

ate of PURS)"case. He is under arrtst. The charges 
against Ordoqui are that he was a spy and they trace SC ub 
back to his underground days. The old-time Party people a 
hope against hope that the circumstantial evidence being 
used against him is untrue. In our hearts we believe that 
the charges are untrue but. the charges will be difficult 
to overcome, If these charges do hold against Ordoqui, 
this will reflect upon all the old communists in Cuba. 

Rodriquez then alluded that perhaps it was some 
of the young original people with Fidel Castro in the July 
26th Movement who had been responsible for the Ordoqui affair. 
These young people use their imagination and take satisfaction 
in such tragedy. Perhaps it was a frame-up by these young 
people to destroy the old guard Party people who, to some 
extent, still hold Fidel Castro in check. 

When Rodriquez spoke of the Ordoqui affair, he did 
so in the utmost confidence and in a whispered voice. He 
gave every impression of being a man worried about his own 
future and the repercussions of this tragedy which was transpiring 
within the PURS and the overall effects thereof. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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UNITED STATES Gpv NMENT | - 

| 9 MemoranduROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
τὸ : wer FBI (100-428091) | DATE: 12/30/64 ofS 

ntl SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) + 

SUBJECT: - Coro) | ; . 7 

|“ ReBulet dated December 14, 1964, 

ΝΗ . ReBulet noted that in order the Bureau might “be 
tuity apprised of all details regarding the trarisaction 
involving the purchase of bank stock by CG 5824-S*, that’ .. 
it be advised. whether the stock certificate was to ‘be ᾿ 
issued in the name of CG 5824-S* or CG 6653-S. 

; As the Bureau is awate, CG 5824-S* is presently 
unavailable for contact: and the matter could not be dis- 
cussed with him at this time.. The matter, however, was 
discussed with CG 6653-S and she advised that She was not 
present at the time the discussions: occurred and, therefore, 
is ‘not cognizant at this time as to whether CG 5824-S*"s 
name or her own name. will appear on the stock certificate, 
She stated that her brother-in-law apparently is holding 
the certificate until CG 5824-5* “returns, © 

In wdew of the foregoing, Chicago, therefore, is 
not presently able to furnish the Bureau the requested 
information ;. however, it is anticipated that CG 5824-S* 
will be returning to the U.S. very shortly and Chicago 
will at that time make the appropriate inquiry and advise 
the Bureau. - 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Bey = 
1 = Mr. Belmont Loach ᾿ 

Memorandum 1 με, Sullivan πέος πος 
1 — Mr. Baumgardner Coated —_— 

προς 0 “- ROUTH INQENVELOPE 7 

* Evans , 

TO Mr. W. Ὁ. sultivaly DATE: 12/31/64 V Sig 

Ll — Mr. Shaw’. foe Roow ne 

FROM: J. A, Sizoo\yne 1 - Mr. Decker — 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

Special Agent Arthur Hodgens of the Boston Office called at 
9:05 p.m., 12/31/64, and furnished the following information to 
Night Supervisor Andrew J. Decker, Jr.: 

CG 5824-S* arrived at Logan Airport returning from Solo Mission 
Number 17 at 1 p.m., 12/31/64, He is totally exhausted and will remain 
in Boston overnight and will proceed to New York during the early a.m. 
on 1/1/65, Informant will contact NY 694-S* and Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, CPUSA, prior to their departure from New York City on either 
1/2 or 1/3/65, 

Chicago Agents Richard Hansen and Walter Boyles, will follow 
informant to New York and continue debriefing as expeditiously as 
possible commensurate with informant's physical condition. and CP 
commitments. 

Mr. Hodgens stated Chicago and New York Office;have been 
advised and the highlights of this most recent Solo Mission will be 
furnished to the Bureau as soon as possible. 

Mr. Hodgens was instructed to inform Special Agents Hansen 
and Boyles to expedite this matter if at all possible. 

% 

ACTION: 

For your information, 
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FROM, ἐσ, F. Downing 
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_ . INTERNAL SECURITY - C : KE . 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable-confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 1/5/65, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2~Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

* 1+« Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1... Myr. Paddock 
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Mama omen ὦ, 9 
UNITED STATES: GOV NMENT | " 

τᾷ Memorandum 
TO + . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE; 12/31/64 | oS 

κοὐ! fl / AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) Ὁ) 

SUBJECT! Ce) 
ἘΠ Ο 

RéBulet dated May -4, 1960, and CGlet dated 
December 4, 1964, 

ReBulet ‘instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of receipts and disbursemeénts of Solo and CP, 
USA reserve funds in possession of CG 5824-5*, Set forth 
below is: such an accounting: 

Balance ‘of funds. in possession 
of CG 5824-S* as of November 
30. 1964. 

5010 

Maintained in cash in safe déposit 
box, American National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois. cece ee beh ee eee eee ae +++ $32, 000.00 

Maintained in » aah in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National. ‘Bank, ; 
Chicago,, illinois. tee te ee eee Pee ek ee ae 22,769.89 

cP,, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained: in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, - 
Chicago, Illinois, ᾿ο ee ee Se ee oe εν δ. κυ να εν. Ὁ 150,00: 

Total $54,919.89 

In view of the fact that. there have been’ no 

additions or disbursements ‘from either Solo or CP, USA 
reserve funds by CG 5824-S* during the month of December, ὁ 
1964, the total anount of funds. in possession of 5 δὴ) - 
as of December 31,. 1964, remains: as noted: Do Ὁ buy 

2a /D0 ας φῶ eau a) ἐν 4 
2-New York (RM). | . 

(1 = 100-134637) (SOLO) BS JAN 8. 1965 _ 
(1 - 100- 2428861) (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) παν 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

: SAG, NEW YORK (100+134637A) (41) 

SUBJEC Goro 

IS=G 

ReNYlet 12/2/64. 

Ο 

DATE: 1/4/65 

The records of the NYO reflect the following trans- 
actions regarding SOLO funds during the month of November, 1964: 

Credits 

On Hand 12/1/64 

Debits 

12/10/64 To LENA ‘SCHERER for 
CPUSA-National Office 
Expenses & Payroll 

12/14/64 To GUS HALL for 
Political. and Election 
Campaign Purposes 

12/30/64 To GUS HALL’ for 
Personal Expenses and 
for Political Contact 

12/31/64 To LENA SCHERER for 
CPUSA’ National Office 
Expenses 

γ 

DAS cy 
1 ~.Chicago- (134-46-Sub B) (RM) 
1 ~ NY 134-91-(INV) 1) .. . 
1 ~<N¥ 100-128861 - (CPUSA-FUNDS-RESERVE FUNDS) (42) 
L - NY 100-134637A (41) 

“ἡ 

65 JAN 12 1965 

$616,595.00 

$22,000.00 

10,000.00 

10,000.00 
8,000.00 

8,000.00 58,000.00 

o, Btlanee $558,595.00 

ᾧ /b0-\9097-Z 
5S JAN 8 1965 

oo Vein Ss & Snel 
γίο 
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Date: 1/6/65 
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Θὰ ΠΟ μονα ΠΌΤΕ IN EN ELOPE 
nsmit the following in : 

, ΓΝ | (Type in pl 

(Priority or Method of Mailing). 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
ee 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134+46 Sub B) Week] 

ise βω Senna 

. Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 4 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 6 7375 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "Comments of Leading Com- 
munist Party of the Soviet Union Representative Regarding 
Peoples Republic of Rumania." i tt 

The information set forth in the enclosed rer 
memorandum waS furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/1/65 to SAs WALTE \ 
A, BOYLE and RICHARD W.. HANSEN. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
, " since it contains information furnished by 

CG. 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained 
therein would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as 
the source, thereby jeopardizing the security of this source 
and thus adversely affecting the national interest. 

In order to provide additional security to the source, 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as having heer 

af MLS ὙΣ in fC Bureau (Ene. 4) (RM) AY) XO 4 | Ν yf μ b 

nary’ “Hs -New York (100-134637):CEne... L) (Info) (RM) 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, C. 
File No. 

January 6, 1965 

veprsicunt 
COMMENTS OF LEADING COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF THE, SOVIET UNION REPRESENTATIVE 
REGARDING PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF RUMANIA 

In January, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, ae gon, 

In mid-December, 1964, Mikhail A. Suslov, a 
nember. of the Presidium and Secretariat OL the rentral 
Committee, Communist. Party of the Soviet Union (CPS 
in essence, comiented as follows: . ἀ 9516, 

There is not much which can be said regarding 
Rumania, They have their own ideas concerning the Council 
for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON), the East 
European equivalent for the Common Market, and they want 
their own markets. One might call then neo-Titoists- or. 
more correctly nationalists. While the CP of China is 
exploiting this situation and taking advantage of the 
Rumanian position in the socialist camp as well as in 
COMECON, we, in the CPSU, cannot use force or coercion, " 
but, on the contrary, must display tact. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to. your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside- 
your agency. ΝΞ 
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6 FBI DATE 02-07-2012 ot 

Transmit the following in 

για... AIRTEL. 

TO ἘΞ «DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

᾿ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origins ad 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a Ba 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "COMMUNIST PARTY OF ITALY." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was. furnished by CG 5824+-S* on 1/1/65,. to 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. ἢ 

Ὁ 
Ὁ 

+ 

a The enclosed létterhead memorandum is classified 
> _ βθθβεονον since it cOntains information furnished by 

"CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information on the highest: level concerning the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of. the 
information contained herein would, by its nature, tend ‘to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the ‘sdurce, thereby. jeopardizing the ,. 
security of this source and thus: ; adversely affecting’ the | |! . 
national security. | Ε a ἐ . Se _ 7 

The information ἴῃ the enclosed letterhead . 
memorandum was obtained by -CG::5824~S* in discussions in 

ει 127264. 1 Prague, -Czechoslovakiay with A. SOBOLEV, Acting 
. Editor-in-Chief of the "World Marxist. Review. " CG, 5824-S* 
noted, however, that. while these stateménts attributed to 
‘SOBOLEV heréin were in fact, based upon notes from. ‘such: 
discussions, yith SOBOLEV, these statements and opinions 
expressed by SOBOLEV ere “also ‘shared by others among the 

ες δὶ5 τ ΣῊΝ 
7 Bureau (Encis- 34): 

re ae aes 

1. - Chicago . 
‘WAB: sck. _ oi ̓ ς 
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leadership of “the Communist Party of the. Soviet Union (CPSU), 
including MIKHAIL SUSLOV:,, member of the Presidium. and. 
Secretariat of the Central Committee, CPSU; NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, 
Head of the North and South American Section, {nternational 
Department, Céntral Committee, CPSU; and were also shared by 
VLADIMIR, KOUCKY, Secrétary, Central Committee, cP of 
Czechoslovakia. 

. ‘In ‘order to provide additional security to-. the 
source, the. ‘enclosed ‘letterhead memorandum has. been shows - 
as having been made at, Washington, D.C. ~ Ὁ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Washington, D.C. 

In Reply, Please Refer τὸ 
File No. January 6, 1965 

vere CRET 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF ITALY 

During early January, 1965, a source:who has 
furnished reliable information in the past advised as 
follows: 

During December, 1964, A. 5 ., Acting Editor- 
in-Chief of "Problems of Peace and Socialism" (also known 
as "World Marxist" Review), Official theoretical organ of 
the world communist movement published in Prague, 
Cee tee Ova. engaged in a discussion in Prague, 

AKI, concerning the attitude of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) concerning the CP of Italy. 
Sokolev, a member of the CPSU, is the highest ranking CPSU 
member on the staff of the "World Marxist Review" since the 
reas igenment in October, 1964, of the former Editor-in-Chief, 
Alexa Rumyantsev, as Editor of "Pravda," the daily morning 
ΣΕ er of the Central Committee, CPSU. Sobolev, a man 
well informed on these matters, with a direct line from his 
office tosthe Central Committee, CPSU, made the following 
comments: 

There are a number of trends in the CP of Italy. 
One of these days there will be a big explosion in the CP of 
Italy and they will be torn asunde First of all there is 
the right wing group led by Giorgis Amendolla, a member ΟΣ, 
the Secretariat of the _CP_of Ttaly! is group has a shade 
of reformism in it. Another step or two in that direction 
and they, will be gone as far as being communists is concerned, 

The CP of Italy is being kept together because the 
factions within it are making compromises. For example, 
Luigi Longo, General Secretary of the CP of Italy, did not 
want to publish the "Memorandum" of Palmiro Togliatti 
(deceased former General Secretary of the CP of Italy) but 

eclassificat 
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RE: COMMUNIST PARTY OF ITALY RET 

Longo was caught in the middle and had to publisinit. It 
is. all right for them to remain united but without 
Marxist-Leninist principles it is a unity which is 
impossible to maintain for long. 

There is another group led by Pietro _ingrao. 
He is close to Amendolla but not completely altgmed with 
hin, 

Then there is the group led by Longo which is 
in the middle. They follow the Leninist forms of 
organization such as the principle of democratic centralisn, 
but when it comes to tactical problems they are usually 
found on the right. ᾿ 

Then there is another person, Riali (phonetic), 
who follows a dogmatist position. They work within the 
Party. . 

The big danger within the CP.of Italy is the cry 
for autonomy. They are demanding autonomy not only from 
the international currents but they are also asking for 
regional autonomy. For example, the regional CP 
organizations in the Red Belt around Milan and the north 
of Italy are demanding their own autonomy. They are 
demanding the right to deéide and do things for themselves. 
As. you can see you cannot reconcile such positions forever. 

Sobolev expects a big factional struggle and a. 
split in the CP of Italy. He indicated great respect for 
Togliatti and characterized him as having been a foremost 
leader of the communist movement; however, in his opinion, 
Togliatti's "Memorandum" will be instrumental in helping to 
preak up the world communist movement. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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Enclosed. herewith for the Bureau. are the original α GE 
and three copies and for New York ‘one copy of. a letterhead 
memorandum - entithed, "Visa Procedures: Now in Use in USSR," 

The” information. appearing in the enclosed ‘Lletter- 
head memorandum ‘was’ furnished ‘by CG, 5824-S* on 12/31/64 to 
SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. oo " 

ΤῊΘ. enclosed letterhead memorandum has been. classi- | 
fied ' ‘since it contains information furnished , 

tation on the highest level concerning the international 

tion contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S¥ as the source, thereby jeopardizing the security 
of this source ‘and thus: adversely affecting the. national. 
interest. 

In order to. provide additional security. to the 
source, the enclosed Letterhead: nenorandum has been shown 
as having been, made at Washington, D. C. 

New York (100-134637) (Enc. 1) ¢Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

ΓΝ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Ὁ, 
File No. 

January 6, 1965 

_SSMESOENTIAL 

VISA PROCEDURES NOW IN USE IN USSR 

in late December, 1964, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During December, 1964, a representative of the 
North and South American Section, International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), advised that hereafter any person traveling to the 
USSR would not receive a visa stamp in his passport. Instead, 
such traveler would be provided by the Russians with a 
"loose leaf" visa, a special piece of paper, and that this 
visa would be picked up at the time of the traveler's departure 
from the country. As a result, it will no longer be possible 
in checking an individual's passport to determine whether that 
individual has been in the USSR, regardless of where he may 
have been traveling from. It was further noted that this new 
visa procedure has been placed into effect and has been 
operating for approximately one month, 

‘This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It.is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 

- outside your agency. 
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Transmit the following in: 

Vic ATT 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are..the original 
and three. copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead: fhemorandum entitled, MATTITUDE OF LEADERSHIP. OF 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET ‘UNION REGARDING CHINA*UNITED 
STATES RELATIONS..” OU 

‘The ‘information appearing in the’ enclosed Lett 
‘head: memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64, 
SAS RICHARD. ἣν HANSEN and’ WALTER A, BOYLE. 

The enclosed letterhéad memorandum is, classifie 
t since it contains, information furnished by 

CG 5824- -S*; a very highly placed source furnishing 
Anformation on the. highest level concerning the international. 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of. the ; 
information contained herein would, by its uiature, ‘tend to 
identify CG 5824- S* as. “the source, ‘thereby jeopardizing the 
security of this source and thus adversely: affecting: the 
national security.. ‘ , 

uh 

Veuy-P ν᾿ ἕω: The information in the enclosed ‘letterhead 
SHU ΝΣ memorandum. was obtained by thé source, during 12/64 in 
ps discussions with MIKHAIL SUSLOV, member of the Presidium 

hen. ! » Ruy and Secretariat, Central. Committee, Communist. Party | of the 
. 1 Soviet Union. 
Heda Nowe Big 
νῷ, In order to provide additional security to the 

source, the enclosed letterhead ERG ndum has been shown 
as having been . de a tuohine ro 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

x 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington 9 D. C. 

File No. January 6, 1965 

CRET 

ATTITUDE OF LEADERSHIP OF 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION REGARDING CHINA-UNITED 
STATES RELATIONS 

During late December, 1964, a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past advised as 
follows: 

During December, 1964, Mikhail Suslov, member 
of the Presidium and Secretariat, Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) commented 
concerning the attitude of the leadership of the CPSU 
regarding relations between the Peoples Republic of China 
(PRC) and the United States as follows: 

The Government of the USSR is afraid that the 
United States is going to doublecross them in regard to 
relations with the PRC. They believe that certain interests 
in the United States are trying to go so far as to recognize 
the PRC de facto if not de jure. Perhaps they will not want 
to go as far as the Government of France has gone, but they 
believe these interests will be exerting pressure to carry 
on some trade with the PRC. They fear that the United States 
will even try to use the PRC in some manner against:.the USSR. 

Suslov characterized the PRC as “a bride with too 
many suitors" and stated that the United States is included 
among the "suitors." Suslov took note of the discussions 
which have been carried on over a period of years in Warsaw, 
Poland between representatives of the United States and the 
PRC, and remarked that the USSR does not know what they are 
talking about or the results of these meetings. He stated 

geclassification 
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RE: ATTITUDE OF LEADERSHIP OF. CRET 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION REGARDING 
CHINASUNITED. SLATES RELATIONS 

that their main concern is that some United States interests 
are pushing for markets and trade with the PRC which would 
be merely a prelude to more concrete forms of recognition. 

In view of this fear on the part of the USSR, 
Suslov noted that the USSR must counter Chinese influence 
wherever they can. As a result the USSR is reluctantly, but 
nevertheless definitely, committed to support of the Government 
of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam (North). The USSR 
believes this is the only way to keep the Chinese out. As a 
matter of fact, the USSR would like to see the Chinese involved 
in the Viet Nam war themselves and would not be sorry to see 
the Chinese seriously hurt by it. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Vig. AIRTEL " ._ REGISTERED . MATL. _ -_ I 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub B) Ne 
2 re 

ReNYairtel dated 11/27/64. ,, Bh» 

Enclosed herewith: for the Bur éau are three copies 
each and for the New ‘York Office one | ΟΡ each £ informant’ 5 
statements ‘captioned as follows: 

First Secretary ,- Communis 
Moscow, USSR, USSR, December; 1964" 

es | a . Member ὁ ‘the Directora 
. the Socialist Revolution, ἃ 

νι . the (Cuban Government; and .a Communist Party, Ys 
USA, Representative, Moscow, USS aa 

Tt. 1964" ᾿ ἐδ» 
“Letter Prepared by Timupy imofeev. , Deputy δι ieee ᾿ 
-Director ,. Institute for ἢ or World ἃ Economy, ‘and 5 ᾿ 
International-Affairs, xs, USSR SH Academy, of Ae. 

at», 5 “- ἐς, a 

~ocience,, | Moscow, USSR" 
“τὰς ὌΠΙ Der) Nf 

"Letter prepared by Ji est;; Visitor in 
. Moscow, USSR, to His Wife Mollie in ~ Lire 
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The: information ‘set forth in the ‘enclosed informant [5 
statements was furnished by CG 5824~S* on 1/2 and 3/65 to 548 
WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

Any pertinent information set forth in the enclosed 
informant's Statements of interest to other. offices will ‘be | 
disseminated with proper caution. -by Chicago. 

q ” 
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DICCUSSION WIT ALNOLDO MARTINEZ VEanrGo, Fins? 
DECREVARY, COLLUTICT PANTY GF MEXICO, LOCCOY, 

EDGR, ErcmoEn, 1954 ee 

in tho recent past thore appeared in "Politica, 
ἃ. Spanish languege political journal which is publioked in 
Uexico City, on article entitled, "To All the Liborty ~ 
Péace Loving Peopie in thd Yorld.” The article cealt with 
the “Revolutionary Action Movement" (RAN) which was organized 
and 16 beiny led ky Robert Williams, an Amorican Nogre in 
exile in Cabo. Tho Comiunist Party, COA (CP, USA) disagress 
wholeheartedly with the stated militant, natiotalistic 
policies advocated by RA and desired, if possible, to con~ 
slicer preparing an articlo of its own for publication in this 
cane journal dn which ἀξ could set forth its own position. 

In line with the forésoing, a vepresentative of tha 
CP, U3A rot in Loscow, USSR, duxiny Docember, 1004, with 
Arnoleéo Hartines Vercugd, First Secretary, Ὁ of Loxico. 
At this tine, the article which had appearod in “Politica” 
wag diecuagsed with Vorcuco, but Vercugo advised that he lmow 
Aittila about the organization RAN and its activitics. Τ᾽ 
νοῦ then informed that the OP, USA did not agree with RAli's 
policios and that neither the organization nor Robert Williass 
kan tho eupport of the United States Hogre, In view of this, 
tho ΟΡ, USA would Like to possibly answor the article by one 
of dts own in “Politica.” In connection with this, Yorduco 
noted that while they do nat control "Politica, they co have 
gone influenco within tho magazine. Ohould samoone within | 
the GP, USA prepare an article, Verduco stated that ba would, 
on behalf of hin Party, cxeréiso nll possibie infiuenco and 
ceo if such an answer could be published, 

valor λους {1 
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DICCUSSICNS OEPVET CANLOS NAPAEH ΟΣ, A 
RIDER OF TUE PIRECTORATE, UNITED PANTY G2 TT 
COCIALIGN REVOLUTION, AND A HITTISTER OF FIZ 
COGAN COVEISICMT, AND A COMEUNIGT PARTY, CoA, 
BEPAESENTARIVE, Lococo, ἘΠ᾿ ot, DECKLOR, 1o54 

In nid-Decenber, 2064, a meoting took place in 
scow, USSR, between a veprosentativea of the Communist 

party’ UIA (OP, TIA) and τίου Rafael Rodricues, a Minister 
of tho Cuban Goverment and a member of the Directorate of 
the United Party of the focialint Novelution. (P39). 

At thin tire, Ledridues spoke conerally but 
ebjectively concerning the civil Tights bo movencat in the 
Yadted Ctates dnd the intcrest of the Cubars in this 
rovencat., In this comnéction, it was pointed ott to 
Nedricuex by tho OP, UIA representative that the CP, 
τῶ vory unhappy with the “horrible rauncr’ in which ΑΝ 
Tillians had been toncucting himcelf, 4 was further pointed 
cut that the CP, (SA did not Like Willians' organizatica,. 
tho Revolutionary Action Lovemont (RAL) , and that this 
natiosalintic, militant organization docs not have the 
cuppert of the Party ard ig hurting the cival rights move+ 
mont in general in the Tnited States, Upon heaving thee 
seomarkd, Rodviques stated that be did rot know. cpccitically 
what could be cone regarding Williercs and:his activity but 
that ho might attemyt whoa he xeturned to Cuba to raise thid 
subject with the leadoronip: of the PURS. 

fodriqucs thea noted that the ΟΣ, oA. hoo a standing 
invitation to cend Οὐ meubersa to Cuba to viedt. According 
to him, ali thst waa necessary for cuch visitors to come to 
Gaba waa to notity the Exbacsy in Hoscey and thes tend cuch 
people, 

in regard to ποσός Sinkind Jobngea, Rodyiques 
resarked that she ia doing come cood work in Guha ard is 
row beginning to κοῦ come of the pcoplo there. In view of 
thin, he felt that it vould be cood, perhaps, to let bor 
remtin in Cuba fox awhile lorser. In this ¢esnection, tha 
CP, UIA representative propared a briof note adcdrensed to 
Jokncon which ho turned over to Podriques for trancaittal 
to Johnson. In this nutes ἀξ was suggested that Johhton to 
patient and continue awhile longer at her tacke in Cubs. 
Sho wag told that contrary to what sho bad previously bcon 
led to Βοϊίονο that the Party did take caro of hor daughter 

«ας Joo 146 itp dT 
BAICLS sor 
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Josephine and was ctill acsisting her Yiraheially, She 
was alco told that discussiong were currontly being. 
carricd on with the Canadian cemrades and thore is a 
possibility that thoy ray arrange te kave her brought. 
there to work, 

hodrigues thea ecpoke about a woman named Ada 
Eritcis who ho stated was ih Cuba dnd knowh to tho CP, 
TSA, Eo réemarkod that this woran win doing come good 
work for tho Party and, therefore, he folt it would bo 
teat for hor fa remain. . 

In regard τὸ tho foxvecoing rofevence to Pritoag, 
Goa Hall, whon told of this, rezarked on January 2, 1005, 
that Cob Thompson resontly cot a lotter postmarked in 
Paria, Franco, with prcetings to hincelf and Jin Jacksons, 
While they ard nat cure, they wero Ἀ11 of the gonoral | 
opinion that this letter was frog -Driteas. Thoy could 
not explain how cone cho was in Paris or why che δα 
travelod thore,, 
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ΤΡ Εἰς PREPARED DY TIMUR TIMOTERV, DEPUTY 
DIRECTON, INSTITUTE FOR. vOaLD ECONOMY AND: | 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, USER ACADENY OF SCIENCE, 
Eoscow, UISR inne in - 

‘Decenbor, 1964, Timur @inofoov, Deputy. Director, In 
Institute fox World Econony and International Afiairs, USOR 

| Academy of Science, Hoscow, UASR, <the son of Eugene Pennis, 
forneor deconctéd Géneral Scerctary of the 
USA~(eP, USA) propared: a letter Airected σ hie nother: 

‘Ning, Pegey Donnie 
-81, Clonentine Street 
San Francisco 
gaara 9. 94105 

Tinofecv requested that this lotter, the contoat 
of ΠΑΝ is cot forth below, bo carried back το. the United 
States and transnitted to his nother. 
with coftain parenthotical coments added for the purpose. 
of giving additional clarity, da. as follows: 

) "Deaxt Mon! . 

‘#2 was vory glad to Bot your last thig! letter, 
And I'm really happy to know that you had a chance 
to nect and tals with our common fricnds, (Gus Hall) 

al as getting along find. Γι 
has first successes in the 

echool which ho began to yisit this autum, Lexa, 
(TiroZoov's wife) after graduating from Uoscow 

Univeraity, bécame student of thé. dtate Foreign 
Languages Courses. Ske as studying English intea- 
sivoly. 

"Y havo lot of work, as usual. Gonoral mood 
of mine and my closest friends is good. ΟΣ am 
trying to combing now my dutiés in the office with 
the offorts to finish my BD. (Ph.D.) thesis /con- 
corning probleng of Am. ἜΡΩΣ reveriont, in post-war 
poridd/, which, I hope, Ὁ Ὁ an accomplish 4n forth~ 
coming months, 

t= 4 70 i|- ae 
ENCLOZURT 

omminist Party, 

This letter, togather 

9 

ly 



fAnd now a Zow words ~ nbout the problen 
you raised in your last Ietter, Of courso, I 
Like very mush ~ ospocially from personal | 
polat of viow - the ideq of a Dig Teanics in 
UD2R). χά bo ginad ste you hero any tind. Ag 

| fay as othor agnects of this pian are concexnod, 
I think It would bo better to discuss it curing 
cur future mestings and conversationg. J hope 
Z can ceo you hcevo xvather soon. 

"Ey kest wiokes te Gone (Bennia) and his 
wife, and ~ to'¢li our common good fricada. 

‘With love 

Us/ Tin, 

"Dezenbor 10, 1904," 
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LETH PAEDARED DY JUN WEST, VICITOR IN Loco’, 
E02, τὸ TIS WIFE LOLLIN I eurcaco 

On Decenbox 27, 1064, Jin Vest, a leading functionary 
of the Cosnudiat Party, UDA (CP, UIA), who was thea in Loscow, 
ρα, for rest, vacation, and medical tronimcat, preoared a 
letter fer the purposa of having it roturned to tho United 
States and then sent on to his wife 1110 in Chicaco. The 
toxt οὐ this lottery was. ad ΤΟ. ΣΟΙ: . : 

OS» 27, 1004, 

"Dearest Lollice = 

"J hope thin finds you woll & Steva,; too. 
Ἅ at at ea canitosiun about 25 3165 North οὐ 
occow and tndergoing a rest & phycical-oxcreice 
yrogran, ineluding dict Ὁ muccla streagthening, 
injections; plenty of sicep, lots of walking & 
lots of protoing., YFYeol ruch kotter already. 
Fave quit cnoking, Zhis treatment will Lact 
through Jakuary Gth, when X return to Loscov. 
After that, the cestorg will oxanino no & deter 
ning if there is anything cleo that can ko cone 
for mo. ~ If co, XJ may be ἃ Little lengex. ~ if 
mot, Ὁ will Icave shurtiy after the Gth comotine, 
with 3 to G day stopovers in Varcad, Prague and — 
Lozcon Ag ceo John Hitliarnsos), ~ skipping Paris 

5 δι 

"I'm poling to try to 6511 you on January 
and τ ntout ὃ amChicurs tine. Enclosed is a 
Lupeo (India) fron Claude Zor Steve, 1 can call 
aftexy the doctors baye oxaniaed ro ἃ Cogice what 
Roxt. 111 try to co that, to that you can got 
a battor idea of when to expect mo home. In any 
event, in a few cays after January Gth I will 
know the outlook & let you Lnow one way ox another. 

“tles you very much » 
Love to Steve = 

vo. 
fal Jin. ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ ae 

; ὦ} | 
τἀν...» 2 0} τ ἊΝ 
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DISCUSSION VIZ ΔΌΠΟΙΤΟ MARTINEZ ψεροσθὸ, FINCT 
SECAUTARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF MEXICO, ἘΌΠΟΟΉ, 
USSR, DECMGER, 1964 sca 

In the recent past there appeared in "Politica," 
ἃ Spanish language political journal which is published in 
Kexico City, an article entitied, "To Ali the Liberty ~ 
Peace Loving Peopie in the World.” Tho article dealt. with 
the “Royoluticnary Action Kovemoent't (RAW) whieh was organized 
and in boing led by Rebort Williana, an Amorican Negro in 
στάλα in Cuba, Tho Communist Party, DOA (CP, USA) disagrees 
vkoichcartedly with the stated militant, nationalistic 
policios advocated by NAM and desixed, if possible, to con. 
sidex preparing an article of ite own for publication in this 
cane journal in which it could sot forth its ὅτι position. 

- Line with the foregoing, a roprésentativo of tho 
CP, UIA met in Koscow, GCCR, duxing December, 1964, with 
Arnoldo Martine: Verdugo; Firat Sectotary, CP of Loxico. — 
At thia timo, the artitle which bad appecared in "Politica" 

_ wad discugsed vith Verduge, bat Verdugo advised that he knew 
- Little about the organization RAY and ita activities, Le 
was then informed that the CP, USA did not agrée with RAs 
policies and that neither the organization nor Nobort Williees 
has the cupport of the United States Nogro. In view of thic, 
tke G?, USA would liko to posaibly answor the articla by ono 
of its own in "Politica," In commestion with thin, Yorduco 
foted that while thoy co rot control “Politica,” they do have 
some influence within tho magazine, Should someone within - 
the CP, USA prepare an articlo, Yorcuco stated that ho would, 
on behalf of his Party, exeveico all pessible influence and -* - 
eco 1f such an ποσοῦ could te published. : 



: O Oo. 
. ". 

what. could be done vecavding Villiams and his activity but 
that he night attexpt when ho raturned to Cuba fo raise this 

DILCUISICN HOTUEM CARLOS NAPATL Lopaiesrs, A | 
BILDER OF THE DIRECTORATE, UIXTED PANTY OF TID . : 
COCKALIOD REVOLUTION, AND A LINICTED OF TID 
CODAN GOVEDHLENT, AND.A ΟΣ ΟΣ PANTY, UIA, 
REPACSENTATIVE, ΌΣΟΙ, USSR, Bromo, 1oo4 

in mid-Docember, 1964, a mooting took piace in 
Loscow, USOR, botweea a xopreseatative of tho Comunint 
Party, ὍΣΑ (CP, UIA) and Carlos Rafael Redvigqucz, « Hiniates 
of the Cuban Government and a member of tha Directorate of 
tho United Patty of tho Cocialist Revolutios (FULD). 

At this tine, Rodriquez spoke gexsexally but 
objectively cotcerning the civil xithta movecent in the 
United States and the interest of the Cubins in this 
movencat. In this connection, it wan pointed out to . 
Redvicues by the GP, USA. roprosentative that the Ge, USA 
wan yery unhappy with tho “horribio mannor” in which Robert 
Wiliiacs had béca contucting hinself. it vaca furthes pointed 
out that the (2, USA did not Like Willians’ organisation, 
the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAN), and that this 
nationalistic, militant organization coca not kave the 
sudport of tho Party and io karting the civil rights reve- 
ment in general in the United States, Upon bhoaring thero 
vesarkes,. Rodrigues. stated that ho did not know coceificaily 

subject with the lcaderchip of the PEAS. 

Rodrigues thon noted that the Οὐ, ΓΗΔ has a otanding 
invitation to send Οὐ membera to Cuta to visit. According 
to hin, all that wan necescary Jor cuch visitors to cone to | 
Cuba tas to notify the Exbussy in Lorcew and thea cond auch 
poople, - ΝΞ 

In regard τὸ Renatrice Siskind δοξησοῖῦ, Rodricues 
remarked that. sho is δόλον cone good work in Cuba and is 
now bevinning te know como of the poople there. In view of 
this, ho felt that it would be coed, porhaps, to 1όξ her 
romain in- Cuba for awhile lonjer, In thie connection, the 
CD, UNA roprescatative propared a brief note addresaed to 
Johncon which ha turned oyes to Nodriquta for trancalttsl 
to Johnson. In thio seve it vac suggested that Johncon bo _ 
pationt and continue awhile longer at her tasks in Cuba, ΝΣ 
Cho was told that contrary to what she had proviously beoa 
led to balieve that tho Party did take care of her 

citer 

- ἡ 



ΝΕ ΝΥ Oo. | 

| bra was still acsisting her financially. Sho 
was Rico told that discussicag word currestly boing 
cartied on with the Canadian comrades and thore is δὶ 
poosibility that they tay atvance to have her brought 
there toa Tor 

CI] " Nodrigucs then spdlee about q wouran named bic 
Ct. ho mtated was in Cuba and inova to tke cp, 
BSA, Τὰ renarked that thig woman was doing come pood 
work for tho Party and, therefore, he felt it would be 
boat for her to remain. 

Ih rvogard to the foregoing reference tol os 
Cus fall, vhen told of ἐπα, remarked on January 2, L000, , 
that Lob Tho=pcon recently get a Lotter postmarked in 
Paris, France, with greotings to himcolf and Jin Jackson,., . 
While they ara not curve, thoy were all of the gonoral —- 
opinion that this lettor was fra: They could 
not explain Lov come she wae in hy cha had 
traveled tkero, 
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Date:. 1/6/65. 7 
Ι 
Ι Transmit the following in 

{Type in plain | text oF code) 

Via. AIRTEL... ἧ REGISTERED ΜΑΙ. 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the Néw York gitice one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, Tim ofeev, Deputy 

i Director, Institute of: World Economy: 2nd nternational . 
“Affairs, USSR-Kcadeny< 6f Science, Hoscow, > USSR?" | 

The, information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head’ memorandum: was: furnished .by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 to 
SAs WALTER A. ‘BOYLE’ and RICHARD Ἧς HANSEN, . 

᾿ The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
ἡ, * since it contains information furnished by 

CG 5824-St:, .a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the: highest Level concerning, ‘the: international communist 
movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained 
therein would, by its* “nature, tend to, ‘identify CG 5824-S* as 
the source, thereby. jeopardizing the. security of this source 
and thus adversely affecting the ‘national interest... 

‘ The «dnformation set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was ‘developed during, a meeting at which TIMUR 
TIMOFEEV came to visit the sure ry the Central Committee 
hotel, Mosco » 14 12/10/64. 
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In order to. provide additional security to- the 
-gource, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been madé at Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ta Washington, D. Ὁ, 
File No. , 

January 6, 1965 

we KcRET 

TIMUR TIMOFEEV,, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, 
INSTITUTE OF WORLD ECONOMY AND. / 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, USSR. 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE MOSCOW USSR 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in. the. past, in late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

As of early December, 1964, Timur Timofeev con= 
tinued τὸ ,hold the position as: Deputy Director, Institute 
of World Economy and International Affairs, USSR Academy 
of Science, Moscow, USSR. However, at the present time, 
Timofeev has a special arrangement with the Institute whereby 
he is working only a few hours a day at his job. The remain-~ 
der of Timofeev's time is now being spent doing research and 
work in.preparation for his Ph.D. and in the writing of his 
thesis dealing with the topic "Problems of the American Labor 

: Movement in the Postwar Period." According to Timofeev, .his 
~ superior, the Director of the Institute of World Economy and 
: International. Affairs, is one of the best friends of Leonid 

I. Brezhnev, First Secretary, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Ν Union (CPSU). During World War II he was assigned as political 
ΝΕ officer and.attached to a division of troops headed by 

Brezhnev. In view of this relationship of the Director with 
- Brezhnev, the Institute is, today, working much closer with 

-- Brezhnev than it did with Nikita S. Khrushchev. In addition, 
Timofeev noted that he had good standing also with Boris N. 
Ponomarev, a member of the Secretariat and Head of the Inter- 
national Department, Central Committee, CPSU. Taking all of 
this into consideration, Timofeev analyzed his present standing 
in the Institute and commented, "hy should I be in a bad 
spot?", 

This ‘document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 

the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and,its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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! Enclosed herewith for ci the original 
| and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
: letterhead memorandum entitled, "LUIS CORVALAN, COMMUNIST 

PARTY OF CHILE." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64, to 
SAs RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
1a Seexst since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information on the highest level concerning the international 

| | communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the 
: information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 

identify CG 5824-~S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the 
security of this source and thus adversely affecting the 
national security. 

/ Wa af 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* in discussions in 
Moscow, USSR, during 12/64, with M. TRADO, a member of the 
Political Bureau of the Communist Party (CP) of Chile, 
NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American 
Section, International Department, Central Committee, CP of 

' the Soviet Union, and (ἘΝῚ) BELIKOV, Deputy to BORIS PONOMAREV, 
member of the Secretariat and Head of the International 

! Departnent, Centra Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

St 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. 
January 6, 1965 

RET 

ALAN, 

WO aeeatnasmmasaitaryems ; 1 . ΜΝ 

During late December, 1964, a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, advised .as 
follows: 

Following th: removal in October, 1964, of 
Nikita S. Khrushchev from his positions of leadership in 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the 
Government of the. USSR, numerous representatives of 
Communist and Workers Parties from throughout the world 
traveled to’ the USSR to receive a first-hand briefing from 
the CPSU leaders on this development. Among those who 
went to Moscow at that time was Luis Corvalan, General 
Secretary of the CP of Chile. Corvalan was received by 
CPSU leaders who furnished him with the same explanations 
for Khrushchev's removal as were being furnished to 
representatives of other Parties. According to a member 
of the leadership of the CP of Chile, Corvalan, after a 
very stormy session, refused to accept the explanations 
offered by the CPSU. The discussion was so sharp that 
when a delegation; of Latin American communist leaders 
traveled to Moscow, USSR, in early December, 1964, Corvalan 
did not accompany the delegation because he apparently was 
afraid to show his face in. Moscow. Another member of the 
leadership of the CP of Chile was instead designated by him 
to represent the CP of Chile. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 

᾿ FROM- : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) | 

suaseck Coe) 
ON eo 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and. three. copies and for the New York Office one copy of a {3 Fa a 

| letterhead memorandum entitled, "LUIS CARLOS PRESTES, {1 
wf COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL." , 

- The information appearing in the enclosed letter~ 
ὡΝ head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64, to 

~ f SAs RICHARD τ΄. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

Ἂς! ἘΞ The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classifie 
Since it contains information furnished by 

5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the - 
information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* ‘as the source, thereby jeopardizing the 
security of this source and thus adversely affecting the 
national security. 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* during. 12/64 in 
discussion in Moscow, USSR, with RODNEY ARISMENDI, First 
Secretary of the Central Committee, Communist Party of 
Uruguay. ᾿ 

In order to provide. additional sécurity to the 
source, the enclosed. letterhead memorandum has been shown/, 
& ΨΥ been made, δ᾿ Washington Ring. / 0“ IOUS of Ἂ / 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. January 6, 1965 

aS yan 
COMMUNIST Say Or BRAZIL 

(al emesis 
oS ΑΝ 

During late December, 1964, a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past advised as 
follows: 

During December, 1964, Rodney Arismendi, First 
Secretary of the Central Committee , Communist Party (CP) 
of Uruguay, stated that contrary to reports in the 
newspapers, Luis Carlos Prestes has not been removed from 
his position as General Secretary of the CP of Brazil. 
He noted that the CP of Brazil is expected to hold a 
convention shortly at which Prestes may be made Chairman 
instead of General Secretary, but he will still be head 
of the CP of Brazil, 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub B): 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
¢ _and thrée copies, and for the New York Office one copy of a 

Ἂν letterhéad memorandum entitled; "Carlos Rafael Rodriquez, 
ἫΝ Member: of the Directorate, United Party of the Socialist 
δ] Revolution and a Minister of the Cuban Government." 
Ὁ 

“ὃ 
The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 

head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/3/65 to SA 
RICHARD VW. _ HANSEN. 

᾿ The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
| " " since it contains information furnished by: 

CG 5824-S*, avery highly placed source furnishing informa-. 
tion: on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the infor- 
mation contained therein would, by its. nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing 
the. security of this. source and thus adversely affecting 
the national interest. 

Ke In order to provide additional security to the 
| source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been: shown 
ry My as having been. made at Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ΓΝ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Ὁ, 
File No. : 

v 

Bprterra. 

January 6, 1965 
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300: IALIST. REVOLUTION, “AND A MINISTER 
ETE CUBANGOVERNEENT CS 
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A source, who has furnished reliable information © 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

. According to Carlos Rafael Rodriquez, member of 
the Directorate of the United Party of the Socialist . - | 
Republic (PURS) and a Minister of the Cuban Government, | 
there had_been.two attempts during the past several years 
in Cu ο asSassinate him. On one occasion, he was 
wounded in the arm and on another occasion was wounded. in 
the chest. As a result of these assassination attempts, 
he has: spent considerable time recovering from his injuries 
and still carries metal fragments in his lung and still 
has difficulty manipulating one of his hands. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to_be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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Transmit the following in 

γα. ATRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

_FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

me ΝΣ | | ba) 

‘Re Ney yorl airtel 1/4/65 captioned "SOLO" setting | 
forth the text of three messages received by NY 694-S* (Pe 
through ‘the secondary channel, 

It is noted that the second message quoted in 
referenced New York airtél is concerning the world-wide 

campaign against the Me Carran. Act being organized by the 
fi Communist Party of the. Soviet Union (CPSU) ‘and the CP, USA,. 

This campaign was the subject of a letterhead. memorandui 
(yt captioned “MOBILIZATION OF COMMUNIST PARTIES OF THE WORLD: 

[oe FOR CAMPAIGN AGAINST MC CARRAN ACT” which was an enclosure. 
to ‘Chicago airtel 1/4/65, Gaptioned "SOLO." We wish. to 
point. out that the message received by NY 694-5* from the 
CPSU is not completely accurate wherein it states that 
CG 5824-S* had meetings with leaders of the CPs of Finland 
and Italy. As pointed out ih the cover airtel of. Chicago 
dated 1/4/65, the contact with the leadér of the CP of 

' Finland was not made by | CG 5824- $* ‘but was an assignment 
. for a future contact by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, Further ; 

᾿ CG 5824- did not contact a: leader of the CP of Italy but 
rather the CPSU has agreed to handle this matter with the 
CP of Italy. 

The above is submitted merely for the information 
of the Bureau and New York. in view of the apparent 
contradiction embodied in the. message by the CPSU “ai nished 
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Date: 1/6/65 

A ROBE IN ENycigpp 
Transmit the following in. 

(Type in plain text or cade) 

| Ι 

Via ___. AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL Ι 
" (Priority or Method of Mailing) Ξ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and: for the New York Office ‘one copy of a i 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "ARTICLE BY GUS HALL RY. 
CONCERNING THE SINO-SOVIET IDEOLOGICAL. CONFLICT." ἘΠῚ 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished. by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64, 
1. and 1/2/65, to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is elassifie Ne 
ὁ since i'§ contains information furnished: by aie 

CG 5824- ΒῈ, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information on the highest level concerning the internationa 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained herein would, by its, nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing thé> 
security of this source and thus adversely affecting the 
national security. 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* during 12/64 in 
discussions in Prague, Czechoslovakia, with A. SOBOLEV, 

Acting Editor-in-Chief of the "World Marxist Review.” The 
letter quoted yee was prepared by SOBOLEV and turned over 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

to CG 5824-5*. who subsequently delivered the letter to HALL 
on 1/2/65, in New York City. The text of this article by 
HALL was furnished to the Bureau and New York by Chicago 
airtel dated 10/22/64, entitled "GUS HALL, IS - C, .ISA OF 1950. 
(Bureau file 61-8077; New York file 100- 84994). μ᾿ 

in order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead meriorandum has: been shown 
as: having been made at Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. January 6, 1965 

γδϑνάτοιεν 

ARTICLE BY GUS HALL 
- CONCERNING THE SINC-SOVIET 

᾿ IDEOLOGICAL CONFLICT 

During late December, 1964, and early January, 
1965, a source who has furnished reliable information in 
the past advised as follows: 

During October, 1964, a copy of an article | 
entitled, "The Present Status of the Ideological Conflict," 
prepared by Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA), was delivered to ἃ, Sobolev, Acting 
Editor-in-Chief of the magazine “Problems of Peace and 
Socialism" (also known as "World Marxist Review"), the 
official theoretical journal of the international communist 
movement, At that time the article was intended for 
publication in the November, 1964 issue of the magazine 
"Political Affairs," theoretical journal of the CP, USA, 
and was being furnished to Sobolev in advance merely for 
his information. Subsequently, however, this article was 
never published in "Political Affairs." " 

In December, 1964, Sobolev expressed the opinion 
that this article prepared by Gus Hall was the most basic 
article ever written on the Chinese situation. Sobolev was 
most favorably impressed by Hall's article and stated that 
were it not for the fact that it was to be printed in 
"Political Affairs," he would certainly publish it in the 
"world Marxist Review;" but, since the policy of the 
magazine is not to reprint articles from other magazines, 
it could not be done. However, in view of the importance 
of this article, the "World Marxist Review" intended to 
print it in their "Information Bulletin" and it would be 
included in “Information Bulletin Number 27" to be issued 

Enclosure 
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CONCERNING THE SINO-SOVIET 
IDEOLOGICAL CONFLICT . 
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soon. In this manner Hall's statement would receive world- 

wide distribution and attention. 

In order to insure that his true feelings on this 
matter were brought to Hall's attention, Sobolev prepared a 
personal communication to Hall, the text of which is as 
follows: 

"REDAKCE Praha dne "30'' December, 1964 
teoretickeho a.informacniho casopisu 
komunistickych a delnickych stran 
PRAHA 6, THAKUROVA 3 
Tel. 325-731 

"Gus Hall 
23 West 26 Street 

C.j.: New York 10, NY 

"Dear Comrade, . 

ἮΙ take this opportunity to convey to you my 
very best wishes of success in your work in the 
new year and to thank you for sending us a copy of 
your article *The Presént Status of the Ideological 
Conflict” published in the November issue of 
‘Political Affairs,' 

"As far as.I know, the issue at stake has not 
been posed for quite some time in the way you do in 
your article. I personally feel that it sets forth 
the most forward-looking views on the organization 
of the communist movement. 

"You- are quite right in saying that it has 
become fashionable with some communists to talk 
about the autonomy and independence of the Parties. 
That is all correct enough, of course. I myself 
wholeheartedly support the view that the Parties 
should be independent and hence I categorically 
reject every kind of interference by one Party in 
the affairs of another, 
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"But very often there is another under- 
current: Speaking of independence, people 
have in mind isolation, which is fraught with 
the danger of the development of the world 
revolutionary process being halted for years. 
Once again thanks for the article. Frankly 
speaking, I would have liked to see it printed 
in 'Problems of Peace and Socialisn."” 

"Yours sincerely 

t/s/ A. Sobolev 
Executive Secretary, 
Problems of Peace 

and Socidism" 

A copy of the article prepared by Hall, referred 
to herein, is attached hereto. The source has advised that 
although this statement has been furnished to the Teadership 
of the CP of the Soviet Union, the "World Marxist Review" 
and several other CPs throughout the world, to the source's 
knowledge the existence of this article is not widely known 
and has never appeared in print as yet. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor'conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE IDEOLOGICAL CONFLICT 

: By Gus Hall 

(Based on a Report Made to a Meeting of Communist Leaders) 
. in September, 1964 

By now it is clear that the splitting line pursued by the Communist Party of 

China over the past four years has caused considerable damage in the world com~ 

munist movement and among the anti-imperialist forces generally. In the past we 

have spoken about the possible negative effects that might result from this line. 

Now they have become an actuality - a factor in the molding of today's political 

reality.: 

We must, of course, avoid any tendency to explain everything on the basis 
of.the split. But to continue talking only about the possiblenegative effects would 

be to deceive no one but ourselves. We must soberly assess the damage and place 

the responsibility where it belongs. To ignore these things in the name of working 

for unity would be an iilusion. It is an obvious fact that the anti-imperialist forces 
of the world have not been able to develop their full potential because of the split; 

that it has resulted in confusion.and the forces that should be united are instead 

working in different directions. Ν 

It is difficult to conceal the damage which the political line and the splitting 

actions of the GPC have inflicted, for example, on the progressive forces of India. 

In large measure, thanks to this, at the most crucial moment in the history of India, 

a land of 450 million people, the forces of anti-imperialism and socialism are in dis- 

artab...5. This has obviously strengthened and emboldened the forces of reaction 
in that country, There the negative effects are especially evident. But to one de~ 

gree or another there have been similar effects elsewhere. 

The CPC policies and splitting activities have been a negative factor in the 

struggles in countries like Venezuela, Brazil and Chile. A month before the Chilean 
elections, the Chinese distributed a reckless, irresponsible and slanderous docu- 

ment directed against the policies and the leadership of the Communist Party of 

Chile. It most likely did not change the overall election results, but it did cause 

considerable confusion. 

For us the most disturbing of all the negative consequences of the CPC's 
line are its negative effect in the struggle against U.S. imperialism. How to use 

this split for its aggressive purposes has now become the main preoccupation of the 

GIA. The State Department and the Pentagon, together with the CIA, have set up 8 

number of study centers for this sole purpose. More and more they are coming to 

the conclusion that it 15 possible to use the split to the advantage of U.S. imperial- 

ism. 
The incidents in the Bay of Tonkin and the attack on the installations'in North 

Vietman are case studies of the increasing dangers resulting from a continuation of 

this split, I think it can be strongly argued that U.S. imperialism would not have 
dared to attack the shore installations in North Vietnam if the countries of socialism 

were united. 
That U.S. imperialism thus takes the split into its aggressive calculations 

is serious enough. But equally, if not more serious, is the danger that imperialism 
may miscalculate the depth of the split and thereby take the world over the brink to 

nuclear war. 
In this situation, it is incumbent on our Party to call attention to this calcu- 

lated use of the split by U.S. imperialism, and the dangers of possible miscalcula- 
tion, and on these grounds to project the urgent need of world unity. This must be 

our point of departure in pressing for unity in the ranks oft the working-class parties 

of the world, . . 
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The situation now facing the world communist movement is extremely crit- 

ical. We face this crisis because of the four-year development of an opposing 
line - of a basic departure from the line of Marxism-Leninism - on the part of the 

Chinese party leadership. They have diverged from the path of Marxism-Leninism 

on such questions as the estimate of the present relationship of world forces and 

the strategic line of march of the Communist movement, and consequently on 

almost all tactical questions. They have abandoned Marxism even on such elem- 
entary basic questions as the role of classes and class antagonisms and‘they have 

developed a system of philosophical concepts to support this departure. 

What'the world Communist movement faces, therefore, is the task of de~ 
fending and further developing the concepts of Marxism~Leninism and of rejecting - 
the erroneous concepts of the CPC based on narrow nationalism, petty bourgeois 

radicalism and the use of anti~Sovietism as an instrument of their nationalist 

policies. The world movement is now face to face with the results of four years 

of deterioration and frustration, four years of fruitless efforts to halt or limit the 

public debate and to keep the discussion within the bounds of Marxist standards 

of conduct, The struggle is to strengthen and sink deeper roots for the working 
class, communist ideology and to reject petty~bourgeois ideology. The task is 
to raise to new heights proletarian internationalism and to reject narrow national= 

ism. 
; Such is the nature of the problem. The question is: Where do we go from 

here 
I have emphasized the fact that all this has been going on for four years 

because:we should not approach the problem as 1 we were starting from scratch. 

The 1960 world conference was an attempt to prevent such a development. 

I believe it did succeed in limiting the split. There have also been numerous 

regional meetings. There have been many world conferences organized by the 
World Marxist Review on specific questions, such as the struggle for democracy, 

the fight against imperialism, the growth of state monopoly capitalism, the build- 

ing of socialism in new nations, problems of the trade unions, and others. There 
have been delegations to China from a number of the parties, and meetings, ex= 

changes of letters and delegations between the CPSU and the GPG. In making 

proposals ‘for the future, therefore, let us keep in mind the experiences of the 

past four years, Without exception, all overtures to return to the path of unity 

have thus far been rejected by the OPC, 

Tf we are to make a serious contribution, there are some aspects of these 

developments that we need to probe into more deeply. In particular, we must try 

to determine why it has been impossible either to bring this debate to a conclusion 

or to limit its public expression. The answer to this question will go far in help~- 

ing us assess the nature of the controversy. 

There are some who argue that the divergence of positions is a natural out- 

growth of the greatly‘increased diversity of specific situations in which different 

parties operate. But this is wrong. Diversity of circumstances does not mean 

diversity in theory or ideology. It does not eliminate the existence of universal 

laws applying to all ‘situations, 

τ 

To attribute the split to diversity of circumstances is to apologize for the 

Chinese position. Such differences are no excuse for the fragmentation of the 

world working-class movement. Nor are they an argument against the need for 

exchanges of experiences and views between parties. The real issue is whether 

parties should be permitted to use "diversity" as a cloak for concepts that depart 

from Marxism-Leninism while other parties remain silent. But the roots of the 

failure to end or limit debate go even beyond this. 

There is one fundamental reason~~and only one--why the world Communist 

movement has not been able to return to the path of unity. That reason is that thé 

laadership of the GPC does not look upon this debate 85 a meré discussion of dif- 

ferences ahd has not done so for ἃ long “ines It now seems clear that their spilt- 

ting approach c&h ba dated back to the beginning δὲ ϑσθ. Starting with January 

1560j. thé line of the CPC has been one of conducting ἰδὲ a discussion but rather a 
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. full-scale assault, desianed to capture or to_split the world movement, Its aim Is 

to reverse the course set by the 20th Congress, to destroy the influence of the 

CPSU, and to destroy the leadership of any party that does not go along with their 

non~Marxist policies. 

Hence, instead of a dicussion they have conducted, and are conducting, a 

political-organizational drive to create a split in the world Communist movement, 

unprecedented in working-class history. There is no match to its recklessness, to 

its provocative and irresponsible nature, and their use of slander and falsehoods is 

without precedent. . 

While they have formally kept contact with other parties, they have been 

engaged all along in building a world organizational structure consisting of groups 

in different countries. They have built, and are building, regional centers with ty 

big staffs, located in Switzerland and a number of other countries. They have Ξ 

labored to build-in every country a cadre consisting of anti-party groups, irrespons~ ; 
ible adventurers, Trotskyites and assorted petty-bourgeois radical sects. They have 

withdrawn from the World Marxist Review and have set up their own magazines. They 

speak against a world conference of Communist parties aimed at unity when at the 

very same time they are organizing their own, using the Tokyo peace meeting as the 

occasion for calling a conference of their forces in Peking afterward. And they are 

spending hundreds of millions of dollars to build this world organization. ᾿ 

It seems clear that if both sides viewed the controvery as a discussion of 

differences, it could follow a logical course even though the differences are very” 

sharp. But if one side uses the discussion only as a cover for other activities and 

to cloak its real aims, that also has its logic. That is why this debate has taken 

on the nature of a split. Under these circumstances, for the world Communist move- 

ment te continue to act'as if this is a mere discussion of differences, is, in my 

estimate, the road to continued weakness. It is a path to disintegration. 

Lenin once said, speaking about a group which indulged in pleasant phrases 

about internationalism but in fact followed a nationalist line, that they viewed it 

“ag a holiday walk through the gardens of internationalist phraseology.” There ‘are, 

I feel,.some tendencies to look upon the présent controversy as ἃ "holiday walk 

through the gardens of unity phraseology" ~~ to mistake for a flower garden what 

is in fact an undergrowth of thistle and cactus. . 

tt seems to me that to close one’s eyes to the reai nature of this split is the 

most harmful of all mistakes. It is the path to opportunism and capitulation. And 

to try to pass it off as only a disagreement between the Communist Parties of the i 

Soviet Union and China, or to suggest that somehow it 15 a personal feud between 

Krushchev and Mao't'se Tung, is but a further step along an opportunistic path. 

Lenin was entirely right when he said one cannot defend or apologize for 

opportunism without becoming an opportunist oneself. Compromise with opportunism 

is not a road to unity. The only real road to unity is an unyielding struggle against 

There has never been a struggle against departures from the path of Marxism, 

where other opportunistic weaknesses did not come to the surface. In this sense 

the present struggle 18 no exception. a 

Neutrality to any degree in the struggle against a departure from Marxtsm- 

Leninism is itself a reflection of opportunism. “Autonomy,” "national peculiarities, Ὥ 

"diversity" are all very important concepts that need to be developed. But if these 

concepts are all that motivates or guides a working~class party, then they can very 

well become the vehicles for opportunistic and potty bourgeois concepts. In the 

field of ideology there is the need for a constant struggle against the penetration of 

non-working-class ideas. ( 

While there is general agreement that the tactical positions of the Chinese 

leaders are wrong, there seems:to be a continuing reluctance to face up to what 

undérlies these wrong positions. For example, the question is not only one of 

differences conceming relations between socialist states. There is also the 



question of the different ideological Influences which mold people's attitudes 

toward'the resolution of such differences, There are working-class concepts and 

there are petty-bourgeois concepts, There 1s a Marxist-Leninist approach and 

there is a departure from that approach. 

What does it mean to speak, as some do, of the relation between working- 

class ideology and peasant or petty-bourgeois ideology in terms of adopting a 

position "big enough to embrace both ideologies"? An ideology is based on the 
relations of a given class ina society. We must distinguish between different 
ideologies and understand them in these terms. But we must try not to equate them 

or to fuse them with the idea that “each contributes to a synthesis of Marxist con- 
cepts." To do so would be only to obscure the affinity of Marxism-Leninism and 

working-class ideology. The alliance of the working class and the peasantry 15 

based not on a fusion of ideologies but on the joint struggle for mutual interests, 
It is an alliance based on mutual self-interests, A victory for socialism is a 

victory of working-class ideology. Working-class ideology does not become fused 
with other class ideologies. The working class wins the other class groups to its 

ideology. 

What is the nature of the unity of the world Communist movement that we 

are striving to establish? First, however, perhaps we should ask whether there is 
a need for a new look at the question of establishing better coordination--of setting 

up some system of relations and exchanges within the world movement, 

Iam convinced this is a crucial question, that it is a key historic task now 

facing thé working-class parties, I believe it is as crucial for us as it was for 
Marx and Engels when they fought for the First International, and as it was for 

Lenin and his co-workers before the Communist Intemational came into existence. 

Of course, the nature, the methods empioyed and the organizational stract- 

ures established reflected the problems and conditions of.those periods, Certainly 

they are not applicable now; our solutions must be a reflection of present-day 
developments. 

Some warn that we must not try to build a system of relations based on the 
concept of the monolithic-organizational unity of the Communist International, But 

this is arguing about a non-existent problem, Not only are such concepts com- 

pletely outdated, but also, as far as I know, no party has made any. such proposals, 
We should not allow ourselves to be diverted by such phantoms. What can be wrong 

with a fresh look at this problem? Maybe we will conclude that it is not possible 

to establish a new system of ties; but let us do so on the basis of a new study, 

I consider it also an illusion to think, as some of the parties apparently do, 

that they can continue their present course of Immersing themselves in their own 

affairs and confining themselves to occasional general comments about the world 
problems, while the Chinese proceed to set up regional centers in different parts 
of the world, establish magazines and newspapers, conduct schools, creating 

confusion and disruption, and spreading nationalist and racist ideas. 
ἘΝ ΝΙΝ “πο πὸ 

The larger, older parties may go on in this way, at least for atime. But 

what about the smaller, newer parties ~ parties with less experience and a smaller 
weaker working-class base? Is it a responsible attitude, is it proletarian inter- 

nationalism, to ignore these problems? Does this not reflect an over-emphasis on 

autonomy? Rather, we should boldly and creatively tackle the question of coordin~ 

ation without being gun-shy because of past mistakes, and without getting bogged 

’ down with past concepts. 

is there a contradiction between upholding the autonomy of each party and 

maintaining a system of relations and exchanges among the various working-class 

parties? I do not think so. The fact that such conflicts have arisen (or may arise 

again) only argues that we must learn from our mistakes and set up safeguards. 

Is the safeguarding of autonomy areal question? Undoubtedly, in the past 

it was a problem. However, I cannot in all-honesty see it from here as being such 
a problem today. I mention this because I feel that the question of autonomy is 



~ sometimes raised only as a smokescreen for concepts of narrow nationalism. To 
this, there is only one exception, one real threat, namely, the attempts of the 

GPC to invade our autonomy as a party. When they set up and support anti-party 
cliques, this is an invasion of our autonomy. 

What are some of the political questions on which exchanges and discus- 
sions are necessary? One area is the nature and role of U.S. imperialism, and 

methods of struggle against it. 

We can agree that U.S. imperialism is the center of world imperialism and 
that itis as aggressive as it dares to be. But we cannot agree that it is the only 

_ imperialism worth mentioning or that the bourgeoisie is one monolithic, aggressive 

mass. We cannot successfully combat U.S. imperialism on the basis of such mis= 
taken ideas. Such concepts have a built-in apology for other imperialist powers, . V2 

and a cover for the most aggressive and reactionary sections of U.S. imperialism. 
Nor can we agree that fighting for peaceful policies of co-existence is incompat- | 

ible with pans against U.S. imperialism. On the contrary, the record shows 

that it is the only basis on which such a struggle can be successfully conducted 

in today's world. 

And we must réject two closely-related questions regarding U.S. impetial- 

ism which have appeared in a number of places lately. American finance capital, 

to be sure, faces a growing crisis. The United States has been forced to retreat 

somewhat 88 ἃ world power, thanks both to the growing strength of the socialist 

world and the continued success of the colonial Hberation movements, and the 
increasing economic weight of its imperialist rivals. In addition, American ruling 

circles face a constitutional crisis provoked by the tremendous upsurge of the civil 

rights struggle. It is these developments that have given rise to two misconcep- 

tions. 

- ἃ 

One is that because of the nomination of Goldwater and the bid of the ultra~ 
Right for the presidency, it is a foregone conclusion that the whole political front 

will necessarily -- or already has ~~ swung to the right. Such a conclusion 
betrays a lack of faith in the American people, It embodies a wrong estimate of 

‘ the character and history of our people. True, such an outcome is possible, But 

᾿ it is not inevitable, or even probable. On the contrary, the present situation con~ 

tains the ingredients for giving our country a push to the left. To make policy on 

the basis of an inevitable or already existing shift to the right is wrong and un- 

called for, 
. Related to this erroneous conception is the idea that the crisis of U.S. 
imperialism can lead American ruling circles in only one direction -- reaction and 

war. If this is so, then war is inevitable, This raises again an old question: 

Because of the relationship of forces, among the American people as well as ona 

world scale, can U.S. imperialism be made to retreat without a major world or 

- nuclear war? To this question our reply has been, "Yes - itis possible!” 

To reject this possibility is to reject one of the fundamental concepts of the 

policy of peaceful co-existence, We cannot base our policy on any concept of an 
inevitable path to reaction and war. What has happened to the positive estimates 

of the balance of world forces in the minds of people who now make these negative 

estimates of world developments? Are they only operative as phrases in public 

resolutions, or are they factual estimates of present reality? Iam convinced that 

our estimates are correct and that is why I cannot go along with such sweeping “πὶ 

negative assessments that everything has swung to the right. One must see the 

danger of reaction, But not to see the growth of the people's democratic movement 

is to be one~sided. One must see the danger of war -~ but one musi also have the 

confidence to win peace. 

A second area in which we can contribute is the role of state monopoly 

capitalism, Its development has taken a different course here than in Western 

Europe, and has posed certain questions in a different Hght. 

The European experience has given rise to questions of whether or to what 

extent the working class can use these state monopoly capitalist developments for 

purposes of transition to socialism. The question has arisen in this way because 

in the postwar reconstruction in Western Europe three elements were involved: 
domestic capital, the state, and U.8. capital. The struggle among these three 



sectors has provided room to maneuver and has Opened up certain new possibilities, 

"But state monopoly capitalism here is quite different, particularly with 
regard to the way in which the state is involved, For us to project ideas similar 
to those emerging in some European parties would, therefore, be illusory, although . 
it is impossible for us to foresee what might happen to the state~monopoly setup 
under an anti-monopoly government, At the same time, I feel that some opportun~ 
istic concepts have developed on such matters as state monopoly capitalism and 
the Common Market, , 

A third area to be examined is the spread of narrow nationalism, This isa 
new and special problem in the world Communist movement. There aré many 
reasons for its development which I can only touch on here. One is the emergence 
of new relationships of the working classes to their nations. A second is the fact 
that in the struggle for national liberation, nationalism has played an important 
anda positive role. Third, the growth of Communist parties in newly-liberated 
countries and those still seeking their freedom has produced a changed class com- 
position among the parties making up the world movement, Fourth, and most im- 
portant, there has been no serious struggle against it. Weeds that are not fought 
against, grow. The positive role of nationalism in struggles has become trans- 
formed into an acceptance of nationalism in ideology, 

Nationalism can be utilized as a progressive force only conditionally and 
temporarily, and then only when it operates in alliance with the Ideology of the 
working class, Unless this is freely recognized, and unless there is a constant 
fight for the dominance of the ideology of working~class internationalism, it can ; 
all too easily get out of hand. When it does, then narrow nationalism. replaces 
the working-class ideology of internationalism, 

Tt is one thing to understand the role of national pride, or the role of 
nationalism in the struggle for independence and freedom, It is quite another 
matter when we are discussing the need for a struggle for working-class ideology. 

Lenin stated it very well, He said, “Marxism cannot be reconciled with 
nationalism, be it even of the ‘most just,’ 'purest,' most refined and civilized 
brand. In place of all forms of nationalism Marxism advances internationalism, 
the amaigamation of all nations in the higher unity, a unity that is growling before 
our eyes ... The principle of nationality is historically inevitable in bourgeois 
society, and taking this society into due account, the Marxist recognized the 
historical legitimacy of national movements. But to prevent this recognition from 
becoming an apologia of nationalism, it must be strictly limited to what is pro- 
gressive in such movements in order that this recognition may not lead to bourgeois 
ideology obscuring proletarian consciousness." (Lenin, Coll. Works, Vo, 20, 
p. 34.) 

In the present situation, an overdose of emphasis on "independence of 
parties" can lead to nationalism. A cadre spoon-fed only on ideas of autonomy 
and independence will be a cadre that succumbs to policies of narrow nationalism, 

Every party must struggle consciously for an internationalist ideology. 
Every party must have its own key issue in that struggle - its own orindstone on 
which it molds a cadre shaped by internationalism. In our country that key issue 
is the struggle against great-power chauvinism and its internal counterpart, white 
chauvinism. 

I believe that a fully successful struggle against all non-working-class 

ideological influences, whether it is great power chauvinism or nationalism, 

requires a system of exchanges and international relations. Without this, one- 

sidedness inevitably develops on most questions. To some, for example, the 
events in Brazil were proof of too much reliance on peaceful methods, but to these 
same people the developments in Venezuela prove nothing. Without a sytem of 

exchange there can be no collective sharing of theoretical conclusions, No one 
party can draw theoretical conclusions from events in this most active and explos- 
ive epoch of the history of mankind, ~ 

There has been a four-year process of schooling of Communist parties of 
the world in the course of this controversy. All have moved in the same direction, 
but some have been slower than others.. The reason for this slowness is that some 

ff i Rs 



have retained illusions about the nature of the split. Thus, the Chinese at one 
point put out feelers about their own world conference, which they later dropped 

when they found that they could not get the support of enough parties. But it 
- shows that as long as they had hopes of winning support, they kept pushing. And 

it shows that a firmer stand by all parties would have halted the aggressive drive 

for a split more effectively and sooner. 

In our own party cadre, we have encountered instances in which each new 
wrong tactical position of the CPC has been met with exclamations of "unbeliev- 

able," “a surprise," "unfortunate," "harmful." Each new act of the Chinese 
leaders has forced these comrades reluctantly a Little further along the road toward 

grasping the full nature of the split and the depth of the departure from the path of ; 
Marxism-Leninism. ce 

But doesn't this indicate a weakness? Τὸ hesitate for a time is understand- 

able, but to be pushed, step by step, by tactical developments for four years with- 
out drawing conclusions is another matter. Again, I think this reflects a reluctance 

to come to grips with the fundamental reasons for the wrong tactical positions. 1 

we examine it, I think we will find that there is no clear understanding of the ques- 
tions involved, . 

-Disagreeing with the Chinese tactically is no real measure of understanding. 

Few, even of the anti-Party groups, dare openly to support them on many of their 

tactical stands. However, we hear all-too often the remark: “I don’t agree with 

the Chinese on this -- but." The discussion then centers about the but -- which 

proves to be either an apology for the Chinese position, or it very often turns out 

to be an attack on the Soviet Union. Or itis said, "We all know full well how 

wrong the CPC is but we must not answer them in kind. 

There are a number of questions which it would be well-worth posing to 

ourselves. How have we explained the Chinese position on the test ban? Do we 

say, yes they are wrong, BUT "they operate under different relationships?" Or, 

how do we explain the charge that the "CPSU is in collusion with U.5. imperialism?" 

Do we remain publicly silent in the name of "autonomy", while. we privately tell 

the Soviet Communists in one breath that these Chinese attacks have no effect but 

that even Communists are wondering how there can be such a sharp dispute be~ 

tween two countries of sociaHsm. 

It should not surprise us that it is not difficult to get our members to reject 

these tactical positions, But if we stop there, we leave them "wondering " about 

basic questions. If they are wondering, it is only because they are given no ex- 

planation of the fundamental cause of the erroneous tactical positions. Again, the 

question is not whether we reject the tactical positions, but how we explain what 

leads the CPC to them, These questions cannot be left on the level of “good guys 

-and bad guys." We must get at the class roots of this basic departure from Marx~ 

ism-Leninism. 

We need to explain that this is a bsic departure from Marxism-Leninism on 

_ guch questions as the class struggle and the role of classes, the main contradic~ 

tion of capitalism, the nature and role of nationalism, the estimate of the relation- 

ship of world forces, the new quality of the struggle for peace. We need to ex- 7 

plain the Chinese advocacy of ideas like "the worse, the better" (which all-too 

many of our friends mistakenly believe to be our policy}. We must explain the 

historic role of anti~Sovietism as a key ingredient of bourgeois ideology. 

There are apparently some who think that we should be silent, or at least 

muffle our criticism, so that the Chinese leaders will keep focusing their attacks 

on the Soviet Union. Then there are some who lean toward the opportunist use of 

anti-Sovietism to prove their independence and autonomy or as a payment fora 

trade treaty with the imperialist powers. We cannot argue too strongly against any 

such ideas. Anti-Sovietism remains the key weapon in the capitalists’ ideological 

arsenal. The imperialist forces are ready to pay a high price for any expres sion of 

anti-Sovietism. This remains the key to their attempts to split and demobilize the 

progressive forces of the world. στ τῇ 
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Why is this so important? Because we cannot defend Marxism-Lenini 

without this approach. We can only reject tactical positions one by-one. And if 

that is all τὸ do, we will encounter situations in which comrades who go along 

for a time on tactical questions seemingly swing overnight to the opposite position, 

For example, comrades may "suddenly" become confused on our electoral policy. 

We are now winning people over to that policy, but mainly because it is almost 

impossible, without appearing insane, to follow such policies as that of the 

Monthly Review which apes much of the CPC position. Hf we are satisfied, we 

should not be. Rather, we should seize this favorable tactical situation to explain 

more fundamentally the basis of our electoral policy; to explain the deeper meaning 

of our policy and tactics, 

Or to take another example. In the thirties the main obstacles to Left unity 

were: a} anti-Communism, 8) the sectarian policies of our Party, and c) the role 

of Trotskyism. But this has changed, We must still contend with anti-Communism, 

‘ but a new obstacle is now created by the coming together of Trotskyism and the new 

brand of petty-bourgeols radicalism that strives to isolate the Left to a narrow sect- 
‘arian corner, They say they now see the danger of fascism and Goldwaterlsm, but 

they refuse to do anything about building a people's democratic front against it. Ali 

this in the name of "purity of conscience" and radical phrases. The Goldwater © 

candidacy has forced some tactical retreats, but the basic obstacle remains. 

We need to deal with such questions as the relation between the struggle for 

reforms and the struggle for socialism. We must convincingly show how the latter 

is a continuation of the former. If we do not, the petty-bourgeois radical line of 

the Chinese Party takes over: "the worse, the better,” Our followers become in<- 
fected with the erroneous idea that reforms are not only futile, but are obstacles to 
the fight for socialism. And if reforms are frauds, why worry about winning the 

American masses to struggle for them? Why worry about what differences exist in 

the ranks of the bourgeoisie? And soon, Is it not a fact that some Left forces 

have accepted the position of the CPC that the Civil Rights Bill is a fraud, etc.? 

What are the prospects for the ultimate re~establishment of ideological 

unity? Some say there are no such prospects, that the achievement of such unity 

is a hopeless task, I cannot accept so negative an estimate of the Chinese Com= 

munist Party or its leadership. : 

For-some this negative estimate becomes an excuse for not conducting an 

ideological struggle. Because if this is so, why fight on ideological questions? 

Why not confine ourselves to appeals for unity on tactics in specific cases? 

We fight for ideological unity because we believe we can succeed - because 

we do not believe the Chinese Party is so hopelessly in the camp of petty-bourgeolis 

radicalism and nationalism that there is no hope. Such negative contentions become 

an excuse for not fighting on the ideological front, It is one thing to argue against 
a: monolithic world organizational structure. But this cannot be interpreted as an 

. argument against the struggle for monolithic concepts in ideology or theory. This. 

must always remain a goal toward which the world movement strives. 

Nor can I accept the argument that the world movement is not ready for an 

international conference as the next step. I have a higher estimate of the world 

- Communist movement than this, and I cannot see the logic of ἃ position which says, 

“We have problems and differences; therefore we dare not get together and discuss 

them, for such a discussion may lead to a split." ‘ 

The real danger is a continued process of drifting, of being driven apart by 
the centrifugal force of nationalism, each party in its-own direction, while the 

leaders of the CPC go ahead full blast with the establishment of their regional 

centers and a world organization of their own. 

_ Because we are for every possible step towards unity, we support the 

GPSU's proposal to call together an editorial commission to prepare materials for 
a world conference. We are for world conferences on the problems of today, 
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ἰ '- for better facilities for the collective drawing of theoretical conclusions, for the 

a establishment of a better system of relations between Communist parties. And we 

ἐπ are for discussions with the fraternal parties of the Americas about some regional 

. system of ties. 

᾿ ᾿ We feel the editorial commission should prepare documents on recent world 

development, on how to achieve peace, defeat world imperialism, and how the A 

‘newly independent countries can move toward socialism. The commissions should ‘1 

8180 deal with the struggle against intemational monopoly capitalism, and should 

‘go further into the question of roads to socialism. ! 

It should give particular attention to the problem of containing the influence 

of narrow nationalism, iand of strengthening that of proletarian internationalism -~ ou 

of making proletarian internationalism a badge of honor and a mass political weapon, = - | 
And it should go further into the central question of peaceful coexistence and its i ἱ 

ralationship to the struggles for peace, democracy and socialism. - (| 

fraternity of autonomous world Communist parties to meet, to exchange experi~ 

ences. -π-- 

᾿ ' 
Whether there are differences or not, there is always the need within the 

: 
i 

What is this fear in some quarters about a world conference? 

In the capitalist press there has been much talk about the fear of such a 

world conference “expelling,” “condemning" or “excommunicating" some parties. 

This is utter nonsense. Only those who view a world conference through the eyes 

of the long past can conjure up such fantasies, for the simple reason that there is 

no such world body with such powers. There are no thoughts ~~ nor is it possible 
to set up such a body within today's realities. When all of those participating in 
such a conference have one aim -~ that of starting the process that will lead to 

the reestablishment of unity in the world Communist movement, how can anyone 
draw the conclusion that it can only result in a split? It is impossible for me to 

understand any concept that admits that there are disagreements and differences, 

states they. are for unity, yet refuses to take part in discussions that surely must 

lead to unity, The healing of the split in the world community of Communist- 

Marxist parties is a challenge without precedent in working-class history. 

Let the editorial commission, if nothing else, explore what the areas ara 

on which an international conference can be called. Certainly no party can 
object to taking part in such a meeting ! 
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On 1/4/65, NY 694-S* advised that he received through 
the secondary channel+- ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN--three partially- 
coded messages on microfilm, the plain texts of which are as follows: 

πο GUS HALL December 31, 1964 Ref ae 
"Dear GUS HALL, fs 

ai 

"First of all accept heartfelt gratitude for your ὁ 
warm and friendly message on the occasion of a New Year, 

"Presidium of Central Committee, CPSU warmly wish you 
your brothers~in-arms - members of National Committee, and also 
your families a happy New Year. USSR Communist Party members always 
had a a profound respect for a selfless work of fraternal CPUSA. 

"We know very well that your Communist Party is fighting 
under difficult conditions. Therefore with such a satisfaction we. 1 ̓ 
see that despite of the difficulties the fighting spirit of glorioug 
US Communist Party is growing. US Communist Party carries high ἐδ] 
banner of Marxism-Leninism, disseminating ideas of Marxism- 
Leninism among U.S. people, expanding links with working people and 
working class, taking an active part in movement. for friendship 
between the people of US and USSR. 

"For the US people the year of 1964 was,a year of 
peculiar political significance. The overwhelming defeat of 
ultra-right reaction headed by Goldwater was an unambiguous 
responsé of US voters on questions en life put before them. 

Ky). Buréau (RM) ®. pwo-+2%o9/— “2 

1. NY 134-91 (INV) (G1) “ δ 
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‘GPUSA made its contribution to. this victory over 
ultra-~right and this creates favorable conditions to conduct 
extensive activities of CPUSA. 

“For CP members all over the world there is no moré 
noble task than strengthening o£ proletarian international .and 
fraternal solidarity in struggle against opportunists and splitters 
o£ every stripe. 

We are confident that close fraternal relations 
successfully developing between our Communist Parties. in the 
course of many decades would be strengthened in the future on the 
bases. of our common cause im the struggle for peace, ‘for new: 
victories of socialism and communism, for new defeat of imperialism. 
Allow me; dear Οὐδ᾽ HALL, to. wish to you and all CPUSA new big 
success in just noble and heroic work for peace, democracy 8 and, 
socialisn., 

"With warn friendly regards," 

the above message was in reply to a méssage sent by 
- GUS HALL to the Soviets, reported in NY airtel 

12/24/64, wherein was reported the text of the message 
sent by HALL to the Soviets exténding New Years 
greetings, 

“To GUS HALL. | πον 

"From GGCPSU 

“CCCPSU gave much attention to your request regarding 
moral support of your Party in view of new trial under infamous | 
Mc Carran Act’. We pay high tribute to your courageous fight, which 
has international. significance, your struggle against reactionaries 
in the citadel of worldfimiperialism. 

ἡ ΟΟΡΒΙΪ iftokmed other fraternal parties a@bout your 
request to support the GEUSA and to begin intensivé campaign of 

~2= 
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"protest against mew attack o£ USA. réaction. In, Moscow MORRIS.. 
GHILDS. had meetings with many leaders of Latin-Américan parties, and 
with leaders of. parties of Cypres, Finland, Italy, and some others. 

“For our part we suggest, to undertake some measures 
in the defense- of GPUSA., . With that ead in view editorials. and. 

_articlés would ‘be published in-our press unmasking anti- | 
constitutional nature of ‘Mc Carran Act, democracy in USA and: false 
declarations abdut 'the great. Society, ! Rallies of working people 
will béheld at someplants and, factories. 

. "Zt is supposed that letters would be seit to the - 
residences of ‘President JOHNSON, to the Department o£ Justice,, 
to the U.” 5. Congress, protesting against new attack on the legal - 
rights of USA people, Déar US friends, at this. difficult fot your 
Party moment, we are with you, 

Ye - GEE you success in a new fight: of USA people. 
against the offense of black forces. of reaction. - 

"ocersu” 

The above. message was a reply’ to: a. iheasage seat by 
GUS HALL tothe Soviets, reported in ΝΥ airtel to 
Buréau, 12/16/64, wherein HALL asked for the 
assistance of the CPSU. and other CP's in ἃ fight 
against the Me Carran Act. 

"To JACK BROOKS 

thank you: very much for your good: wishes. 
1 am sending to you sincerest personal wishes for 
a happy New Year. . 

κ᾿ 

‘Uncle ARMSTRONG next, ! ς | ᾿ 
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From: ὀ δοῖη πᾶσα» Hoovor, Director 

Bureau of Intelligence and Resoarck 
Dopartmont of State. 

Subject: UEETING OF LEADERS OF DATIN-AMMICAN ut 
COMMUNIST PARTIES WITH REPRESENTATIVES “Ἵ 
OF THE COMNUNIST PANTY ΟἹ CHINA, \ 
PERIKG, CHINA, DECBUSER,. 2964 

| The folleving information was supplied by a source 
which hos furnished reliable. information in ‘the past. 

| _ In December, 1954, a dolegation xepresenting Ὁ 
Latin~-Amorican Commmnist Parties. wert to. Peking, China, at / 
the insistence of Fidel Castro, Premier of Cuba. Castro 4 
hoped that these representatives would be well, received by 
the Communist Party of China and that through discussions. 
they could possibly open up some avenues which would lead 
to greater unity within the international commmist movemonut. 

_ Reportedly the resulta achieved by this delegation. 
to China were negative and their meotings with the leadership 
of the Communist Party of China wore cursory and short. Tho 
delegation. vag informed that tho prica for unity within the 

- 

Zaternational commmist moveuent wad ‘neceptance of the be 
Communist Party of Chinn ine. bic 
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Classified “oP Sects" becatise tmatithorized disclosire. 
of thig information, could réveal the identity of thé ‘source, who 
is: of continuing value, and such revelation could result in. 
exceptionally graye dinage ‘to the Nation. Sourcé ig CG 5824~s*, 
who obtained this’ data. while on Soild Mission 17. Ses NYairtel 
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ἊΜ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies ἡ NZ 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant’s 
statement entitled, “DISCUSSIONS WITH OFFICIALS OF 
MEZHDUNARODNAJA KNIGA (MK) CINTERNATIONAL BOOK), MOSCOW, DSSR, 
CONCERNING OUTLETS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR SOVIET 
PUBLICATIONS." Kis ἰ 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 5} 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-3 on 1/3/65, to iP 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. < 

The information in the enclosed informant's {- 
τὶ statement was obtained by CG 5824-S* during discussions in 
Ὁ Moscow, USSR, on 12/14/64, with the MK officials named herein 
4 and in discussion with GUS HALL in New York City on 1/2 and 

J 

1/3/65. ᾿ ee’ " 
Pertinent information contained herein will be AY 

disseminated to appropriate offiges separately under j 
appropriate caption, suitably raphrased and accompanied i AY 
by the necessary ution statements. 
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niscussz0g. WITH OFFICIALS or 
HEZIDUNARODNATA KUXGA (1.0) 
(INTERNATIONAL Cook), Lescoy, USER, 
CONCERNING OUTLETS IN THE 
UNITED STATES FOR SOVIET PupLYcaTrous 

As proviowtsly reported, 2 ‘veprecentative of the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) was instructed by Gus Mall, 
Goneral Secretary, CP, USA, to take up with Kozhdunarodnaja. 
Kniga (MK) (International Book), the Sdviet Govornmont 
agency responsible for the import and. export of printed 
material, to matters concerning outlets in tho United States 

At Soyiet publications. Oné of thése matters concerned.a- 
~ dotter transnitted-through this CP, USA representative to 

ron Pailip/#rankteld in which Franikfcld advised MK that 

Mates unpatisfactory rolation The second matter 
. goneerned the fact that Myxt harpo, | owner of Crosscurrents 
Press, incorporated, New York tity 3 Willing to sell out 
“bur had Tnvorned"H#11 that he debived~$42,000 for his 
interest. in the business and had presented Hall with a xough 
draft of the cortract for 5816 under which he would sell; ὁ 

. Hall wished approval of the CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
- for the contract conditions and other problems. an 

tiiow Era Rooke, ! Now York | ions Git 1d po dissolved in view of 

During Deconber, 1964, a representative of the 
CP, USA mot in Moscow, USSR, with two represéntatives of UX: . 
{First Hame Unknown) Zéitsov (phonetic), who handles all 
transactions on literature sold in the United States from 
MK; tnd (First Name Unknown) Stolgov' (phonetic), Vice 
President of UK. Lator ih January, 1965, the. content of 
thig discussion was discussed with Gus Halt, Following ‘is 
‘the essence of these discussions: 

| First of all the letter from Frankfeld was: 
presented to ΜΞ by the CP, USA representative. The MK 
officials iunediately stated that it. is their belief that 

| Frankfeld is not the man to bo running that business and 
| that le had no bisiness moving the business out of ἃ . 
streetiront storé to ah upper story. ) 
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Tho EX representatives thon went τ backs into the 
history of Now Era Looks, (formerly known as World Books), 
Initially, the business started off on ἃ food relationship 
and MX was giving Frankfeld good terns, up to. 70% discounts, 

4 Subsequently Frankfold asked for Russisn language books. 
«but dhis would haye been in conflict ¥ their agreomont 

ur Continents 
Bo oof aeporation (lew York Cit ) arerold customers.” 

ey noted that iow Gre Bogle wales getting transiation# 
of Rutsian books. Thoy said thoy ronlized tht it is 
difficult to make any money just gelling Soviet books : 
printed only in inglish. 6&6, whon Franlsfeld requested books 
in other lanruagés, they sent hia sone. ἀπὸ representatives — 
fron Mi stated tint they believe that they have fulfilled 
their obligations by sonding How Exp whatover they themselves — 
published. my cannot 5611 him what they do not publish, — 

ο EX vopresentatives then gave. the folloving 
statintios. “paring 1962, Hew-Exya cold. 27,000. books and 
pamphlots}; in 1968, thoy sold 19,509 copics; it is expected 
thoy will soll 19,500 copics in 1504 based upok the sale of 
14,000 copies during the first ton mouths of 1004. They 
noted that in come cases they sold to How Bra comé books in 
the Russian idnguago in Spite of the fact that such books 
were covered by the franchise hold by Four Continents Rooks 

Corporation. 

At this point the CP, UIA representative asked 
why it is that EX has donlt dircctly with the Progressive 
Look Shop in Los Angeles and others who have previously been 
customers of New Era; however, he rocoived πο. response ta 
this. question: 

Continuing, tho μὰ rapresentatives stated that in 
1004 LK had given Now Era $4,000 in cash for use on 
advertising; however, in going over the financial necotats 
of How Era, they have discovered that New Era only spent 
$800 for that purpose. ‘They slo stated that IK gaye Hew 
Bra $1,500 during 1034 in the form ΟΣ credit, During 1964 
How tra pald EX $3,252.90. Yow Den still owes $729.20 in 
paynents on literature. ‘hoy thon admitted that thig is not 
Ὁ large debt. 



7 It waa Moted that-in his letter Frankfold 
somplained about belng ovor-supplied with sone tens. 
Thay stated that they realized that thio had Happened 
‘and when it was called to their attention, they had 
straightened it out by discounting tho over-supply 

and gave Row Bra credit for it. 

The. LX representatives stated that inttdally 
¥rankfold wanted $1,000 per month which was to be used 
-in this manner: S500 for ddvertising and $600 for wages. . 
ho. OP; UGA representative at this point. told then ‘to 
take nhother look at Nevi Erats 2igures which showed that, 
Frantfold was. only gotting about $3,000 a yoar in salary. 
Furthermore their breakdown. of the money did not take into 
account that there were items of overhead that had to ‘be . 
paid out of the money that Frankfeld was asking, such aa 

- rént- and that therefore they should have no complaint 
about. that request. by ¥rankfeid. 

Néxt they ronirked ‘thet at One tine ‘teauk#old 
 ¥aised with MX his desire to cone to Moscow to talk over 
gone of these problens with them, Instedd, HX suggested 
to Frankfold that ho go to see their trade attache in 

| Washington or their trade attache would come to see hin 
. in New York, They said they do not do business that way, 

by. people traveling to ioscow to talls to them. ‘They . 
consiter New Era just as a store doing business. with thon 

_ with contracts, but they do not subbidize such stores 
- οχοορὲ perhaps occasionally in an indirect manner... 
Sometinos. they give aid in the fora of advertising or thoy 
may even στο sone discounts, but thoy da not Bive aid 
akroctiys. 

᾿ The τς soprocontatives then stated that — 
Foux Continents Book corporation 

‘ otoman and ae 
Samaria 



μοῦ stated that tho ΠΡ trade attache had gone 
“τᾷ née Prankfold in New York ond they had 8 log discussion 

_ goncerning thé business, Following that discussion and oa 
his own initiative; Fravkfeld had closed the stors. and moved 

. the business to. an upstairs location. In thoir opinion, 
-Frankfeid just is not the man to run the business when he 
docs things like that. . ᾿ 

When this was: discussed with Gus fall, he anreod 
with UK and stated that although the officials of UK mny be 
Yory arrogant aud hard to deal with; Frankfold is obviously 
not the man for thid oporation. In Nali's opinion, Frankfeld - 
should never hayo closed the strectfront store ‘and moved 
upsta τὴς . 

During tho discussion with the iis representatives, _ 
the roprosontative of tho cP, USA asked why the CP, USA could - 

: : not buy the nok Corporation. The KX 
réprosentatives four Coitincite Look Corporation 
is privately owtiod by Geet Mane Unknown) fmshakor’ (phonetic). 

dosieont, said that μὲ was fotiving to the USSR put he never 
followed. through on it. Slace then Eushakoy has sold sono more 
of his. stock to: another womah whose name wag not montioned. Ὁ 

> ὅδ, KE off2¢ials had figured that 15 Huchakov rotired ard 25 
. poneone put ina bid, ‘they could buy his stock and take over 
Your Continents: however, At appears that Euchnkey is going to 
πῦον Ons . 

Thoy noted that gererally Four Continents doos pay. 
for the literatura 41 puschased from EX, Whon in arrears;. if 
Four Continents is pushed too hard by UK for payment, they 

- usually reply to the offdct, "Go run the store yoursolt--we. 
will turn it ovor to you," 

Last yoar Four Continonts sold $65,000 worth of 
} Mts literature; however, νοῦ Four Continonts does not always 

pay thoir debts. They sell through book stores. and by way of 
mail Order... Sonctines HK doos subsidize sone advertising for 
Your Continents, Whon Four Continents hes an’ unsaleable iten, 
ME. does ¢ancel ‘out Sous debts in the form of credit, 



“ Heturntag te tho “subject of How Era, ἐπ stated 
that their opinion is that Frankfeld is not, the man-to run. 
that operation. They give him noré. money then he takes in. 
They boliove that. a roal businesslike person is needed to 
run the businoss. Frankfold's letter was ἃ xonl shock to 
thom but. there is nothing they can do about 2¢. They 
insisted that they do not want. to foréc him out. of busincss, 
They believe that they can como to terms om the exclusive 
franchise that ho wants if thoy can σοὺ someone in there who 
ean roally yun the businesa. . 

The HX. officials. stated that they. don't. know mich — 
about tho actual operation ef Four Continents and Cross Vorld 
because their business with- ven 28. handicd by thedz trade 
attaches. in: Washington, fer ko pnd (First Rane 
Unknown) Leonev (phonctic).- a jd. 

- pce ps \ A τὰν I. . 

They. stated that. they. are ‘yery anxtoun- to" Opera 
good book storé in Chicago, -Yllinois. In grext confidence 
they stated that they would not mind getting rid of Lotonan 
because they fool ho owes. them too much money. hoy asked 
the ropresentative of the CP, USA to. sce Wiether anything can 
bo done to: get them a. store in Chicano. ΤΟΥ promised that 
“they could supply such 4 atore with gift articles and wares 
plug technical books also. They inquired whether. the Modern 

- Pook Store Jn Chicago could handle this operation for UK. 
| Fhe CP, USA xeprosentative replied that the Modern Look Store. 
which is. the CP book store, would certainly not vant to. 
‘register as ἃ foroign agent as would be required to do. thie 
for HZ. 

Whon. this inquiry was. subsequently communicated to 
Gus Talt;. he conpletoly agrodd with thia-refucal to involve. 
the Modern Book Store in this matter; hovéver, Hall made 
several suggestions of people who might possibly be used for 
such a store for MK. -%n spite of the fact that Frod Blair — . 
is unable. to réally mako a living in Milwaukee, he yaight be 
ἃ possibility. The CP, USA representative renarked, however, 
that there would be-no one left in Uilwaukee to run the Oo? 
there, Gus Tall nett suggested Blien Payis df Chicago as a 
possibility and also Paul Romaine who prosently runs a book 
‘store in Chicago, fall was then told that the main thing is 
to get someone who is willing to register as a foreign agent. 
Aftor these suggestions by Fall, the discussion of -this 
‘subject was: dropped, 



dy t. 

Rolative to the second matter which Wall wished 
diccussdd with IX, that is tho matter of the purchase. of 

᾿ Crosscurronts Proas ». Incorporated, Faiz was told that ux 
stated that thoy nro not going to intorfére in any way in 
this transaction. Tf the ΟΡ, USA can do sondthing about: 
taking over Crosscurrents, this is all right with MX, but 

_ they will not do anything ‘to holp or hinder the transaction... 
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Wrbrot A. GALAITSOT — 

Roginning in early 1003, negotiations hayo boon 
going on betweon tho Communist Party, USA (CP, USA)- and tho 
CP. of the Soviet Union (CPSU) for an invitatar o visit 
the USSR to be extendod to Téverend Milton 7\Galanison, 
A404. Prosidont Streot, Brooklyn; New York, one of the leading 
figures working for racial integration of schools in New York 
City. It was learned during December, 1964, that a 
represontative of the North and South Amorican Coction of tho 
CPSU had stated that Galamison had heen visited four or five 
months ngo and there had been extenddéd to hin an invitation 
to visit the USSR. This visit and invitation had been made 
by one of tho feaders of the Union of Societies for Fricndship 
and Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries, headquartered 
dn Moscow, USSR. A tentative undorstanding was reached that 
Galanicon will accept tho invitation dnd travel to the USER 
someting during tho spring or carly summer of 1954, 

When this inforantion was communientod to Gus Rail, 
Gonoral Seeretary of the CP, USA, in oarly 1055, he connented 
that this contact vith Galanicon had not taken placo. four or 
fivo noaths ago, tut was made quite recently and that it is - 
peogently oxpouted | that -Galanison will make this trip in lay, - 
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SAs RICHARD ¥. HANSEN and WALTER ἃ. BOYLE. 

The. information in the enclosed informant's 
statement was obtained by CG 5824-S* during 12/64 in 
Moscow, USSR, from NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, Head of the North ’ 
and South Amevican Section of ΕΝ international Department ,, 
Central Committee, aed of the Soviet Union. 
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GUY OVENS 

Guy Ovens, tho son of Neary Winston, who ia 
Vico Chairman of the Communit Party, UIA (CP, USA}, is 
currently in Moscow St, whore ho has beon attending 
school. twas prov sary reported that Owens was 
cubject to epileptic scigures and was quite 111 in the 
USSR, disrupting his schooling. It was learned during 
December, 1964, that Cwons had been confined to a 
sanitarium in the USSR fox two weeks because of his 
illness and had been given oxtencive medicdl care. Tho 
soviet doctors have now concluded that πόδ is not 
subject to epilepsy and that his seizures are in reality 
psychosomatic. According to the coctors there is no 
reqson for hin to nisa school, As a result of his 
absences from school, Owens new déannot pass his 
examinations and is failing his courses in school, fig 
problez is not believed to be physical but rathor a 
result of bis mental attitude and 1¢ was observed that 
he finds every exevte that ho can why he should not go - 
to sehsol. 
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Enclosed nérewith for the Bureau are three copies aq 
and for New. York ‘one copy of an informant's statement. cap- fol} 
tioned, "Discussions, with Representatives ‘of the Publication 
‘problems of Peace and. Socialism, ' Also. Known As tWorld 
Marxist Review,.' Official Theoretical Organ of. ‘thé Interna~ 
tional Communist Movement. Published in Prague, Czechoslovakia, . 
Concerning Matters Relating to the Communist Party,, usa.’ 

The information appearing in the enclosed informants 
Ἶ Statement.-was furnished by Οὔ 5824-5 οὐ 12/31/64 and 1/1 & 3/65) 
. to SAs WALTER Ay ‘BOYLE and RICHARD We. _ HANSEN... 
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informant 's statement, a 2 Ἐ. Ver 
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